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CLAIRE LLOYD 
has been a 
member of the 
Homebuilding 
& Renovating 
team for 12 
years. She’s just 
completed her 
latest renovation

EDITOR’S LETTER
The beginning of the new year (and 

decade) is rather special for us: 
we’re celebrating our anniversary 

— Homebuilding & Renovating is turning 
30! To mark the occasion, we’ll be bringing 
you special features and even more expert 
advice throughout 2020. 

This issue, we’ve picked out one of our 
favourite self-builds of the last three decades
(you won’t believe it’s a new home), and 
asked long-time contributor and self-build 
expert David Snell to reflect on his time with
Homebuilding & Renovating (page 36).

On this note, we would like to thank 
our brilliant team of experts, who spend 
their days on site, advising self-builders 
and renovators, and their evenings and 
weekends writing for this magazine. 
Contributors such as David Snell, Mark 
Brinkley, Ian Rock, Tim Pullen, Bob 
Branscombe and Sally Tagg represent the 
many facets of building and renovating 
homes – from planning permission to 
project management – and, alongside you, 
our dear reader, help form the foundation 
upon which this magazine stands.

In recent years we’ve welcomed 
new experts to the fold — heating and 
sustainability expert David Hilton, architect

Allan Corfield, landscape designer Paul 
Hervey-Brookes, experienced renovator 
Katie Thomasson and self-build expert 
Mark Stevenson, to name but a few. We’ll be 
adding new names to this list in 2020, too. 

Finally, I’d also like to extend my thanks 
to our 30th anniversary partners: Self-Build 
Zone, Kloeber, Icynene and Korniche. 

Returning to this month’s issue… Inside, 
we share 30 great new products and ideas 
for your project in 2020. We also break 
down what you need to know (and do) 
about the Party Wall Act and how it may 
affect your extension plans (page 133). 
This might sound like a rather humdrum 
subject, but could be absolutely essential to 
those extending semi-detached or terrace 
homes or in close proximity to neighbouring 
houses. Plus, we cover the build story 
behind this seafront home (page 112) 
— and explain how a renovation scheme 
evolved into a new build.

SUBSCRIBE FOR 
HALF PRICE
Turn to page 54 to discover 
our half-price subscription 
offer to Homebuilding & 
Renovating magazine.

GREAT REASONS  
TO SUBSCRIBE…
l Never miss an issue,  
with free delivery.

l Receive two free 
tickets to all eight annual 
Homebuilding & Renovating 
Shows — worth £216.

l All the independent expert 
advice you need to ensure 
your project is delivered on 
time and to budget.

l The latest design ideas 
and inspiration for your 
self-build, renovation or 
extension project.

Editor’s Letter                   

Homebuilding 
& Renovating 
is turning 30!



ImproveExtend Renovate Self-Build

Come for the 
inspiration.  
Stay for the  
expert advice.
Visit the Homebuilding  
& Renovating Show.

For more details visit www.homebuildingshow.co.uk  

*Terms and conditions apply. Offer expires 3pm day before show opens. Saving based on one day door price ticket. Children 16 and under go free.

Get 2 FREE TICKETS 
worth up to £36* by visiting
homebuildingshow.co.uk/
magfeb

NEC, Birmingham
26-29 March 2020

Farnborough  
International

18-19 January 2020

Photo: Le is-Pii ppoinoino ntttt
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Contemporary self-build  WORDS Natasha Brinsmead PHOTOGRAPHY Matthew Heritage/Steven Haywood

vıewsFraming the

Peter O’Brien has realised his long-held dream of 
relocating to Devon, taking on a series of run-down 
buildings in order to create a stunning retreat



CLASSIC 
CONTEMPORARY
Despite the 
contemporary elements 
of the overall design, 
the new house manages 
to exude character and 
warmth thanks to the 
use of natural materials 
and the striking 
exposed oak frame.

BEST TRADITIONAL 
STYLE SELF-BUILD

HIGHLY COMMENDED
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‘‘
We knew we would have to use 
traditional materials and find a 
way to build the house into the 
surrounding landscape
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Peter O’Brien and his father Rodney had been 
running a holiday home business in Dorset 
for 10 years when an amazing property in the 

Totnes area came up for sale. “I had always wanted 
to live in Devon,” begins Peter.

The Gitcombe Estate, which Peter and Rodney 
bought, comprised a Grade II-listed farmhouse, a 
series of old barns and outbuildings, indoor and 
outdoor pools, and tennis courts, but although the 
estate had previously been run as a holiday property, 
it had not been well-maintained or developed to 
make the most of the site. 

Peter moved into the main house, which required 
complete renovation, while continuing to run the 
holiday home business.

“There was a stable block on the plot that I was
using for storage,” says Peter. “But it was by far
the best spot for a new property on the estate — it 
had the most magnificent views and was close to 
the pool and other facilities.” There was already a 
driveway leading to the stables, and most services 
were connected — the perfect plot for a self-build.

Planning stipulations
Peter set about getting planning permission to 
replace the stable with a house that would do its 
enviable position justice, turning to Leila Westrope 
and James Lock, of Roderick James Architects, for  
a design.

“Peter wanted to create a family home that made 
the most of the beautiful views all around,” explains
Leila. “But we knew that the planners had quite a
few stipulations — the ridge height of the new house 
couldn’t be much higher than the stable block that 
already stood and should, from the surrounding 
footpath, look traditional, simple and modest. So we 
knew we would have to use traditional materials and 
find a way to build the house into the surrounding
landscape to reduce its massing and impact.”

“We wanted it to have an impact — but in a good 
way,” adds Peter.

Designing for a sloping site
Working with an existing level change, the house was 
designed to be two storeys, with three bedrooms, 
all opening out on to a terrace on the lower ground 
floor. The main open-plan kitchen, dining and 
living spaces are on the first floor, as is an accessible 
bedroom and bathroom, with separate access  
when required.

To navigate the sloping site and keep the ridge 
height low, the new building is set into the land. 

“It’s a hybrid construction as we’ve used a mix 
of concrete and timber,” says Leila. “The insulated 
concrete block lower floor is sunk into the ground 
(to keep cool in summer) and then highly insulated 
timber studwork wraps the green oak frame on the 
upper, entry level floor. All of the walls (and floor 
and roof) are highly insulated.” 

Other energy efficient measures include an air 
source heat pump that powers the underfloor heating 
on both floors of the house, triple glazing and a 
mechanical ventilation with heat recovery system. 

HOMEOWNERS Peter and Rodney O’Brien
LOCATION Devon
PROJECT Oak-framed self-build
BUILD SIZE 220m2

BUILD TIME Nov 2017 - Dec 2018
PLOT COST Already owned
BUILD COST £650,000
CURRENT VALUE Approximately £1million 

PROJECT NOTES
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The upper storey was built using a green oak 
frame, designed by Leila and supplied by Carpenter 
Oak. “We used two central sling brace truss for the 
feature frames, combined with A-frames,” explains 
Leila. “This was to achieve a warm, traditional look.”

The exterior details
Peter, who took on the role of project manager, was
keen that the external design should feature vertical
larch cladding, and this has been fixed in what Leila
refers to as a ‘hit and miss’ configuration.

“Horizontal battens with a chamfer for water
drainage are fixed to the studwork, before vertical
cladding boards are attached. Narrower vertical
boards are then fixed to the wider boards behind
for a nice visual effect,” she explains. “It is quite a
standard method for us — it adds more texture and 
interesting shadows and we leave the cladding un-
planed as it gives it a certain ‘furry’ charm.”

The lower level of the house is clad in Yennadon 
stone, a local product used widely in the area.

The rear elevation of the house features extensive 
glazing, primarily bifolding doors to ensure the 
external spaces and views can be fully embraced.

“We used wrapping glazing, a relatively new 
method, for the aluminium windows and doors,” 
says Leila. “We use a glazed screen that is separate 

HEART OF THE HOME
The open-plan 
kitchen, dining
and living space
is central to the 
success of the 
new house. Peter 
chose a high quality 
kitchen from RGC 
in Dartmouth. The 
kitchen is located to 
one end of the living 
area and features 
an enormous island 
unit from which to 
enjoy views out over 
the rest of the space 
and beyond, thanks 
to the fully glazed 
gable that lies at the 
opposite end.

SELECTED COSTS
OAK FRAME £30,000
OAK BALCONY £20,000
GLAZING £50,000
BATHROOMS £60,000
KITCHEN £25,000
FLOORING £20,000
WOODBURNER £4,000
ELECTRICS £20,000
PLUMBING AND HEATING  £30,0000
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from the frame to appear as though it is floating
around the building — it has a contemporary look 
that contrasts here with the traditional elements.”

Internally, the ‘wow’ factor that Peter was setting
out to achieve with this house has certainly been
fulfilled — with the generous, vaulted, open-plan 
living space providing the perfect spot for families to
gather and appreciate their surroundings.

“Big open spaces were important for this to work 
as a family-friendly holiday property,” explains 
Peter. “Considering the property is new, the oak 
frame means that it already has its own character 
and identity and very much feels like a home.” 

“We knew this had to be a really good quality 
kitchen,” says Peter. The kitchen is located to one 
end of the living area and features an enormous 
island unit. “Working around the oak frame, we have
provided lots of space for families to spread out and
plenty of storage — it is an amazing space.”

The house took just over a year to complete and 
Peter now lives on site in another property on the 
retreat which he runs with his father.

“You become used to living this way over time,” 
Peter says of life on here. “This is a family-run place 
and Dad and I are a good team. I love meeting guests, 
it is so enjoyable, like a nice little community.”

SUPPLIERS
ARCHITECT Leila Westrope and 
James Lock of Roderick James 
Architects LLP: 
www.roderickjamesarchitects.com 
BUILDER Alec Hoare & Sons:  
www.alechoare.co.uk
OAK FRAME Carpenter Oak:  
www.carpenteroak.com
BUILDING MATERIALS Travis Perkins: 
www.travisperkins.co.uk; 
Bradfords: www.bradfords.co.uk
KITCHEN RGC, Dartmouth:  
www.rgcbuildingsupplies.co.uk 
FLOORING Fired Earth:  
www.firedearth.com; Beach 
Brothers: www.beachbros.co.uk
BATHROOMS Sapphire Spaces:  
www.sapphirespaces.co.uk
GLAZING Velfac: www.velfac.co.uk
DECKING Milboard:  
www.millboard.co.uk

DESIGNED FOR ALL 
The accessible 
bedroom (top) is 
located on the upper 
storey of the house 
and has its own 
separate access;
No expense was 
spared, ensuring 
the house has a 
highly luxurious 
feel. Bathrooms 
were sourced from 
Sapphire Spaces.
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1

THE BUILD…

The former stable block has been replaced with an oak frame home (first floor) with concrete block ground floor.

THE FLOORPLAN

The house is accessed 
on the upper ground 
floor, which is dominated 
by the open-plan main 
living space, with kitchen 
and dining room. To one 
side of this floor lies an 
accessible bedroom, with 
its own separate external 
entrance and en suite. On 
the lower ground floor, 
three generous bedrooms, 
two with en suites, and a 
bathroom, all open out to a 
decked terrace beyond.

FIRST FLOOR

1 Living area
2 Dining space
3 Kitchen
4 Bedroom
5 En suite
6 Entryway/
cloakroom

GROUND FLOOR

1 Bedroom
2 En suite
3 Utility
4 Bathroom

2 3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

1 1

2









An estimated £55billion will be spent on 
renovations in the next 12 months, research 
suggests, indicating the healthiness of the 

renovation market in the UK. A Checkatrade survey 
of 1,000 homeowners in the UK revealed that 
more than a third of homeowners expect to spend 
between £2,000-£10,000 on home improvements, 
with kitchens and bathrooms the renovations of 
choice. Around 37% of homeowners will prioritise 
renovating their bathroom, while 35% will focus 
on their kitchen. While kitchens and bathrooms 
were the most popular renovations, other planned 
renovations included bedroom, garage and loft 
conversions, and building an extension. 

Visit www.homebuilding.co.uk for tips on renovating 
your bathroom and kitchen and design ideas. And on 
the latter note, this stunning Peckham Rye Kitchen 
from deVOL certainly provides food for thought.
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KITCHENS & 
BATHROOMS  
PREFERRED UK 
RENOVATIONS
Over a third of homeowners will renovate 
one of these key rooms over the next year
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News by Jack Woodfield

Self-build&renovation
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Be inspired by beautiful 
imagery of our favourite 

featured projects on 
Instagram:

@myhomebuilding

11 JANUARY 2020
FAST TRACK YOUR PROJECT
Potton’s Self Build Show Centre, 
Cambridgeshire
Get self-build advice to help move 
your project forward and discuss issues 
relating to your build, from planning 
permission to architectural design with 
self-build experts. 

18-19 JANUARY 2020
FARNBOROUGH HOMEBUILDING  
& RENOVATING SHOW
Farnborough International, Farnborough
Discuss your build with experts, 
architects and planners and view the 
latest home products to help with your 
project as the Homebuilding Show 
travels to the south east.

29 FEBRUARY 2020
ECO DESIGN, PLANNING & SUSTAINABILITY
The National Self Build & Renovation 
Centre, Swindon
This eco workshop at the National Self 
Build & Renovating Centre will help you 
learn how your choice of design for your 
self-build or renovation could impact
your home’s energy performance. 

BUILD EVENTS IN JANUARY

MODULAR HOMES 
MARKET TO GROW 
WORLDWIDE
Decreasing labour costs and rising 

construction timelines will lead to robust 
growth in the modular buildings market 

over the next six years, according to an 
analysis from market research company Frost 
& Sullivan*. While modular homes can be 
more expensive for self-builders, they can help 
save on construction and labour costs and 
lead to faster on-site process: all salient factors 
in the predicted growth of modular homes 
worldwide. (Pictured is a high-tech, high-
performance modular build from Facit Homes 
that fits perfectly into an area of outstanding 
beauty in Hertfordshire.) 
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WHAT’S THE MOST POPULAR  
SELF-BUILD ROUTE?

C hoosing a main contractor is the most popular self-
build route, new Homebuilding & Renovating research 
shows. A total of 43% of self-builders opted for this 

route, choosing someone to run the building site, organise 
the subcontractors and handle all the procurement. 
Just over 22% appointed a project manager, while 21% 
self-managed their project and directly employed 
subcontractors; and 13% primarily did the DIY themselves 
while hiring subcontractors for certain jobs. The findings 
were based on more than 3,000 submissions to the 
Homebuilding & Renovating Build Cost Calculator*. 

NATIONAL SELF-BUILD
AND RENOVATION SHOW

RETURNS THIS MARCH
The biggest event for self-builders and

renovators in the UK returns to the NEC in
Birmingham this spring: the National
Homebuilding & Renovating Show.
The four-day event – 26-29 March
2020 – will feature masterclasses and
seminars on all things homebuilding,
from planning a new kitchen to

finding a builder and managing your
project. As ever, there will be hundreds of

products to see, and our Advice Centre will
be open for aspiring self-builders, renovators

and extenders to discuss their plans with expert
architects, builders and planners. Plan your day at
www.homebuildingshow.co.uk.

45%of self-builds include at least one
shower room (which can save

space in a small home), Homebuilding &
Renovating research shows*

BOOK OF THE MONTH
RECLAIMED WOOD
This visual handbook explains
how using wood reclaimed from 
old properties and factories can 
help to create more sustainable 
homes and protect our planet. 
Authors Klass Armster and 
Alan Soloman also detail the 
contemporary uses of reclaimed 
wood in buildings, furniture 
and even art, as well as giving 
practical advice on salvaging 
materials for home projects.
Available for £22.99 (www.waterstones.co.uk).
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MARLEY LAUNCH
Marley’s new Eden 
traditional clay pantile 
has a traditional profile 
but incorporates 
modern fixing methods 
for quick and easy 
installation. The newly 
launched tile can 
perform at low pitches 
and offers a period 
aesthetic, ideal for
when a traditional
pantile is required. 

GET TWO FREE 
TICKETS TO THE 

HOMEBUILDING & 
RENOVATING SHOW, 

WORTH £36, BY VISITING: 
www.homebuildingshow.co.uk/

hbrshowtickets

UP TO £36*

TWO TICKETS WORTH UP TO £36
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£130,000
Woolhampton, Berkshire

Planning permission has been 
obtained for a one-bedroom 

detached property 
covering 629ft2.

 HOT PLOTS IN LONDON AND THE SOUTH EAST 
A pick of the best plots, renovation and conversion 
opportunities from www.plotfinder.net*

£170,000
Warehorne, Kent

Planning permission has been granted 
on this 0.28-acre plot to create a 

three-bedroom house with a detached 
garage and garden.

£220,000
Worthing, West Sussex

This Worthing-based plot in West 
Sussex offers a fantastic opportunity 

to create a unique self-build 
development project. 

£250,000
Greater London, London

This excellently located mid-terrace 
house, which requires modernisation, 

is within striking distance of 
mainline train stations. 

Planning
ESSEX CUSTOM-BUILD  
SCHEME ANNOUNCED
Acustom-build housing scheme 

in Essex has been announced 
that will see 12 new homes 

delivered by 2023, with work set 
to commence early in 2020. The 
1.2-hectare site in Essex will enable 
architects AOC, Mae and Pitman 
Tozer, self-build specialists Unboxed 
Homes, and homebuyers to work 
together. Gus Zogolovitch, director 
at Unboxed Homes, insists that the 
process of connecting architects with 
homebuyers can lead to the creation 
of better homes: “This is a modest 
scheme but has potential to be an 
exemplary approach to a new way of 
development, one where the incentives 
of customers, funders, designers and 
builders are all aligned.”
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W
hen we look at heating
system options for existing
homes in the UK, there’s a

type of heat pump system I have
long mentioned as an efficient
solution: hybrid systems, which
combine a heat pump with a
back-up option such as a gas
boiler.The usual issue with hybrid
systems is finding someone
that understands both the heat
pump and the other heat source
and can manage the systems so
that they work together and are
optimised in accordance with
the manufacturer’s instructions.
Many manufacturers now include
hybrid-ready controllers on
their heat pumps, but even these
need an element of design and
installation experience.

Windhager has been
manufacturing biomass boilers,
including pellet boilers, log
gasification batch boilers and
woodchip boilers, as well as
complementary solar thermal
solutions for many years. Its new
product AeroWIN was previewed
at the Homebuilding & Renovating
Show in 2019 and will allow
you to use heat from the air in a
particularly efficient way, at any
time of year (launch dateTBC).

David Hilton is an
expert in sustainable
building and energy
efficiency, and
is a director of Heat
and Energy Ltd

A HYBRID RENEWABLE
TECH SOLUTION
David Hilton explores an innovative biomass and air
source heat pump hybrid system which could be a
gamechanger for off-mains, thermally efficient homes

The AeroWin compact
monoblock air source heat pump
is manufactured to the high
standards that we have come to
expect from Windhager and is
ideal for use in new 
builds and thermally 
improved existing 
homes. What’s unique
about the AeroWin 
compact is that it 
is available both as 
a standalone heat 
generator and as a 
hybrid combination 
package with the 
biomass appliances 
for use in homes 
that require higher 
temperatures at certain
times of the year.

AN OFF-MAINS 
SOLUTION
According to 
Windhager, the 
BioWIN2 Hybrid is 
the perfect solution for
modernising radiator 
heating systems and underfloor
heating systems. It combines 
the best of two technologies: the 
BioWIN2 Touch wood pellet 
boiler with 200kg integral fuel 
hopper and the efficient and very 
quiet AeroWIN Klassik air/water 
heat pump. Together, these two 

Green

News

specialised heat sources provide 
a flexible, futureproof supply of 
heat in the home and massively 
reduce harmful CO2 emissions 
compared to other off-mains 

solutions such as oil and 
LPG. The intelligent 
hybrid manager ensures 
that the two heat 
generators work together 
in a controlled, energy-
saving manner.

Thanks to some 
sophisticated smart-
flow hydraulics, there is 
no need for an electric 
immersion heater or a 
buffer cylinder, and with 
the 200kg pellet hopper 
in the BioWIN2 Touch, 
you can also manage 
without a pellet storage 
room, saving you space 
and money.

By expanding the 
range and designing 
the hybrid hydraulics 

and controls in-house, the 
element of chance is all 

but eliminated and the customer 
can be confident that the system 
engineering is fully understood. 
It is only really through this type 
of thought leadership by product 
manufacturers that confidence 
will be brought to the heat pump 
hybrid industry. 

heat 
generator 
and as 
a hybrid 
combination 
package

AN INNOVATIVE HYBRID
SOLUTION



News

DREAM HOME...
ABROAD!
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Design

I
f the cold, dark days have you longing for sunnier 
climes, then draw inspiration from this Portuguese 
coastal self-build: the stunning 12-bedroomed 

home, designed by Arq Tailor, has been designed 
to frame views across the Atlantic Ocean. 
Contemporary and minimalist through and through,  
the decor features clean lines and neutral tones, but 
the devil is in the detail you don’t see in this project. 

The large expanses of glazing seamlessly blend 
the boundaries between in and out, while light 
and temperature detectors automatically control 
windows, the blinds and light levels to ensure the 
home is as comfortable as possible. 

Sea Front Villa, Portugal



By using simple, natural materials with
a modern colour palette, you can create
a stylish, warm space to come home to

1 The Charnwood Island II is
a multi-fuel stove with an

output of 8kW. Its stylish
and charming design gives a
great view of the flames for
optimal cosiness. From £1,728.
(www.ludlowstoves.co.uk)

2 Perfect for any modern
home with a period twist,

Original Style’s limestone
flagstones in Greyfriars
Abbey have a subtle yet
effective rustic edge. £69.95/m2.
(www.originalstyle.com)

3 The antique finish of this
geometric-patterned

pendant light would work well
over a timber worktop. It
costs £74 from The Farthing.
(www.thefarthing.co.uk)

MODERN
RUSTIC
LOOK

4 With a nod to 
traditional design 

using modern finishes, 
Caple’s Belfast granite 
sink comes in black and a 
contemporary dark grey. 
£367. (www.caple.co.uk)

1

2

3 4

WINTER WARMER
Completely resistant to UV rays, the new 
extra large Monreale bath from BC Designs 
is reinforced with fibreglass, resin and a 
hardening composite for extra insulation so 
baths stay extra hot for longer — perfect for 
those chilly nights! The Monreale costs £530. 

AHEAD OF THE CURVE
The new EauZone Plus Radius-20 from Matki – a curved, frameless 
shower enclosure – brings an elegant edge to a contemporary bathroom. 
The enclosure costs £3,100. (www.matki.co.uk)
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T
he way buildings are
procured and constructed is
evolving, with many smaller

projects now being managed on
site by construction managers.
We embraced this procurement
route at my practice, PAD
Studio, six years ago, largely
to make projects more affordable
by avoiding the overheads of a
main contractor.

In this procurement route,
which suits self-builders who
prefer to be more hands-off,
the main contractor is replaced
by a competent construction
manager (often with a back-
ground in a trade) who has
direct knowledge of sequencing
and buildability issues.

Some will argue that
construction managers have less
buying power and this route

creates increased risk for the 
client. However, in my view the 
internet has levelled the playing 
field of comparitive buying
power for all but the volume 
housebuilder. In some ways, 
hands-on procurement actually 
reduces risk, because you avoid 
paying into large organisations 
with expensive overheads.

For the architect, the
benefit is a direct relationship 
with the person managing
the construction and the
subcontractors, which can
help to provide a better-quality 
end product. Even in the
traditional procurement model, 
construction firms are now
seeking a more ‘open-book’
approach to costing, where
honesty, collaboration and
transparency prevail.
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Build costs

Architect Wendy Perring reveals how a construction
manager could provide cost savings on your build

News

THE CONSTRUCTION  
PROCESS IS EVOLVING

£56,000   
Is the value of empty 
space an average over-50 
homeowner is sitting on*

Wendy Perring is 
the founder and 
design director 
of contemporary 
and sustainable 
architecture 
practice PAD studio 
www.padstudio.co.uk

TRADESPEOPLE 
OUT OF POCKET 
Over three-quarters 
of tradespeople have 
experienced clients refusing 
to pay, equating to the 
average tradesperson 
losing 20% of their annual 
earnings, according to a 
Rated People survey.
The poll of 2,500 people 
reported that nine out of 10 
tradespeople had half their 
jobs end in disagreement, 
while 43% said that upon 
completing jobs they did not
receive payment.

The findings highlight the 
need to maintain positive 
relationships with trades, 
which can be achieved by 
maintaining communication 
and discussing any extra 
expenditure — for changes 
made to the scope of work 
during a building project 
— that may not have been 
outlined prior to work 
starting on site. 
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Anniversary special by Claire Lloyd

WE’RE 30!
Homebuilding & Renovating is celebrating 
three decades helping self-builders and 
renovators build their dream homes

In the summer of 1990, a weighty tome entitled 
Individual Homes landed on the newsstand. 
Brought into fruition by founding editor Peter 

Harris, the magazine’s aim was simple: to educate 
and inspire those hoping to create a one-off home 
— whether that involved building a new home, 
renovating or extending an existing property, or 
converting a redundant building into a dwelling.

By autumn 1997, the quarterly title had become 
a monthly magazine, had a new editor, Michael 
Holmes (who remains a cornerstone of our shows 
to this day), and a new name: Homebuilding & 
Renovating. However, the ethos of the magazine 
remained the same.

Over the years, the magazine and its readers have 
weathered a major recession, numerous revisions 
to planning and building legislation (both good and 
bad), changing design trends and a long succession of 
housing ministers — and governments for that matter. 
And the self-build and renovation market continues 
to grow and evolve to this day. The emergence of 
Graven Hill, a large-scale self-build site, for instance, 
would have been unheard of back in 1990, but is 
testament to just how far the industry has come. 

What has remained 
a constant is the 
pioneering spirit 
of the self-builder 
and renovator — a 
willingness to push 
the boundaries and to 
tread the often challenging but 
rewarding path to creating an 
individual home. 

We’ve grown into so much 
more than a magazine over the 
last 30 years, too. Our eight 
UK Shows, website (www.
homebuilding.co.uk), plotfinding
service (www.plotfinder.net) 
and more recently, video and social media 
channels, mean we’re now on hand 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year, should you need us.

Over the next 12 months, we’ll be sharing
some of our favourite memories and bringin
you special content to mark the occasion. 
(Also visit www.homebuilding.co.uk/
anniversary.) Thank you for celebrating with us.

“We are produced by enthusiasts for enthusiasts”

Jason Orme, content director and former editor (2004-2016)
“What’s unique about the magazine is that we are produced by enthusiasts for 
enthusiasts — and we bring our experiences, good and bad, to the page. The 
questions, travails and highlights we live through directly influence our editorial 
decisions, which means you can rely on what you read because it comes from 
experience. As our voyage of discovery continues, we pass on our findings and 
thoughts to you. Sometimes we fall on our face, but overwhelmingly we get it right 
and give you the honest, independent, expert answers and ideas you demand.”
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OUR FAVOURITE 
PROJECTS: #1
A TRULY ONE-OFF SELF-BUILD: 
PUBLISHED JANUARY 2012
On occasion, a project lands through 
our letterbox (or inbox these days) 
and silences the editorial team. One 
such individual home which evoked 
this reaction was Nick Fisher and Jo 
Jordan’s self-build project. Silence 
was swiftly followed by questions: 
‘How was it built?’; ‘surely this can’t 
be a new home?’; ‘and is that a dragon 
on the roof…?’ 

Part of the joy of working on 
Homebuilding & Renovating is 
interviewing many of the wonderful 
self-builders and renovators behind 
the projects we feature. Nick and Jo’s 
self-build story was fascinating — 
they used an architectural modeller 
to help them create their vision; 
completed the build for £833/m2; 
and sourced many materials from 
reclamation yards in Jodhpur, India. 

“This true one-off is the most
astonishing example of how vision, guts
and a bit of blind enthusiasm, are really
all you need to produce a dream home,”
wrote editor Jason Orme at the time.

And that 3m-long dragon? Well, that
formed part of the planning consent,
would you believe. Read the full story
at: www.homebuilding.co.uk/a-self-
build-fantasy.

LOOKING BACK… 
Self-build expert David Snell 
reflects on long-running series 
Plotfinder Challenge

“My wife and I first self-built in 1970 
and, from the very first time that I 
went onto a building site, I just loved 
it — so much so that we have now 
self-built a total of 14 times.

“But of all my self-build 
experiences, the one that remains 
uppermost in my mind is 15 years 
of writing Plotfinder Challenge for 
the magazine. It required me to 
identify self-builders and spend 
a couple of days, or a weekend, 
with them looking at plots that 
I had sourced with the help of 
Plotfinder.net. It was great; I used 
to joke that I got paid to travel to 
nice places, meet lovely people 
and see fabulous plots. And the 
people were lovely. In fact, some 
of the most enduring friendships I 
have are with those readers who 
found their plots with me and have 
kept in touch.

I first met Mayur Odedra when 
he was looking for a plot to build 
for the first time. He has gone on to 
self-build four times. He became my 
‘best friend’ and, as he’s a Captain 
with a major airline, he has taken 
me all over the world, where we’ve 
visited other self-builders.

And then there’s Paul Killoran, 
who never fails to arrange to 
meet up. Just two names among 
hundreds with whom I share the 
passion, the achievement and the 
camaraderie of self-building.

READ MORE ABOUT OUR PARTNERS OVERLEAF…

WITH THANKS TO OUR 30TH ANNIVERSARY PARTNERS:



 
In partnership with

Here at Korniche, we’d like to
offer our warmest congratu-
lations to the HB&R team on

their 30th anniversary — and take
a moment to reflect on our journey.

Our award-winning slimline
Korniche aluminium roof lantern
provides a traditional timber
look with all the advantages of
a thermally broken aluminium
construction. Precision
engineering, optimisation and
modern manufacturing techniques

As we kick off our 30th anniversary celebrations, four of the market’s most well-known names join us to mark 
the occasion. And we couldn’t have done it without them, and the many others, who have supported HB&R 
over the years, attending our shows around the country, contributing their expert advice and knowledge — and 
most of all, providing our readers with the quality products and services they need to build their dream home 

Joining us in the celebrations…

have created a beautifully 
proportioned, thermally efficient, 
strong and secure lantern solution 
ideal for flat roof home extensions.

The Korniche is the definitive 
lantern solution — beautiful 
from both the inside and out and 
delivering great aesthetics for 
modern and traditional settings. 
Providing internal elevation and 
architectural interest through a slim 
ridge and spans, the Korniche has 
various structural combinations 

that will suit most projects in need 
of delivering as much light as 
possible into a home.

Thermal efficiency has been 
guaranteed by the elimination 
of cold bridging, achieved by 
isolating the external profiles from 
the internal ones. Combined with 
high performance glazing, the 
Korniche’s ability to reduce heat 
transfer is in a class of its own.

Strong and secure, Korniche 
has been optimised to create the 
strongest and stiffest roof lantern 
possible with minimal structure to 
obscure views. It can be specified 
in any RAL or BS colours, or a 
standard colour — Gloss White, 
Matt Grey and Matt Black. 

 “Here at Korniche 
 we offer our 
 warmest 
 congratulations” 

The Self-Build Zone team is excited 
to be celebrating Homebuilding and 
Renovating’s 30th anniversary — we 

understand just how important expert, up-to-
date advice is to self-builders and renovators 
alike, and why site insurance is such an 
important part of ensuring a successful 
project. Self-Build Zone has been providing 
specialist insurance to self-builders since 
2003 and is the current market leader. We 
can cover any type of construction method 
approved by Building Regulations, from 
grand designs to chapel conversions. Site 

Insurance protects you and your project from 
the moment you start work until completion. 
It also protects any existing structure you 
have on site, so if you’re doing an extension, 
renovation or conversion we can cover the 
building and the new works carried out.

 A Structural Warranty is a lender 
requirement in the UK and our warranty is 
approved by UK Finance, meaning the majority 
of lenders in the UK will accept it. All our

products are backed by ‘A’ rated insurers giving 
you the ultimate protection if something goes 
wrong. Our in-house team BZSS can facilitate 
all your surveys. BZSS can combine your 
building control and technical audit surveys to 
save you time when it comes to site visits.  

As well as offering advice on insurance, 
the team can advise self-builders on many 
other aspects of their build such as risk 
management.

 “We understand just how  
 important expert advice is 

 to self-builders” 
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Kloeber UK is delighted to be a
Homebuilding & Renovating  
 30th Anniversary Partner 

and celebrate the Year of Self-
Build with such a well-respected 
name within the self-build and 
renovating sector. 

Kloeber believes that 30 years 
championing self-builders and 
renovators by offering expert 
advice and inspiration in its 
magazine and website and at its 
exhibitions has to be recognised. 

Homebuilding & Renovating 
is a perfect match for market-
leader Kloeber, which offers 
self-builders and home improvers
a range of bespoke doors and 
windows in beautifully engineered
timber, low maintenance 
aluminium and alu-clad.

The full Kloeber range includes
bifold, sliding, French and front 
doors as well as a wide selection 
of window options, rooflights and
fixed glazed elements. Its Euro 
set size products give a saving 
on the bespoke lines but without 
compromising on the quality or 
the signature Kloeber style.

Kloeber was the first company 
to be accredited Secured by 
Design for timber bifold doors; 
it also holds this certification for 
its award-winning FunkyFront 
timber entrance door systems as 
well as many other products.

Kloeber specialises in providing 
its clients with the full package, 
from the initial meeting and 
showroom visit, through to 
liaising with architects and 

builders involved in the project. 
The company can also offer a 
detailed site survey to guarantee a 
smooth installation carried out by 
its own in-house fitting teams.

With showrooms in 
Cambridgeshire, west London, 
Buckinghamshire and west 
Sussex, you can view the full range 
and discuss your project with an 
experienced team member.

 “A perfect 
 match for 
 market 
 leader 
 Kloeber” 

Over the years, we’ve seen a growing trend among 
Homebuilding and Renovating readers for creating 
energy-efficient, highly insulated homes — 

whether that’s renovating old, previously cold and 
draughty barns or building brand new homes. It’s a 
trend that we’re delighted to be part of. 

Traditional forms of insulation are relatively 
inefficient in creating a ‘sealed box’ environment, as 
they can’t completely fill all voids or seal the interface 
between the insulation and the building structure. Nor 
can they cope with small structural movements which 
will often lead to air gaps. Minimising air leakage is one 
of the most effective ways of reducing a building’s heat 
loss, as up to 40% of the heat loss is due to air leakage. 

Icynene is one of a new breed of spray-applied 
insulation systems. Developed in Canada to cope with 
the country’s extreme winter temperatures, Icynene 
FoamLite is a flexible open cell material with a soft, 
yielding texture. This not only provides outstanding 
insulation properties, but also allows the building to 
breathe naturally, resisting internal condensation.

Icynene is a water blown foam using CO2 applied using 
a pressurised gun system as a two-component mixture 
that mixes at the tip of a gun, forming a foam that  
expands 100-fold within seconds of application, closing 
off all gaps, service holes and hard to get to spaces.

 “We’ve seen a 
 growing trend 
 towards energy 
 efficient, highly 
 insulated homes” 
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T
he last couple of months have been the most 
stressful period of our renovation. There has 
been lots of progress, which is great, but not 

everything seems to have gone smoothly. Delays to 
the delivery of the windows and sliding doors – with
only a few weeks to go to their planned install – have
played havoc with the build schedule. I’m not sure 
how you can really plan against these supplier issues;
our contract seems to be pitched against the client in
that we have no end date clause.

We had planned to move out for about four weeks
to allow the knock through and major internal works
– the underfloor heating installation, the pouring 
of the concrete floors, lots of internal first fix work, 
boarding and plastering and, of course, the windows
and sliding doors to be installed – to take place. 
However, we actually ended up being put up by 
various family members for about 11 weeks! 

We moved back into a sort of ‘half house’, with 
two bedrooms carpeted and two en suite bathrooms
operational, a kitchen space with no kitchen and 
electrics and heating in only one half of the property.
It’s amazing what you can cobble together with a 
microwave, slow cooker and a rice cooker!

During this time we also had an attempted 
breaking-in and theft of materials from site. They 
damaged the front door and roller doors on the 
garage. Fortunately none of them gave way, but the 
thieves took lengths of armoured cable that had been 
partially buried in readiness for connection to the 
garage and gate. To add to the general renovation 
stress load we also always planned to re-mortgage 
to get the final third of the funds we need. Despite 
starting the process some months ago this has 
dragged on and meant we missed a kitchen install 

“FIRST FIX  
HAS BEEN FAR  
FROM SMOOTH”
Tamara Hamill reflects on the 
trials and tribulations of turning 
a 1980s bungalow into an 
accessible family home

Your projects

A pick of our favourite accounts from the world of social media
SOCIAL ROUNDUP  

@gravenhillbuild

Our Custom Build New 
Homes give you the 
opportunity to live in a 
unique, contemporary 
home in an unrivalled 
location in the heart 
of the Oxfordshire 
countryside.

THE PROJECT
The Hamills’ 
renovation project 
has involved three 
small single-storey 
extensions to 
create a four-bed 
family home with an 
open-plan kitchen/
living/dining area. 
Follow the story 
on Instagram: 
@tamham70_
bungalowdreams.

date as we just didn’t have the funds in time. However 
long you think these things will take, add more time as 
cash flow can become an immovable problem. 

On a more positive note, the fabulous Corten 
steel door is as gorgeous as I had hoped, as are the 
anthracite windows. They look great against the crisp 
white render now wrapping the entire bungalow.  
The glazed gable ends and large sliding doors give 
the rear extension a real wow factor and, along 
with the two sunpipes in the windowless utility and 
main bathroom, have really lifted the light levels 
throughout. The bungalow has changed forever now 
– we think for the better – but there is still lots to do 
before Christmas! 

@iqglass
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We are living in some of the most
interesting and challenging times 
of the past 50 years in the UK: 

politically, socially and environmentally. 
But challenging times always give rise 
to great opportunity to bring about 
positive change in many industries. And 
the built environment – architecture 
– is one such industry where positive 
change can be made. 

Architects (like me), designers, 
consultants, contractors, and indeed self-
builders and renovators, have always risen 
to the many socioeconomic challenges 
that affect the built landscape — finding 
new solutions for delivering what’s 
required, whether that’s environmentally 
responsive design or meeting housing 
demands within the UK.

The landscape we’re living in today 
faces two great challenges that we 
must adapt to — the climate change 
emergency and the housing crisis.

Striking a cord
In August 2018, Greta Thunberg, a 
16-year-old Swedish climate activist, 
launched a school strike to raise 
awareness about the effects of global 
climate change. By 30 May 2019 she 
had published a simple book entitled No 
one is too small to make a difference. 

It’s this concept that strikes a chord 
with me and many of my fellow 
architects. We can all make a difference 

by adapting our creative skill, endeavour 
and influence to think and act in order 
to bring about positive change in the 
work we do, but also in the wider context 
of society and the built environment 
— whether looking to address climate 
change, homelessness and the housing 
crisis, or political inequality.

So how do we respond to the 
challenges facing the built environment? 
By reusing, reimagining and reviewing, 
if we need to build new at all. And can 
we all reduce the footprint of what we 
design and build? Of course we can.

Recently I was honoured to again be 
involved in the judging of The Daily 
Telegraph Homebuilding & Renovating 
Awards 2019 and what struck me 
was that self-builders and renovators, 
designers and architects are delivering 
some innovative projects by reusing 
and reimagining the existing building 
stock. From the Victorian, Edwardian, 
Georgian and the many historical listed 
buildings from varying different eras — 
projects are being completed with less 
budget, less footprint and less materials. 

Adopting an ethical philosophy
My philosophy is really very simple. I 
believe the built environment holds the 
potential to be a vehicle of social and 
economic change for a better world. I 
spend 25% of my week as an educator 
in one of the country’s newest schools of 
architecture at Reading University and 
we are putting the issues of sustainability, 
climate change and the housing crisis at 
the forefront of everything we discuss 
with our students, embedding the ideas 
at grassroots level. But it means architects 
must also continue to address these issues 
in the work we do, every day.

Having recently branched out on my 
own and launched my own practice, I 
have adopted a very clear philosophy 
and narrative for the practice, too, 
so that we can be relevant to the 
socioeconomic landscape we work in. 

And the future?
I am very excited and delighted to see my 
profession, and the renovators and self-
builders we work with, getting passionate, 
thinking differently and developing 
philosophies and manifestos for a more 
ethical practice, where we will question 
the morals of a project. We have the skills 
to give new life to existing buildings — 
reimagining churches, banks, high street 
shops, farms, and delivering low-cost 
affordable housing. You only have to look 
at the recent RIBA Stirling prize awarded 
to the Social Housing project in Norwich 
to see this can happen. 

I believe those of us involved in 
the built environment, be it architect, 
designer or self-builder, all have a duty 
of care to address how we will define 
a better world for our children and 
grandchildren.

I am encouraged that everyone, 
especially in the architecture industry, is 
waking up to the understanding that we 
all can make a difference.

REIMAGINING  
THE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT

Opinion                   by Darren Bray

Darren Bray
has opened his  
own practice, 
Studio B.a.d 
Architects in 
Hampshire, having 
spent the last 20 
years in private 
practice

Housing design must 
adapt to the changing 
socioeconomic landscape, 
says architect Darren Bray
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 by Natasha BrinsmeadNews                                 SPECIAL REPORT
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turned that dream into a reality by taking on a building project

Build a new home  
in the countryside
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“Our farmhouse renovation had 
its ups and downs and delays”

H
aving dreamt of moving to the Lake District since 
their children were young, Vanessa and Andrew 
Griffin have now realised their dream, restoring an 

early 18th-century farmhouse and barn into a holiday 
let, where they plan to one day spend their retirement.

“When we found this Kentmere long house for sale 
in 2015 we nearly jumped for joy,” says Vanessa, who, 
along with husband Andrew, had been living in nearby 
Rydal since 2009. Little did the couple realise what a 
big challenge lay ahead. 

“We had been looking for an old farmhouse in an 
isolated location,” say Vanessa and Andrew who, like so 
many others, drawn by the beauty of the Lake District, 
had been regular visitors for years before relocating.

“Our aim was to restore as many of the original 
features as possible,” explains Vanessa. In order to 
do this, the couple worked with the Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings, along with a local
specialist conservation architect — their neighbour, a 
retired architect, was also a help, even giving them old 
photographs of the house as a point of reference. 

The barn is unlisted and so planning was fairly 
straightforward, although they were required to keep 
the main elevation of the barn as it was, with no new
doorways or windows.

Unsympathetic 1980s blockwork-built buildings that 
had been added to the barn section of the farmhouse 
were stripped away, as was a modern chimney. Lime 
mortar replaced concrete and lime plaster has been 
used on the inside walls. A glazed kitchen extension has 
replaced an extension added in the 1980s in order to 
take full advantage of the farm’s secluded setting.

Keen to ensure that their rural lifestyle was also eco-
friendly, the old oil-fired central heating system was 
removed and replaced with a new biomass pellet boiler.

The couple used local tradespeople for the project 
and have created a warm, welcoming feel throughout, 
not only to please their guests, but also to one day 
provide a cosy home for themselves. 

“The builders were baffled by our love of crooked 
walls and uneven floors, but we are delighted with the 
end result. We welcomed our first guests about nine 
months later than planned. As like all the best projects, 
our two-year renovation had its ups and downs and 
delays,” says Vanessa. “We are looking forward to living 
here permanently one day.”
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“Our rural renovation project has 
lead to a new business venture!”

P
eter and Amanda Jaques-Walker were living in
a flat in Hackney before moving to Cumbria in
2016, where they have not only created a new 

home for themselves, but also carved out a living 
from it by opening it as a guesthouse.

“We loved living in London, but equally loved 
the outdoors, climbing, cycling and hiking,” says 
Amanda. Finding that they were spending more and 
more time on the motorway in order to indulge their 
love of rural life, the couple decided to combine their 
love of outdoor pursuits, preparing great food and 
meeting new people by looking for a home-cum-
business opportunity in the countryside. “We were 
spending more of our weekends out of London and 
felt ready for a change of environment and lifestyle.”

That idea became a reality when the couple came 
across Brownber Hall, a mid-Victorian country 
house in the upper Lune Valley in Cumbria.

“We immediately realised that Brownber Hall was
a really special property that had bags of potential.
It is a solid, impressive building that has retained its
character and original features.The previous owners
had done a lot of behind the scenes jobs, sorting out
the water pressure and electrics so we were able to
focus on changing the layout to suit the needs of the 
business and renovating the interior.”

The building has a fascinating history, and came 
with a manor house that was once home to the last 
woman in Britain to be burnt at the stake for treason
in 1685.

“Our aim was to convert the building into a small,

boutique hotel,” says Amanda, “We wanted to retain 
a sense of relaxed homliness while at the same time 
feeling luxurious and boutique.”

Not only has the move resulted in a successful 
new business, but it has also completely changed 
Peter and Amanda’s lifestyle.

“We were able to buy a dog when we moved out 
of London, which was a major benefit, and we now
spend a lot more of our free time outdoors,” says
Amanda. “We also have a garden — we didn’t have 
that in Hackney! We even have raised beds and 
compost all of our food waste. We love living here.”
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“We always said we’d be out
of London in two years…”

R
achel and Tim Buxton had a long-held dream
of escaping the city and relocating to the
countryside – and their newly renovated Grade

II-listed farmhouse in Wiltshire has provided just
the country lifestyle they were after – as well as an
additional income source.

It was while living in Shepherd’s Bush that the
couple became aware of the run-down 17th-century
farmhouse that had come up for sale. “When we first
got married we always said we’d be out of London
in two years, and as fate would have it we spent our
second wedding anniversary on site in our static
caravan doing up the new house,” says Rachel.

Rachel and Tim wanted something with character
that hadn’t been previously renovated — and that
is exactly what they got. Its location, not only in
an area of outstanding natural beauty but also in a
world heritage site, plus its Grade II-listed status,
meant their plans for their dream house had some
serious hurdles to conquer.

The property was in a bad way, having been
rented out for years, and had no mains water or
central heating.Water to the house had been tapped
off the farm supply so one of the first jobs was to
get the house connected to the mains supply. New
access and a soakaway (required to prevent the
property, which stands at the bottom of a slope,
from flooding) were also required.

“It hadn’t exactly been loved,” says Rachel.
“Walls had been squared off with plasterboard,

News                                

fireplaces were blocked up and we even found 
wiring between wallpapers.”

Keen that the house should have a country, 
family feel, Tim and Rachel reconfigured the layout, 
with a priority being a central kitchen space to 
become “a warm hub at the heart of the home”.

The new kitchen was created in the position that 
it would have originally stood and, in relocating 
it, Rachel and Tim were delighted to discover an 
original bread oven blocked up in an alcove.

Elsewhere, the hayloft was transformed into a 
master bedroom with en suite and the loft converted 
into three bedrooms and a bathroom, with new 
dormer windows from which to enjoy the rolling 
countryside views. 

Thick walls and small windows meant the 
farmhouse was very dark internally, so a glazed oak-
framed extension was added to bring in natural light.

Planning restrictions meant that any new 
additions had to be both reversible as well as clearly 
distinguishable from the original building, so the 
new space is accessed through an original doorway 
to avoid structural alterations.

Keen that, despite their modernisations, the 
house should retain its rustic, original appeal, Rachel 
and Tim painstakingly restored original features 
such as the stone mullioned windows.

The move to the countryside has bought about 
many lifestyle changes for the family, including the 
fact that Rachel can now run her fashion accessory 
brand Fioriblu (www.fioriblu.co.uk) from home. The 
couple have also been able to renovate an adjoining 
three bedroom cottage in order to rent it out.
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“Once we established that we 
could get planning permission, we 
were keen for an off-grid house”

F
or James and Abi Holland, rural life was 
something they had always aspired to, so 
when they found a plot deep in the Suffolk 

countryside, they snapped it up and began planning 
the family home they would one day build there.

“We purchased 45 acres of arable land which had 
a disused corner which was overgrown with a couple 
of fallen down chicken sheds,” says James. “We saw 
the land as a good investment, with the potential to 
one day maybe build a house. But we considered 
that to be decades in the future. Then, just three 
years later we started the process.

“I grew up on a farm, and we both love the 
countryside.  We’ve never been people who want to 
live in a town. The chance for our children to grow 
up surrounded by fields was just amazing.”

The couple contacted architecture practice Studio 
Bark, who had experience of designing houses in 
rural areas and of Paragraph 79 (see right). 

“We knew we had to build something which fitted 
what was then called Paragraph 55,” continues 
James. “Our brief to Studio Bark was basically to 
draw up something up that would get planning! But 
once we established that the local planners were 
open to such a proposal, we worked with them. It
was a long process but we didn’t really hit any big
stumbling blocks.”

Studio Bark received a set of 18 conditions from
the council, including: ‘that the building should
reflect exceptional and innovative design and ensure
satisfactory external appearance; that the works
carried out were in line with approved details and
British Standards; that the development would be
in the interest of the landscape and biodiversity;
and that it would implement measures within the
Ecology Report.’

“The design is a modern yet sensitive
interpretation of the black agricultural barn — a 
typology that has scattered the East Anglican 
countryside for centuries,” explains Studio Bark. 

“Its shape is designed to have minimum impact 
on its environment and its form evolved from 
environmental considerations, including solar heat 
gain, shading and passive ventilation.”

“Once we established that we could potentially get
planning permission, we were very keen for an off-
grid house,” says James. “And it needed to be both 
beautiful and practical for family living.

“We never get tired of the view here and the 
design inside is perfect,” adds James of their new 
rural idyll. “We had a very clear idea of what kind 
of space we wanted, but the architects were just 
incredible at converting that into a building which 
worked. We love it here.”

PARAGRAPH 79
Paragraph 79, 
formerly Paragraph 
55, refers to a 
section of the 
National Planning 
Policy Framework 
(NPPF) relating to 
building new 
individual homes in 
the open 
countryside. The 
policy allows the 
possibility of a home 
on land that would 
otherwise be 
deemed unsuitable 
for development.
“A re-hash of 
‘Gummers Law’ and 
the old ‘PPS7’, 
Paragraph 79 
recognises the long 
tradition of English 
countryside homes 
with a new twist of 
innovation,” says 
Studio Bark. “It 
mandates that local 
planning authorities 
should avoid new 
isolated homes in 
the countryside 
unless there are 
‘special 
circumstances’ such 
as the exceptional 
quality or innovative 
nature of the 
proposal. In the six 
years since the 
NPPF was 
introduced, the take 
up for Paragraph 79 
designs has been 
relatively slow, in 
part due to the 
challenging and 
subjective nature of 
the policy.
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“It is such a wonderful location 
to live and work”

A
li and Jon Goodwin were living on the outskirts 
of Hereford before building on a plot that made 
up part of their family farm. With three children, 

all into outdoor pursuits, and a love of horse riding, 
not only did a more rural location appeal from a 
leisure point of view, but it also made sense for the 
family to be close to the land they manage.

Keen to build something sustainable, with a 
timeless feel, Ali and Jon turned to Border Oak for a 
design. Their main brief was that the house should 
make the most of their stunning surroundings at the 
same time as keeping work and family elements of 
their lifestyle distinct.

“It was really important for us to capture the 
views and fill the house with natural light,” explains 
Ali. “We worked closely with Border Oak to create a 
house that would settle into the landscape positively, 
to make a small, but good, architectural contribution 
to the surroundings.”

Planning proved difficult as Jon and Ali required 
an agricultural tie dwelling that would be large 
enough for a growing family of five. While the 
planners supported the principle of a farmhouse on 
the land, the officer wanted to restrict the size of the 
house to 100m2 — too small for the family to live 
and work. Luckily there was enough support for the 
application to get to the main planning committee, 
where the councillors disagreed with the planning 
officers — and the design was approved.

“There is a whole wing where the business part of 
the house is. The design has enabled us to live both 
as a family and from a work perspective. We love all 
the glass too – it allows us to look over the woods 
and fields and to enjoy the changing seasons – a 
luxury of living in this rural location and something 
we value greatly,” say Jon and Ali.

“We feel very fortunate to have such a wonderful 
location to live and work — it is perfect for raising 
our family.” 
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An old gamekeepers’ cottage in Gloucestershire
provided the seed that would grow into an
ambitious and inspiring extension and renovation
project for Will and Heidi Hine

King of the

WORDS Victoria Jenkins PHOTOGRAPHY William GoddardContemporary extension

HILL
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When Will Hine found the old gamekeeper’s 
cottage on Rightmove, he and his 
wife Heidi knew the property, near 

Cheltenham, would be ideal for their next project.
“It was in Cowley, dated from the 17th century 

(but was not listed) and probably began as two 
worker’s dwellings,” he says. “Although it was tiny 
it had, amazingly, five bedrooms, albeit little boxes, 
because it had been extended twice — to the left 
and at the back. Its great advantage was the six acres 
of land on which it stood. Its biggest drawback was 
being built against a hill, which came right up to 
within a meter of the rear wall and made the whole 
place dark and damp.”

Will is a building surveyor who has turned his 
skills to rescuing old properties. After five years 
of hard work the cottage has been completely 
renovated. It now has two new extensions, too: one 
of them stunningly contemporary; the other, which 
is more traditional in form and style, replaces a 
former lean-to extension. Plus, there’s a separate 
annexe that houses a double garage, a storeroom 
and an office. The property now covers just over 
600m2, and has been renamed Hill Covert.

An evolving design
It took two years for Will to get planning permission. 
He began by consulting Howard Mudd of local 
architectural practice Partnership Design. Howard 
began by undertaking detailed drawings, the 
planning applications and designs for the garage 
annexe and the contemporary extension. 

The zinc roof and vertical cedar boarding walls 
of the new addition make a dramatic statement in 
contrast to the original stone of the cottage. The 
ground floor, which houses a games room, boot 
room and plant room, cuts into the hillside, while 
the second storey harbours the kitchen, dining room 
and living room. An internal staircase links the 
original building and modern extension together and 
a barrelled ceiling to the interior was installed using 
glulam curved beams at Will’s suggestion. 

Will’s friend David Pearson, an architect, also 
suggested the extension be brought forward to make 
the floorplan more dynamic and less box-like. It now 
projects beyond the cottage, sitting at a slight angle 
to inspire better views over the garden and cottage 
below. “The planners loved it,” says Will.

“At first we had planned just the one extension. 
Then Simon Ferkins, one of the planning 
consultants, pointed out we could have a second 
extension on the other side of the cottage as it fell 
within Permitted Development. So we demolished 
the old side extension which probably dated from 
around 1900 and the 1970s rear extension and 
Howard designed the new one.”

The replacement doubled the size of the original 
cottage and adds two bedrooms and two bathrooms, 
bringing the property’s total to five each. 

“The planners were particularly keen on our 
creating a distinct contrast between the old and 
the new buildings, which we have done,” Will says. 
“The stone for the new extensions comes from 

HOMEOWNERS Will and Heidi Hine
PROJECT Extension and remodel
LOCATION Cheltenham
BUILD TIME April 2015 – May 2019
SIZE Original cottage: 158m2 +
Side extension: 158m2 + 
Contemporary extension: 232m2

BUILD COST £2million
CURRENT VALUE £3.75million
CONSTRUCTION Cavity wall with  
block construction

PROJECT NOTES
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SUPPLIERS
BUILDING SURVEYOR AND PROJECT MANAGER  
Will Hine, Callon Hine Ltd: 
07778 917209
ARCHITECT Howard Mudd,  
Partnership Design:  
www.partnership-design.co.uk
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER 
Peter Bennett: 01844 346970
BUILDERS AND BUILDING MATERIALS  
Brooks and Pointon:  
www.brooksandpointon.co.uk
PLANNING CONSULTANT Simon Ferkins,  
SF Planning: www.sfplanning.co.uk
CEDAR CLADDING Pontrilas Merchants: 
www.pontrilasmerchants.co.uk
WINDOWS (COTTAGE)  
The Cotswolds Casement Company:  
www.cotswold-casements.co.uk
WINDOWS (CONTEMPORARY EXTENSION)  
Cotswold Windows:  
www.cotswoldwindows.co.uk
KITCHEN Parlour Farm:  
www.parlourfarm.co.uk
WOODBURNERS Stovax: www.stovax.co.uk
FLOOR TILES Beswick Stone:  
www.beswickstone.co.uk
LAMINATE FLOORING Corineum Flooring:  
01242 362888
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KITCHEN
Parlour Farm
of Cirencester
designed and made
the kitchen;
the units in the
kitchen are painted
in a Studio Green by
Farrow & Ball that
perfectly balances
boldness with
understatement.
The central island
has a Silestone
worktop – a
material made from
natural quartz –
providing a durable
and attractive
surface, while the
units worktops are
of Corian.

Farmington Quarry, and while it’s a good match for 
the original stone of the cottage it’s not exact; it’s 
more contemporary.

“However, to keep continuity we have the same 
Cotswold ashlar stone for the window surrounds in 
both old and new parts of the building.”

Both extensions are built with cavity wall 
construction. The entire project took three years to 
build, and was completed May 2019.

Challenges on site
Will took on the role of project manager and 
employed two young builders, James Brooks and 
Danny Pointon, who brought with them a whole 
team of trades including carpenters, joiners, 
electricians and plumbers. 

While waiting for planning permission Will and 
his builders took the cottage back to the original 
stone before the renovations began. “We had hoped 
to actually relocate the cottage – knock it down 
and build it further up the hill – as that would have 
made things a lot simpler. However, one of the 
conservation officers announced that, although it 
wasn’t listed, the cottage was a heritage asset in his 
opinion, which meant it could not be demolished. 
We weren’t even allowed to build afresh and keep  
it as an annex to a new dwelling; the cottage had  
to remain central to the project and contain the  
main entrance. 

“I have to say it has been a challenge. Although 
the old stone walls of the cottage were very thick, 
they were also crumbling, so whenever we tried to 
construct an entrance in them the stones just fell 
down around it.”

Thankfully, the builders eventually triumphed 
in the face of adversity and the entrance was 
completed. The cottage was thoroughly insulated 
with Celotex and given a brand new roof of 
Bradstone tiles (which replaced an old roof of 
Bradstone tiles — any Cotswold tiles having long 
since gone). The old oak rafters were left exposed 
and the walls were replastered. It was also rewired 
and replumbed. 

The extension was cut into the encroaching hill, 
which involved removing hundreds of tons of earth. 
“We used a 15 ton digger and two dumpers, which 
ran eight hours a day, five days a week for a number 
of months,” says Will.

Underfloor heating was installed throughout, and 
Bisque radiators were put into the bedrooms, fed 
from an oil-fired boiler. “We have a water pumping 
station in the grounds, linked to the mains water 
supply,” adds Will. 

“To let in as much light as possible we have 
included a number of full height windows, a glass 
floor section and a glass balustrade with a view to a 
section of the drawing room below,” says Will. While 
a labour of love, the finished home is a far cry from 
the dark, damp cottage the Hines purchased.

‘‘
To let in as much light as possible we have 
included a number of full height windows, a 
glass floor section, and a glass balustrade

DRAWING ROOM
This room in the 
contemporary 
extension has 
sliding doors leading 
to a balcony, giving 
great views over 
the gardens. Glulam 
beams have been 
used to create the 
barrelled ceilings.
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SITTING ROOM
An understated 
space directly 
beneath the 
dining area. Its 
Woodpecker oak 
floorboards are from 
Corineum Flooring.

OUR BEST BUILD 
DECISION
Will’s secrets for success are 
being prepared, focused and 
thorough. He advises confirming 
all detailed drawings and 
specifications before the project 
starts, and make as few alterations 
as possible once the build starts. 
Spend time on site to get a feel 
of how you will use the space, 
and make sure you discharge all 
the relevant planning conditions, 
especially the pre-start ones.



PROJECT TIMELINE
PLOT PURCHASED Spring 2014
FIRST PLANNING APPLICATION September 2014 
BUILDING WORK COMMENCED January 2015
WATERTIGHT SHELL (EXISTING COTTAGE ONLY) 
Summer 2016
FIRST FIX (CONTEMPORARY EXTENSION)

October 2017
SECOND FIX (WHOLE BUILDING)  
January 2018
CONDITIONS ON FINAL SCHEME APPROVED  

June 2018
COMPLETION April 2019
DATE OCCUPIED May 2019
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THE FLOORPLAN

To make the best of
the mixture of old
and new, the house’s
bedrooms are snuggled
into the original
cottage, while the main
living rooms are in the
contemporary open-
plan area.

GROUND FLOOR

1

THE BUILD…

3

FIRST FLOOR

GARAGE BUILDING

1 Double garage
2 Studio
3 Kitchen
4 Shower room
5 Office

GROUND FLOOR

1 Bedroom
2 Bathroom
3 Study
4 Family room

5 Snug
6 Reception hall
7 Sitting room
8 Utility
9 Boot room

FIRST FLOOR

1 Bedroom
2 Bathroom
3 Dining room
4 Kitchen
5 Drawing room
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To celebrate our 30th anniversary, we’re looking
forward this month — to 30 brilliant design 
ideas, products and innovations to inspire 

your building project in 2020

BRILLIANT HOME 
IDEAS FOR 2020

Design & Materials           

1. THE NEW  
INDUSTRIAL STYLE  
Forget minimalist interiors — industrial- 

style finishes, such as the Bulkhead 8-inch round 
lights, £99 from Industville (www.industville.co.uk), 
are now being combined with natural materials, 
texture and colour to create an inviting scheme.

2. A BIG IDEA FOR SMALL  
SPACES: MIRRORS 
If you’re working with a small footprint, 

ideas to help the space feel bigger are always 
welcome. One idea that’s definitely worth 
incorporating was showcased in Samantha Parr’s 
beautifully built oak frame home (winner of the 
Daily Telegraph Homebuilding & Renovating ‘2019 
Spirit of Self-build’ award): it’s just 100m2 but 
clever use of mirrors makes this space seem bigger. 

The first floor of Samantha’s home is open plan 
and has exposed rafters. One gable is glazed with 
views out, the other gable wall cleverly features 
mirrors above the kitchen units — giving the 
impression that the house actually expands beyond 
this gable end. But in fact the mirrors are reflecting 
the interior and views out. It’s such a convincing 
technique that it fooled the Homebuilding team into 
thinking the house was larger than it is!

PRODUCT TREND BUILDDESIGN





Design & Materials           INNOVATIONS AND DESIGN IDEAS FOR 2020

7. EXPOSED 
CONCRETE 
If you’re looking 

to construct your 
extension in something a 
little different, don’t 
dismiss concrete. The 
material is no longer being 
covered up but exposed as 
an architectural finish, 
known as ‘visual concrete’, 
in domestic builds. It’s a 
good material to use 
externally — it’s durable, 
doesn’t require much 
maintenance and can be 
left exposed. 

The Pink House  
(right) by Gresford 
Architects has used pink 
fair faced concrete which 
sets off this single-storey 
rear extension. 

4. KITCHEN WORKTOP INNOVATION  
There’s a new worktop on the block! Porcelain 
worktops are now available here in the UK 

thanks to Italian-based company Florim’s collaboration 
with London-based distributor Surface Ceramics. Billed 
as heat resistant, stain proof, waterproof, non-porous and 
easy to look after, these worktops are available in a huge 
range of colours, patterns and finishes. They cost from 
£700/m2. (www.florim.com; www.surfaceceramics.co.uk)

 3. STATEMENT FRETWORK 
The case studies we feature always show how to inject personality as 
well as functionality into a home. And it was the locally-made statement 

steel fretwork in Nick and Annette Templar’s award-winning home that caught our 
attention. To keep materials consistent throughout their energy efficient home, and to 
herald the nearby Black Country and its local artisans, the Templars chose to include 
a touch of industrial style with seven fretwork panels made from mild steel that adorn 
the staircase from top to bottom, and the striking pergola entrance porch (left). The 
delicate design and painted coating add ‘wow’ factor to the interior and exterior, 
turning an entrance and flight of stairs into something far from ordinary.

5. PREVENTING OVERHEATING  
“We’ve seen a rise in the number of
extenders/self-builders looking to

incorporate bespoke timber shading louvres in their
builds, positioned above south-facing glass sliding
doors, and I think it’ll continue to be a popular request
in 2020 – and beyond – perhaps coupled with a
realisation that north-facing windows (that essentially
lose far more heat from the house than they gain)
need to be kept small except where key views looking 
in or out demand otherwise.” Architect, Jeff Kahane

6. THE BROKEN PLAN 
‘Broken plan living’ has been big news in the design 
world in recent years — and will continue to influence 

our floorplans in 2020. So what is it? It’s a design concept that 
moves away from completely open-plan spaces (which many of us 
find impractical), and utilises devices such as bookcases, partial 
walls, sliding doors, internal ‘windows’, fireplaces and the like to 
create spaces that feel sociable and connected but have a degree of 
separation and privacy.
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10. MEZZANINES TO USE EVERY INCH OF SPACE  
Using space in the ceiling to provide extra living 
accommodation makes sense — it ensures every last inch  

of space within a house is used, without the need for new foundations or 
planning permission.

From ‘floating’ sleeping pods to home offices or informal living 
spaces, mezzanines provide quiet spaces away from the hustle and bustle 
of the rest of the home, without being cut off from the action.

They need not be an expensive addition either — some of the most 
innovative mezzanines are created from inexpensive materials and are 
accessed via simple flights of stairs.

8. NEXT GENERATION COOKER 
HOODS: INJECTING COLOUR 
A statement cooker hood can be a 

real focal point in a kitchen, but it’s the smart 
tech that’s going to put some models in 2020 a 
cut above the rest. 

Check out the new wall-mounted Smart 
Deco hood from Franke. Available in Green 
(above), Soft Grey and Mustard, it has an A 
energy efficiency rating, features a push button 
rotary control with dimmable LED light bar 
and offers three speeds with an extraction rate 
of 650 m³/h at maximum speed. It costs £495.  
(www.franke.co.uk)

9. NEXT GENERATION  
COOKER HOODS: ALL-IN-ONE
Here’s the hood that has it all: Spazio 

is the new cooker hood designed by Francesco 
Lucchese for Falmec (below). Not only 
does this 180cm hanging hood deliver great 
extraction of odours and steam, but the unit 
also has shelving, hooks for hanging utensils, 
an LED lighting system and even USB outputs 
and power sockets for recharging smartphones 
and the like. The hood even offers the possibility 
of housing a small vegetable garden (supplied 
by Falmec as an accessory). Expect to pay 
upwards of £2,300. (www.falmec.co.uk)
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11. STYLISH BUT 
SUSTAINABLE
It’s fair to say 

self-builders and renovators 
have long been conscious 
of incorporating sustainable 
materials into their build 
projects, inside and out. So 
the Livingstone radiator 
collection (available from The 
Radiator Centre), formed from 
reconstituted marble powder 
– a waste product from when 
marble is cut – might be one 
sustainable product to look 
out for. The patented process 
involves binding the marble 
powder together with water 
and eco-friendly adhesive 
agents. It is then left to dry 
naturally in special moulds. 
The process requires only 
low temperatures which uses 
less energy, resulting in low 
CO2 emissions and very little 
environmental impact.

The Gransasso radiator 
(right) starts from £1,302. 
(www.theradiatorcentre.com)
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15. DESIGNING FOR  
FLEXIBLE LIVING  
“We are seeing a 

re-imagining of existing 
buildings. But what’s 
interesting is how people are 
adopting interesting processes 
in the way that they develop 
their projects. People are 
designing space and 
adaptable/flexible furniture 
that can be developed over 
the lifetime of the building. 
It’s what we refer to as 
‘meanwhile’ interventions 
— designing things that can 
be used now and adapted 
later. It means architects can
be canny with the budget, 
delivering multifunctional 
living at a lower cost.” 
Architect, Darren Bray 

12. POCKET DOORS 
While open-plan living spaces are still a firm favourite in self-
built and renovated houses, we’re seeing a shift towards 

creating spaces that can adapt to cater for both intimate everyday living 
and occasions when family members and friends descend en masse. One 
sleek and discreet way of achieving this is by including pocket doors — 
these slide back into a cavity in the adjacent walls when not in use (as 
here) to open up rooms to one another. 

16. MODULAR BATHROOMS
It’s not just construction systems that are 
going modular; our fixtures and fittings 

are too. New from Roman for 2020 is this basin and 
vanity unit linked directly to the shower enclosure. 
This all-in-one piece fixes together precisely, which 
means no more butting up basins to glass panels, and 
no more tricky spots to clean!

14. SPLIT-LEVEL LAYOUTS 
When you consider how plots are becoming increasingly hard to track down, as 
well as the fact that some of the most stunning of these plots are located on 

sloping sites, the increasing prominence of split-level layouts begins to make sense.
While the split-level layout may often be born out of necessity, it often ends up bringing 

warmth and character to homes. Level changes act as a way of defining individual areas 
within open-plan spaces. For example, in large houses they break up vast spaces to avoid 
them becoming too clinical, while in small spaces they break up rooms without the need 
for walls.

13. SMARTER 
KITCHENS 
The smart kitchen is 

all about choosing products that 
make our lives that bit easier — 
whether it’s high-tech fridges or 
clever gadgets that make 
everyday tasks a breeze, new 
technology is cropping up all of 
the time. And Grohe’s Essence 
tap with SmartControl 
technology is a perfect example. 
Fit for a busy family kitchen, the 
smart tap is lever-free — you 
turn it on and off with a button 
positioned at the end of the 
spout. It’s so easy to use you can 
push it with your elbow! It also 
comes with a water-saving eco 
mode, too. (www.grohe.co.uk)
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17. BATHING IN LUXURY  
Topps Tiles’ tile of the year Syren (here 
in Nordic Blue, £84.10/m2) creates a 

contemporary contrast to the traditionally-styled 
Arabescato Polished Marble tile (£160.12/m2), 
achieving the much-desired ‘luxe look’ inspired by 
boutique hotels and spas.

18. METALLIC ACCENTS  
IN THE KITCHEN
Bright metallic colours will be a key design 

trend for kitchens this coming year. “2020 will be the 
year of gold, copper and bronze accents,” predicts 
Paul Jenkinson, founder and managing director of 
British kitchen brand LochAnna Kitchens. “However,
it’s important that you don’t overdo it with these 
colours and remember that a little goes a long way.” 
(The metallic handles here being a case in point.)

19. TEXTURED WALL FINISHES 
“We’re finding an increased interest in ‘real’ materials: 
walls and surfaces that are self-finished rather than 

covered over with plasterboard, skim and paint,” reports architect 
Paul Testa. “Birch-faced plywood is a common choice; it’s dense, 
robust and adds natural texture and warmth to a space. It’s 
been traditionally used as a low cost wall finish, but it’s not 
cheap to buy and it’s time expensive to install and finish well. It 
is a lower carbon choice than a gypsum-based plasterboard, too.”

20. ALL-IN-ONE  
FLOORING PACKAGE 
It’s usual to have to 

order your underfloor heating 
(UFH) and levelling system 
separately from your solid timber 
flooring, but the timber floor 
company Junckers (www.junckers.
co.uk) is launching Leveldek (left), 
a fully integrated package of solid 
hardwood floor, levelling and 
underfloor heating system, so you 
don’t need to order the items from 
separate suppliers — great idea! 
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22. THE RETURN OF SOLAR THERMAL PANELS
Solar PV (photovoltaic) panels have had their fair share of limelight in
recent times, but the end of the Feed-inTariffs – and the healthy(ish)

incentive offered to homeowners and landlords – in April 2019 has perhaps taken
the shine off specifying this renewable electricity-generating technology. However,
it’s not all bad news, as our attention is slowly turning back to solar thermal. Could
2020 bring a renaissance for this sustainable technology? Read our expert guide
to whether solar thermal is right for your home on page 107.
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24. RECYCLED 
KITCHENS: BUDGET  
AND ECO FRIENDLY

While upcycling is nothing new, the 
number of people recognising just 
how much they can save by buying 
a second-hand or ex-display kitchen 
is. The emergence of more and 
more companies specialising in used 
kitchens is testament to the growing 
popularity of this way of buying a 
kitchen. (Plus, there are often some 
bargains to be had.)

“We are now all so much more 
aware of the waste we produce from 
mass consumerism,” says James 
Saidman of The Used Kitchen 
Hub (www.usedkitchenhub.com). 
“Consumers are much more 
conscious of not adding to their 
waste footprint and want to find 
tangible alternatives to landfill.”

25. EXPOSED 
CEILINGS 
Exposing characterful 

timber rafters and trusses as a 
feature is not a new innovation when 
renovating old homes, but this idea 
has been adopted by extenders and 
self-builders in 2019, with the fabric 
of new roofs exposed to produce 
some very interesting results. 

In the project above, designed 
by design practice NimTim, the 
geometric structural plywood 
used for the extension roof brings 
architectural interest. The timber 
designs provide a real warmth to the 
contemporary interior and increase 
the perceived head-height in this 
single-storey extension. 

We look forward to seeing this 
trend continue throughout the 
coming year. 

23. BEDROOMS  
WITH BALCONIES 
Recent years have seen self-

builders and renovators alike incorporating 
outdoor spaces leading off from their 
bedrooms. Whether located on the first 
floor giving far-reaching views or 
incorporated as part of an ‘upside-down’ 
layout, with bedrooms leading off to 
terraces, adding a sense of the outdoors to 
sleeping spaces is a great design feature.

21. TADELAKT  
Tadelakt is a Moroccan plaster finish that has actually been around for 
centuries, but will make an impact in our homes in 2020. And for good 

reason: this lime-based plaster is water and mould resistant, making it excellent for 
bathrooms. What’s more, it’s low-maintenance – there’s not a single grout line in sight – 
and aesthetically pleasing. This high-end shower room, inspired by Moroccan spas and 
featuring sleek brassware and shower from The Watermark Collection, is a case in point.
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27. KEEPING IT LOCAL 
As we become increasingly aware of our 
carbon footprint, and the implications of 

importing building materials from far flung corners, 
sourcing products locally, where we can, is high on 
the agenda when building and renovating for many. 
In fact, many of the self-builders and renovators 
behind the Daily Telegraph Homebuilding & 
Renovating Awards 2019 award-winning homes were 
keen to use local labour — giving back in some way 
to their local community and economy.

29. SMARTER 
BATHROOMS 
Trends in the bathroom are 

often led by what’s hot in the kitchen, so 
2020 will continue to see a rise in smart 
tech in this room, too. 

Another piece of technology from 
Grohe provides an example: instead of 
an overflow, Grohe’s Essence Ceramics 
bathtubs (right) can be fitted with a 
pressure sensor that measures the weight 
of the water. An electronic control will 
unlock the drain as soon as the water 
rises beyond an overflow level, preventing 
overflowing if taps are left on accidentally. 
This is a great piece of smart tech for 
assisted living, too.

28. ‘COLOUR POP’ 
COMES TO THE 
STRUCTURE 

Using an accent colour to 
highlight the structure of a self-
build or extension is becoming 
more popular — think pink 
stairs, bright orange aluminium 
doors and, as in this project by 
Selencky///Parsons Architects, 
vibrant yellow steel beams. 
(Note that exposed structural 
beams need to be treated with 
fire-retardant paint to comply 
with Building Regs.)

26. THE BATHROOM  
STATEMENT WALL  
The ‘feature wall’ has been around for 

some time, but self-builders and renovators are 
now turning their attention to creating one in the 
bathroom, providing an opportunity to splash out 
on a more expensive tile in one area, with more 
inexpensive tiles used elsewhere in the room. (The 
Fish Scale Turquoise Ceramic tiles shown here cost 
£177/m2 from www.ottotiles.co.uk.)

30. FLAT-PACK 
SELF-BUILD  
Studio Bark 

Architects has created an 
innovative timber ‘flat-pack’ 
build system, U-Build, which 
creates a happy medium for 
self-builders who like the idea 
of a prefabricated build, but 
are unable to afford one, and 
for those who’d like to take 
on a degree of DIY, but 
perhaps do not have the skill 
and time. The CNC-cut 
building blocks can be 
assembled on site using a 
mallet and a drill, and are 
then bolted together.

“Assisted self-build 
enables anyone to build their 
own home with their own 
hands, saving money and 
gaining life skills… with its 
revolutionary approach to 
construction, U-Build seeks 
to transform the industry, 
starting with the building 
blocks themselves,” says 
director of Studio Bark, Nick 
Newman. A 95m2 U-Build 
house was recently built in 
just 100 hours.
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S
elf-builders are becoming 
more adventurous with the 
external look of their homes, 

and this has led to the use of 
more interesting and challenging 
materials. This couldn’t be more 
evident than in façades featuring 
weathering steel, regularly 
referred to by its trademark name
Corten (Cor-Ten). 

Weathering steel was developed 
by the US Steel Corporation 
and was used in the early 1930s 
in railroad goods carriages. The 
heavy-duty steel forms a protective
layer of rust on its surface, and 
this weathering process gives 
Corten its distinctive orange 
colouring. This colouring is not 
for everyone; the material is very 
much a Marmite product — you 
either love it or hate it… in case 
you’re in any doubt, I love it!

Jump forward almost 90 years 
and we now find the material 
being used everywhere: on garden
planters, sculptures and more 
widely as rainscreen cladding for 
both commercial and domestic 
buildings. It isn’t suitable for all 
designs though; it tends to lend 
itself to more contemporary or 
industrial architectural styles.

To say that Corten is not 
cheap is an understatement. In 
fact, it’s right up there with zinc 
and copper. It will be almost 

In the third instalment of our Behind the Design
series, Allan Corfield looks at one of the most 
striking cladding options on the market

ALLAN CORFIELD
runs Allan
Corfield Architects,
which he set up in
2009. He is an
expert in designing
high-performing,
energy-efficient
homes
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 by Allan Corfield

BEHIND THE DESIGN
Corten cladding 

Design & Materials

three times as expensive as most 
external cladding options, so 
perhaps only consider it if you 
have a healthy budget. You can 
expect to get quotations from 
specialist contractors in the 
region of £280–£350/m2 for a 
fully installed system. 

There are a number of 
factors that can impact this cost, 
including the size and design of 
the panels, the number of doors 
and windows the cladding needs 
to fit around, the fixing method 
to be used, and quantity of 
cladding required — all of which 
I’ll touch on below. These need 
to be considered when choosing 
any cladding, but the premium 
cost of Corten will make their 
importance more acutely felt.

l Size and design
Corten panels start their life as 
sheets of raw material, generally 
1.5mm thick. How small or large 
you want the panels, and how 
intricate their design or pattern 
is, will impact the labour involved 
in creating each panel. The more 
labour there is, and the more 
waste from cut panels, the higher 
the cost for each panel will be.

l Openings
When people talk about cladding 
costs per m2, they are generally 
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referring to the cost of a perfect 
square metre of material with 
no openings in it. This can be a 
very dangerous way to budget 
for cladding, as all buildings 
have corners and openings. Both 
add material and labour, which 
dramatically increases the costs. 
Each opening in a cladding 
system will equate to a cost of 
approx £50m2, with corners 
adding around £20m2. If you 
have a complex form with lots of 
openings, you can expect to be at
the higher end of the figures.

l Fixing method
There are two main methods 
for fixing Corten panels to your 
structure; the most cost-effective 
method is to use timber battens, 
while a metal rainscreen fixing 
system is worth considering if 
you have more to spend. There 
are also two preferred ways of 
attaching the panels to the fixing 
system: secret fixings, which are 
not visible when complete, and 
through fixings, which are.

l Quantity
Even if you are only fitting a small
amount of Corten, you will still 
have the same contractor costs, 
meaning you’ll end up paying 
a very high price per m2 to clad 
a small area. Also, a small area 
might not be enough to interest 
the main specialist contractors.

Corten in practice
We recently completed a 
contemporary home in 
Bedfordshire that features a 
number of cantilevered boxes 
finished in Corten (shown above 
and on page 83). This material 
was one of the client’s first design
decisions and informed much  
of the home’s aesthetics. NEXT MONTH: Glass balustrades

Top tips when using Corten 

1. Speak to specialist cladding 
contractors as early as you can at the 
design stage. Early design decisions may 
impact cost and buildability.
2. Limit the number of bespoke panel 
sizes. Ideally use only one size, but 
definitely don’t go over three as costs will 
spiral upwards.
3. Carefully detail any surface water 
run-off from window cills or at the base 
of walls, as this can create rusty water 
marks, and the moisture run-off can 
react with certain materials.
4. Make sure the specification is suitable 
for your location. Take into account 
exposure and any site-specific issues.
5. Budget £280–£350/m2 for a fully 
installed system.

Design & Materials          BEHIND THE DESIGN

MEET ALLAN CORFIELD 
Hear more about Allan’s top 
design ideas by attending 

one of his talks at the 
upcoming Homebuilding 
& Renovating Show being 

held in Farnborough  
on 18-19 January

The cladding is laid out in a 
horizontal linear style, which 
elongates the façades. The 
panels have been designed and 
sized to fit exactly with the 
window openings, giving a crisp 
minimalist finish. The warm tones 
from the rusted panels sit well 
with the rural landscape.

This look takes a huge 
amount of detailed design time 
involving the architect and 
cladding contractor working in 
collaboration. In this instance, 
detailed cladding drawings for 
each elevation were provided 
to the contractor, who then 
produced working drawings for 
each panel, window and corner. 
These were then rigorously 
checked on site prior to 
fabrication. In order to reduce 
costs, we went for a consistent 
panel width and a secret fixed 
timber batten system. The fitted 
costs for the Corten cladding 
system came in at around 
£280/m2, which we think is 
actually great value given the 
quality of the product.

Our clients were keen to 
achieve a striking yet low-
maintenance home, and the 
selection of weathering steel has 
delivered this.





Modular innovation
This striking freestanding
modular unit – complete with
in-built sink, mirror, push-front
oak drawer and shower enclosure
– takes modular bathroom
furniture to a whole new level.
The matching marble-effect basin
and rear wall panel, and brass
detailing, lends a luxurious look.
This unit is from Porter.

Make the most of
your space with these
handy solutions

Beautiful
bathroom
storage

 by Amy ReevesDesign & Materials           YOUR ARCHITECTURAL MOODBOARD

AMY REEVES 
is Homebuilding 
& Renovating’s 
Editorial 
Assistant. She 
has a passion for 
house design and 
architecture
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Hang it all
Wall-hung vanity units are a bathroom staple for a reason. 
Providing clean lines and plentiful storage, wall-hung 
units also sit clear off the floor for easy cleaning — all
in all making them the go-to for family bathrooms. This
contemporary Aquo unit by Scavolini is in Alaska Blue. 
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Out in the open
Below: Freestanding units with 
open shelving create a spacious 
and relaxed atmosphere — and 
importantly, are a great way 
of creating an illusion of extra 
space in a smaller bathroom. 
This reclaimed teak washstand 
by Indigenous also taps into a 
luxurious spa finish. It costs £542.

Secret storage
Make the most of every  
inch in your bathroom by 
including secret compartments 
in bath panels. (This bath panel is 
from Argos and costs £80.)

Multi-purpose design
Right: Boxing in pipework 
creates a sleek finish but this 
small bathroom takes this one 
step further. The tiered design 
adds additional spaces to place 
soaps and towels, while the 
mirrored cabinet above the 
sink doesn’t just hide away less 
pretty objects, it also reflects 
natural light — a trick that works 
wonders for making small spaces 
feel larger. (The Tile Mountain 
Village Rose Gold tiles shown 
cost £26.99/m2.)
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Mix and match
Waters Baths of Ashbourne’s 
Curve range is a sleek solution 
to bathroom storage — their 
baths can be matched with 
open shelving, display units 
and seats made from a mixture 
of quartz and limestone with a 
premium matt finish (available 
from £179). 

Add in drawers
Deep drawers can be a saviour in a 
bathroom with limited worktop space 
and, as in this bathroom by Drummonds, 
look great with twin sinks. A traditional 
neutral colour scheme adds to the 
elegance, while the drawers do all of the 
work hiding shampoos, cleaning products 
and other such clutter.
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Get creative with alcoves
Right: In older properties alcoves 
and recesses can be the bane of 
a sleek and modern renovation 
design, but in this bathroom, such 
a space has been transformed into 
useful storage and a characterful 
feature thanks to the exposed 
brickwork and timber shelving. 
(This bath costs £1,995 from 
Frontline Bathrooms.)

Mirror mirror
Below: Think vertically to make 
the most of smaller spaces with 
limited floorspace; wall-hung 
mirrors with in-built storage are 
ideal (this product from Villeroy 
& Boch costs £1,380). 
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I have fallen in love with a 
limestone floor. People that 
know me will be surprised by 

this because I struggle staying 
clean and tidy. My desk is a 
notorious pile of unexplained 
items, like tennis balls, screws 
and jiffy bags, plus an assortment 
of cables that I don’t begin to 
comprehend. Limestone floors 
are all about meticulous attention 
to detail and a regular and 
thorough maintenance regime. 
I’m really not a limestone floor 
kind of guy. Or so I thought…

But these days you will find me 
kneeling down and looking along 
the newly tiled corridor towards 
the full-length window by the 
front entrance. Sunlight bounces 
off and reflects the polished 
surface with such an intensity that 
it causes me to squint. The floor 
is like a mirror and I’m using the 
light to look for blemishes where 
I may have missed applying the 
polish with the damp mop head. 
This is the reality of life with a 
limestone floor. It is something to 
cherish and to look after.

Living with limestone
Embedded within the tile, I can 
see ample evidence that we have 
laid a fossiliferous limestone, 
in this case from Portugal’s 
Moleanos region. Not only is it 
exquisitely beautiful, but it’s like 
having a natural history lesson 
laying beneath your feet with 

many fossil shells clearly exposed. 
However clever the photo-etching 
techniques of today’s porcelain 
manufacturers get, it’s just not the 
same thing to my mind. There is 
usually very little price difference 
between man-made and natural 
flooring (prices can start from 
£35/m2), and not that much in the 
laying costs or techniques, but that 
said, to get the full effect of a stone 
floor you have to look after it.

Limestone, like its natural 
cousins marble and travertine, 
is chemically calcium carbonate 
— chalk in layman’s terms. It 
will consequently react with any 
form of acid, including vinegars 
and lemon juice. Therefore if you 
want to keep it looking pristine, 
you have to watch it like a hawk 
and anything spilled has to be 
attended to promptly. Special 
acid-neutral polish can be used to 
add a protective surface that keeps 
the limestone looking good if you 
apply it every couple of weeks.

It’s not for everyone
Is a limestone floor for everyone? 
Probably not. Small children 
will wreak havoc with it, running 
scooters over it and spilling drinks 
when you aren’t looking. Dogs are 
even worse, especially if you live 
somewhere where it gets muddy. 
Much the same observations could
be made of natural timber flooring:
it too requires a lot of maintenance
if it is to continue to look good. 

We’ve compromised a bit too 
in our new home: we have laid a 
strip of Moroccan terrazzo tiles 
adjacent to the kitchen surfaces 
in order to pick up any cooking 
spills. They too are lovely looking 
tiles, but they don’t require the 
close attention of the limestone. 
But the rest of the ground floor, 
the wetroom walls and skirtings
are a sea of Moleanos Blue.

One of the great joys of living 
here is rising early in winter 
and walking barefoot across the 
underfloor-heated limestone — 
that’s always a delight. And the 
polished sheen lifts the whole floor 
out of the ordinary and makes it 
feel just a little special. It’s truly 
a sensuous experience in a way 
man-made flooring will never 
quite be. 

Self-builder Mark Brinkley reveals the pros and cons

WHAT IT’S LIKE TO LIVE WITH...

Limestone f looring
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 by Mark BrinkleyDesign & Materials         

MARK BRINKLEY 
is the author of 
the ever-popular 
Housebuilder’s 
Bible and an 
experienced  
self-builder

“A LITTLE SPECIAL”
Mark’s Moleanos 
Blue limestone 
flooring from 
Mandarin Stone 
(£53.99/m2) provides 
a pared-back 
but characterful 
backdrop in Mark’s 
self-built home, 
designed by Mole 
Architects.
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 by Amy Reeves

A timeless and compact design, the electric Everhot 60 (pictured here in Dusky 
Pink) features two large ovens, a cast-iron hob, simmer plates and an integral 
grill. It is available for £5,350. (www.everhot.co.uk)

Bertazzoni’s Heritage series combines an elegant appearance with modern assets 
such as a digital programmer and heat booster. An added bonus: the product and 
packaging are 99% recyclable. From £4,600. (www.uk.bertazzoni.com)

Design & Materials          THE LATEST… 

12 great  
range cookers

This classic AGA range cooker includes the expected two cast-
iron ovens and a hotplate, but also modern detailing such as an 
optional timer, higher temperatures and a stylish handrail. The  
3 SERIES ER3 90-3I shown costs £8,195. (www.agaliving.com) 
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Smeg’s A5-81 Opera’s broad electric double oven 
has a capacity of 130L, and comes with six gas hob 
burners, an electric griddle and a fish burner. The 
stainless steel finished oven is also rated AA for 
energy efficiency. £4,249. (www.smeguk.com)

The new electric AGA eR7 100 can be switched on 
and off as required. The three cast-iron ovens can 
also be independently controlled, which allows for 
greater flexibility, prefect for modern family life. The 
range costs £12,695. (www.agaliving.co.uk)

At just 60cm, the tiny but mighty TR62i Victoria  
range from Smeg combines a classic retro look  
with modern functionality (including an induction 
hob and a Circulaire fan oven). Priced at £1,549.  
(www.smeguk.co.uk) 

Boasting a dedicated steam cavity, the NEXUS range 
cooker from Rangemaster is controlled by a touch 
panel for precise temperature control. The cookers 
are available in black, stainless steel, ivory and 
slate. £3,999. (www.rangemaster.co.uk)

At 120cm and with a six-burner gas cooktop – 
including two dual wok burners – the OR120DDWGX2 
range cooker from Fisher & Paykel is ideal for 
families. The cooker costs £2,699 in a sleek 
stainless steel finish. (www.fisherpaykel.com) 

The Cuisinemaster Pro’s three ovens, dedicated grill 
and five-burner gas hob mean that multitasking has 
never been easier. Leisure’s Cook Clean liners also 
make cleaning the oven less of a chore. Available 
from £1,129. (www.currys.co.uk)

With three cast-iron ovens with individual functions 
(roasting, baking and plate warming) and a section to 
hide the controls, the Everhot 100 can be specified with 
either an extra simmer plate (the 100+ pictured here) 
or an induction hob (100i). £8,925. (www.everhot.co.uk) 

With a worktop and hob crafted from a single piece 
of stainless steel, the Monoblocco 1800 Classica 
Modelarte by De Manicor would be a sleek addition 
to a contemporary kitchen. Available for £3,417.  
(www.ludlowstoves.co.uk)

Part woodburning stove and part electric range 
cooker, the 990 Hybrid by Esse is a contemporary 
take on a classic design. Both ovens feature 
wraparound 3kW elements which guarantee faster 
heat-up times. £7,600. (www.esse.com)
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W
hile solid timber flooring 
has plenty of pros, don’t 
overlook carpet when 

it comes to choosing flooring 
for your home. A high-quality 
product can last for up to 20 
years, in addition to acting as 
an excellent heat and sound 
insulator. It can be cosy, 
comforting and soft underfoot; 
patterned, practical and luxurious, 
too. It’s a great all-rounder and 
there’s a style and type suitable 
for most rooms and homes.

Where to begin 
There’s a plethora of options 
available, from your choice of 
colour and pattern, through to 
material and pile type. With so 
many options on the market, 
dedicate plenty of time to 
research so you have a strong idea 
of what you want before heading 
into any flooring showrooms. 

Once you’re ready to begin 
browsing, it’s smart to take some 
approximate measurements with 
you so you’re armed with all the 
basic information. Most retailers 
are happy to provide a selection 
of swatches free of charge, so you 
can take them home and double 
check whether various styles and 
shades complement your home’s 
décor. Remember to place each 
swatch in both the darkest and 
brightest areas of the room so you 

can be sure how light affects the 
colour of the carpet’s surface. 

Wear & tear 
The first step is to consider where 
in your house the carpet is going 
to be laid and the purpose it’s 
going to serve. This is a good 
starting point in determining 
how durable it needs to be. “For 
heavy traffic areas, wool is a good 
option due to its durability,” 
says Joanna Ramsden, creative 
director at Grosvenor Wilton. 
“Consider a loop pile carpet 
which is very durable and track 
resistant, making it a sensible 
choice for hallways and stairs.” In 
the bedroom, however, you can 
treat yourself to a softer pile with a 
more luxurious finish — more on 
pile types and finishes later. 

Assessing the durability of 
carpet is all about the thickness, 
the material it’s made from and 
the weight of the pile. One way to 
test how well the carpet will wear 
and tear is to press your thumb 
firmly into the pile. The quicker 
it springs back and recovers, the 
more resilient it will be once laid. 

Material focus 
If you’re keen to fit a carpet 
made from natural fibres, wool 
is probably a main contender. 
This resilient and highly durable 
material results in a high-quality 

carpet that will last for years. It’s
also sustainable, not to mention
the fact that it’s super-soft
underfoot and is a good insulating
material. “The protective, waxy
coating on the fibres makes wool
products resistant to staining,
too,” says Lisa Conway, residential
marketing manager at Brintons.
“A wool carpet will also pick
up less dust as the material is
naturally anti-static.”

For an all-purpose carpet,
a wool blend solution offers a 
durable alternative. “One of the 
main reasons why manmade 
fibres were originally introduced 
into carpet manufacturing was 
to improve the performance 
of products, which contained 
increasingly less pile weight of 
poor-quality wool in the 1970s,” 
says Charles Barraclough, 
operations director at Wools of 
Cumbria Carpets. 

There are numerous manmade 
options for your carpet too, all 
of which tend to be highly stain 
resistant. “Some manmade fibres 
like nylon 6.6 offer the same 
benefits as wool carpets but with 
better cleaning and maintenance 
properties,” adds Gregory 
Powley-Lynch, operations director 
at Elements London. Nylon is a 
good all-rounder for family homes 
as it offers good wearability. 
Polypropylene is another option, 
as it’s both durable and resistant to 
stains. “However, it’s not advisable 
to go for a polypropylene carpet 
in heavy traffic areas as this will 
cause flattening very quickly,” 
advises Gregory. 

If you’re keen to boost your 
home’s green credentials, natural 
fibres such as sisal, coir, jute and 
seagrass offer an attractive and 
sustainable alternative. Plus, they 
contain fewer chemicals than 
manmade products. 

Offering a luxurious sense of warmth and comfort 
underfoot, carpets remain a popular flooring 
solution. Choose the right one with our guide 

 by Rebecca Foster

Buyer’s guide  
to carpets

REBECCA FOSTER
is an experienced 
homes and 
interiors writer 
with a passion 
for Victorian 
architecture. Her 
dream is to extend 
an 1800s house
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ZINGY BRIGHTS 
Add colour to your 
interior scheme 
by fitting a brightly 
coloured carpet. 
This vibrant carpet  
is from Lifestyle 
Floor’s Firework 
range and is priced 
at £10.49 /m2.
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A HARDY CONTENDER 
Ideal for heavy traffic 
areas of the home, the 
100% wool Silverstripe 
carpet is from Wools of 
Cumbria Carpets.

RESISTS SPILLS 
A polypropylene carpet 
provides good wearability 
and stain resistance. 
Priced at £26.95/m2,  
the Molto Bella Rosa 
Carpet is available from 
Lifestyle Floors. 

SUSTAINABLE CHOICE 
This sisal carpet offers 
a floor covering formed 
from fine natural 
textures, made from 
sustainable monsoon-
grown grasses. It is 
priced at £47.50/m2 from 
Alternative Flooring. 

LOOPED PILE DESIGN 
Featuring a striking 
striped pattern, this 
100% wool looped 
pile carpet has been 
manufactured using 
sustainably sourced 
fibres from New Zealand. 
It is available from 
Elements London. 
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Loops or tufts?
The term ‘pile’ essentially refers to
how the loops or tufts of fibre are
attached to the material backing of
the carpet. In broad terms, carpet
can be divided into two categories:
tufted and woven, and there are
numerous variations of each. Bear
in mind, not all pile types are
suitable for every application.

Made by weaving the front and
back of the carpet at the same
time using traditional looming
methods, woven products tend
to be more time-consuming to
produce and are typically more
expensive as a result. However,
you’ll get a high-quality finish
and a carpet that will hold its
appearance well over time.
Axminster andWilton are both
examples of woven carpets.

Tufted carpets are less labour
intensive to produce, so tend to be
cheaper. A row of needles is used
to punch the yarn into a backing
fabric, before a secondary backing
material is applied.Twist products
are probably the most popular
type of carpet in the tufted
category, offering an effective all-
round performance.This solution
is a good choice for areas of the
home with high footfall, like
hallways and stairs.

Berber or looped pile products
are made from continuous
uncut loops on the surface of the
carpet, resulting in a distinctive
knotted appearance. “It’s down to
personal choice really — loop pile
carpets are perhaps more suitable
than cut pile for office areas or
disabled access with wheelchairs,”
says Charles Barraclough from

Remember, if you have any furry friends at home then 
loop pile carpets aren’t an ideal solution for your floor 
covering. “If you have a cat or another pet with sharp 
claws, your new carpet has the capacity to become 
the ultimate playground for them. It will more than 
likely end in tears — for you, not the pet!” says Charles 
Barraclough, operations director at Wools of Cumbria 
Carpets. “Cut pile carpets are absolutely fine though. 
What’s more, they will hold onto moulted fur until you’re 
ready to vacuum, rather than harder surfaces which let it 
float around the edges of the room.” 

HOMES WITH PETS

Wools of Cumbria Carpets. For 
busy areas, choose a Berber 
carpet with small, tight loops that 
can bounce back easily. For the 
bedroom, a Saxony carpet offers 
an opulent deep pile with long 
tufts, making for a beautifully soft 
feeling underfoot. Velvet varieties 
are also a good choice for the 
bedroom, thanks to the smooth 
feel of the cut pile finish. 

Measuring up
While it’s handy to visit 
showrooms with a set of 
approximate measurements for 
the room you’re carpeting, it 
often pays to bring in the experts 
to measure up before you place 
your order. For peace of mind 
when it comes to choosing your 
retailer, look out for suppliers 
registered with The Carpet
Foundation for an assurance on
quality. Fitting the carpet yourself 
isn’t beyond the realms of 
possibility if you’re a competent 
DIYer. However, many retailers 
will throw in the fitting for free if 
you spend over a certain amount. 

Before your carpet is installed, 
ensure the subfloor has been 
adequately prepared. “All 
subfloors should be as level as 
possible, and any loose floorboards 
screwed down — but do check 
for pipes under floorboards,” says 
Michael McHugh from M&L 
Carpets. Gaps between the floor 
and skirting should be sealed, too. 

Top tog
When you buy a carpet it’ll come 
with a tog rating, just like a duvet. 
The tog rating is a measure of how 

SOFT TOUCH 
This velvety floor 
covering is from 
Elements London’s 
luxurious Symphony 
collection. This 
premium velour 
product offers a super-
soft feeling underfoot 
and is made from 
durable Antron nylon.

DO A RUNNER 
A stair runner with a 
bold pattern can be 
used to add drama to 
your hallway. Pictured 
here in Jet, the Adams 
Runner is priced at 
£150/linear metre from 
Grosvenor Wilton. 
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much heat can pass through the
material, effectively an indication
of how insulating it is. Carpet togs
range from around 0.7 to 3.0.The
higher the tog rating, the more
insulating it is. A higher carpet tog
would therefore be ideal for a cold,
draughty room.

And if you’re laying underfloor
heating (UFH), research carried
out by The Carpet Foundation
and the Underfloor Heating
Manufacturers Association 
showed that most carpets can be 
used with UFH without hindering
the performance of the system. 
“The research demonstrated 
that a carpet/underlay with a 
combined thermal resistance 
of less than 2.5 togs allows 
underfloor systems to operate 
efficiently,” explains Lisa Conway 
from Brintons. 

Underlay expertise 
As well as helping your carpet 
to sit evenly across the floor 
surface, underlay adds additional 
insulation and will help keep heat 
inside the room. Choosing a good 
quality product makes all the 

difference when it comes to the
longevity of your carpet, as it will
be able to reduce the compression
of the carpet and ensure it lasts
longer. “A good quality underlay
is very important for comfort
and the life of the carpet,” says
Charles Barraclough. “It should
be comparable in thickness to the
carpet over it.Too thin and the
carpet will wear quicker, too
thick and the carpet is liable to
move around.”

There are numerous options
for your underlay, which typically
fall into one of two material
categories: rubber or foam. As with
the carpet itself, various underlay
specification options are available
depending on your budget and the
finish you want to achieve.You can
pick up a roll of 6mm underlay
suitable for use with UFH online
for as little as £3.85.

Environmentally friendly
underlay options are available, too
(www.springbond.co.uk).They
can be made from recycled carpet
waste or plastics.

Maintenance
know-how
A good carpet can last for
years — providing it is properly
maintained and regularly
vacuumed. As a rule of thumb,
aim to vacuum at least once a
week. “Regularly vacuuming not
only helps to prevent unwanted
dirt from working its way into
the carpet fibres but also helps
to keep the tufts of the surface
upright, maintaining the soft,
brand new look for longer,”
says Joanna Ramsden from
Grosvenor Wilton. “Opt for a
vacuum cleaner that has brushes
or a beater if you have a cut pile
carpet. Or, for loop pile products,

Alternative Flooring www.alternativeflooring.com
Brintons www.brintons.co.uk
Carpetright www.carpetright.co.uk
Elements London www.elements.london 
Grosvenor Wilton www.grosvenorwilton.co.uk 
Lifestyle Floors www.lifestyle-floors.co.uk 
M&L Carpets www.mandlcarpetscrouchend.co.uk 
Wools of Cumbria Carpets www.wocc.co.uk 

USEFUL CONTACTS

these should be maintained 
using a suction only cleaner.” 

Don’t be afraid to vacuum the 
carpet soon after it’s been fitted, 
either, as new carpets tend to
shed fibres once they’ve been
laid. Regardless of your carpet’s 
material or pile, any spillages 
should be dealt with as soon as 
possible. “The spillage should 
be gently mopped and blotted 
or scooped up with a spoon,” 
says Joanna. “The carpet should 
never be rubbed as this can 
cause the fibres to burst, causing 
a fuzzy appearance.” 

For a deep clean, special 
carpet shampoos can be used 
— but always consult your 
manufacturer’s guidance on 
cleaning before applying any 
products to the floor. Some 
cleaners contain bleach, which 
isn’t suitable for all materials.  
For a deep clean with best 
results, employ a professional 
carpet cleaning company.

What are the costs? 
Prices vary enormously, 
depending on the material 
and pile you go for. “Most 
budget options will see you 
paying around £10-£25/m2,” 
says Gregory from Elements 
London. “For a high quality 
carpet you’re looking at the £30-
£60/m2 mark. This will last you 
much longer and will actually 
save you money in the long run.”

When placing your order for 
the carpet, double check what is 
included in the price. Admin fees 
for extras, such as the removal 
of old carpet, can be tagged 
onto your bill so it’s important 
to factor these in to your overall 
outlay for new flooring. Also 
factor in installation.

A TOUCH OF CLASS 
This seagrass 
herringbone 
carpet will bring a 
classic charm to 
your floors, with 
its subtle texture 
adding warmth. This 
carpet is priced 
at £25.25/m2 from 
Alternative Flooring.

Design & Materials          BUYER’S GUIDE TO CARPET
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Europe’s leading window brand 
Internorm is dedicated to providing 
high-quality, low-energy window 
and door systems

CONTEMPORARY 
GLAZING SOLUTIONS

I
nternorm, the leading window brand in Europe, 
offers high-quality low-energy and Passivhaus 
window and door systems. With products 

providing exceptional technical qualities combined
with superior energy, acoustic and security 
performance, the company’s extensive offering 
includes PVCu and PVCu/aluminium windows,  
in addition to timber/aluminium windows. 

The PVCu and PVCu/aluminium range, which 
is available in a wide choice of designs and colours,
has excellent thermal performance with U-values 
up to 0.74W/m2K. As a result, specifiers can take
advantage of a unique window specification that
is bespoke according to the performance and
aesthetic requirements of the project in hand.

Customers who choose timber/aluminium
designs benefit from further environmental
credentials, with exceptional U-values of up to
0.63W/m2K, in addition to the aesthetic qualities
of timber.This, combined with exceptional energy
performance, makes timber/aluminium ideal for

Advertising feature

both traditional and contemporary projects. The 
range also offers a choice of either spruce or 
larch timber interior finishes. The performance 
of Internorm’s timber/aluminium windows is 
enhanced by an innovative composite construction 
that incorporates a highly insulating thermal foam. 

Additional features unique to Internorm include 
Fix-O-Round technology: a continuous all-round 
fixing for the window pane that provides a  
continuous connection between the glazing and 
frame. The benefits are improved stability, thermal 
insulation and soundproofing, burglary protection 
and greater durability of the window unit for its 
entire lifespan. 

In addition, a choice of glazing is also available, 
including SOLAR+ glass, a specialist thermal 
coating that is available on all triple-glazed 
windows as standard. SOLAR+ triple glazing 
maximises the potential energy gains provided 
through solar irradiation. It prevents subsequent 
heat loss through the window with very low 
U-values, helping to maintain a comfortable and 
energy efficient interior environment that is also 
cost-effective for the homeowner.

Other extra features include I-tec Shading, 
a specialist self-powered solar blind, which is 
the perfect option when no electricity supply 
is available. Also part of the I-tec range is I-tec 
Ventilation, which is the first of its kind in the 
UK.The I-tec ventilator, which is integrated into
the new Home Pure KF 500 window system, is
equipped with an integrated MVHR (mechanical
ventilation with heat recovery) system that reduces
energy losses to a minimum through the achieved
86% heat recovery.This system ensures that
occupants have a constant supply of fresh air.

For further information on Internorm’s products
and service, simply visit www.internorm.com or
follow @internormuk on Facebook and Twitter. H

WINDOW CHOICES
Internorm’s windows 
include many 
additional features as 
standard, as well as 
a choice of glazing. 
The timber/aluminium 
range can be specified 
with either a spruce or 
larch interior finish.
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decision-making process for homeowners.
Many other renewable technologies
simply could not compete. And one of the
technologies that suffered the most was solar
thermal. But now that the FiTs scheme is no
more, do technologies like solar thermal have
the opportunity to rise again?

What is solar thermal?
Solar panels convert sunlight into energy
and can generate electricity (in the case
of PV panels) or heat. In a nutshell, solar
thermal panels create heat for use in
domestic hot water.You could expect a
PV panel to be around 20% efficient but a
solar thermal panel is actually around 80%
efficient and so you can have a lot less of
them on the roof.

How do the panels work?
A solar thermal system consists of panels
that are laid on the roof (typically at an
angle to maximise exposure to sunlight)
and a storage cylinder connected to the
boiler. In hotter climates, the storage
cylinder is situated above the panel and
the heat rises through the panel through
thermosyphon (natural convection)
and heats the water. In the UK we
unfortunately do not have enough hot
days to make this system viable, and the
frequency of sub-zero temperatures also
means that the panels need to be protected
from freezing. It is therefore necessary to
have a closed loop of fluid between the
panel and the storage cylinder that contains
anti-freeze. (All systems installed in the
UK have this as standard.)

The latter is known as an indirect system,
as the fluid in the panels never actually
reaches the taps in the home. Indirect
systems typically feature a twin-coil thermal
store: this type of storage cylinder features
a coil of pipework at the bottom that is
connected to the solar panel, and a second
coil of pipework further up the cylinder that
is plumbed to the boiler (which provides
a backup on those days when there is
less sunlight).There is a small pump that
circulates fluid (see overleaf) and it is

We’re all familiar with the electricity-
generating solar photovoltaic
(PV) panels that started to adorn

many roofs and farmers’ fields around
the country from around 2008, when
the introduction of the Feed-in Tariffs
(FiTs) offered generous incentives for
a generation of electricity.The FiTs put
PV panels firmly on the renewable energy
radar of many homeowners and investors.
But there was a downside — when it came
to specifying renewable technologies for
the home, the incentives for PV skewed the

Will the sun shine again on solar thermal?
Energy efficiency expert David Hilton looks 
at how and why this renewable source for 
heating hot water is worth another look

DAVID HILTON 
is an expert 
in sustainable 
building and 
energy efficiency 
and is director  
of Heat and 
Energy Ltd

 by David HiltonThe Build                         SOLAR THERMAL

SOLAR THERMAL  
A beginner’s guide
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usually triggered by a temperature sensor
that will operate the pump (and move the
fluid to the cylinder) if the panel is at least
four degrees warmer than the temperature
of the water in the storage cylinder.

Types of solar thermal
l the flat panel
The most common type of solar thermal
is a flat panel, (also known as a collector)
usually around 1m x 2m in area. Each
panel contains a series of pipes that are
either serpentine or grid shaped, with a
metal (absorber) plate fixed on top that
is coated in a highly absorptive blueish
material (selective coating).The metal
absorber plate collects heat from the sun;
the fluid in the pipes then carries this
heat to a storage cylinder in the house.
The panels can be installed on a roof in a
landscape or portrait configuration.

l the evacuated tube
These are glass tubes that have a copper 
tube within them. Between 10 and 30 of 
them are connected together with a header 
pipe to form a panel. Evacuated tubes 
have a vacuum in the glass that acts as 
the insulation and so are often a bit more 
efficient than flat panel solar collectors. 
Some evacuated tubes known as ‘direct 
flow’ can be installed very discretely on a 
flat roof, which could be particularly useful 
in sensitive areas such as conservation 
areas or on listed buildings. 

Getting the most  
from solar thermal
In the UK climate it is important to have 
controls that allow the solar panel to heat 
the water as much as it can to maximise 
the solar resource. Ideally, you’d want the 
solar thermal panels to provide all of your 
hot water requirements, especially in the 
summer months, but in reality this is very 
hard to manage properly. 

The percentage of your hot water 
requirement that is provided by a solar 
panel is known as your solar fraction. 

By limiting your usage of your back-up 
boiler you can increase your solar fraction 
and maximise your return on investment. 
For example, if you have a shower in the 
evening then you can either have your 
boiler replenish the hot water you have 
used, or just choose the capacity of the 
cylinder to ensure it provides enough hot 
water for the whole household. In a small 
household the latter strategy is easy enough 
to manage, but in a larger home there may 
not be enough capacity and you may need 
the boiler to reheat some water. Hot water 
left over from this will leave your solar 
panel with less work to do the following 
day, thus lowering the solar fraction. 

One compromise is to fit two cylinders: 
one plumbed to your boiler in the 
traditional way and the second plumbed 
to the solar panels and acting as a pre-feed 
to the boiler cylinder. When you use water 
from the boiler cylinder it will then refill 
with water from the solar cylinder. That 
way, in summer, the water going into the 
boiler cylinder will always be hot, leaving 
no work for the boiler to do. In winter the 
boiler will kick in, but the solar cylinder will 
still be able to contribute a few degrees of 
heat before the water reaches the boiler. 

This is also an easier solution if you 
are adding solar panels to an existing 
property as you can potentially put a solar 
cylinder in the loft (horizontal cylinders 
are available if height is a restriction) and 
pre-feed the water to an existing hot water 
cylinder in the airing cupboard.

What’s the best  
configuration?
For the best use of solar thermal, a hot water 
store is required, meaning a system boiler 
configuration, which consists of a boiler 
and separate hot water cylinder, works 
best. If you have a combination (combi) 
boiler then you will not have a hot water 
cylinder. At best the solar thermal system 
will only act as a pre-feed to the combi and 
will therefore have a very limited efficacy. A 
combi boiler can only realistically have an 

DID YOU KNOW?
The fluids circulated in an indirect solar 
thermal system are a mixture of water 
and glycol. The mix is generally around 

50/50, but this ratio changes from 
system to system, from manufacturer 
to manufacturer, and to account for 

prevailing weather conditions

THE PROS AND CONS  
OF SOLAR THERMAL

PROS: Solar thermal systems are 
more efficient than solar PV and 
take up less space on the roof 
(with fewer panels required) and 
can also potentially heat up the 
water quicker than a solar  
PV system.

CONS: Solar thermal systems 
are only suitable for domestic 
hot water preparation and are 
seldom suited to central heating 
applications. This means that 
payback can be very limited as 
the return on investment depends 
a lot on the amount of hot water 
that is used and the cost of the 
fuel that you are offsetting.

The Build                         SOLAR THERMAL
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input temperature of up to around 29°C so, 
at most, the solar thermal system will only 
contribute around 20°C. 

Solar thermal panels shouldn’t be 
considered for anything other than domestic 
hot water, as the resource is too low in 
winter and you could end up with huge 
over-generation in summer. If you are 
running a large thermal store or combining 
with a biomass system, there may be times 
when an oversized solar thermal array could 
be beneficial, but careful design is required, 
as the panels will be sized according to the 
volume of the thermal store rather than 
household usage.

What are the costs?
Installing a two or three panel solar thermal 
system that would supply an average 
200 to 300 litre cylinder will cost around 
£4,000 to £7,000. The costs can vary 
according to the complexity of the pipe 
runs and roofing materials, and you would 
also expect to be at the higher end of that 
scale if using evacuated tubes. 

According to the Energy Saving Trust, 
you can expect savings of around £65 per 
year from a solar thermal system, but the 
actual savings will depend on your hot 
water usage and system design. However, 
these figures do not represent any kind of 
payback against the capital cost.

In reality, for a four-bed house you would 
likely use around 200 litres of hot water 
per day, 365 days a year. That would mean 
that you actually use around 12kWh of 
energy per day on hot water. If we assume 
that half your annual hot water comes from 
solar then this equates to 2,184kWh per 
year (12kWh x 182days). If we produce 
that same energy using gas – 2,184kWh per 
year x 5p (average) –  or direct electricity – 
2,184kWh per year x 13p (average) – then 
the savings made with solar would only be 
£109 or around £300 respectively. As such, 
that would give us a payback period of 
around 20 years on the capital cost.

The real potential of solar thermal comes 
when you design it to give you more than 

60% of your annual hot water and make 
sure that the system is not oversized. It will
also hopefully be inflation-proof and offer
better savings as the cost of alternative 
energy sources increases.

In addition, the Renewable Heat Incentive
(RHI) initiative, which pays out a deemed
amount for seven years based on your 
deemed hot water usage, helps matters here.
The RHI payment could be around £300
to £400 for a three to four-bed house. That
could then contribute to around half the 
capital cost over time. The RHI is currently
road mapped to end on 31 March 2021, but
that could change so always check the latest
information with the Energy Saving Trust.

Is solar thermal right 
for your home?
The financial payback on these systems is
often not very good, especially if you only
have two people living in a four bed home.
However, the carbon emission savings 
can be very beneficial, so for self-builders 
with a planning condition that requires a 
percentage of your energy to come from 
renewables, solar thermal can be a great 
solution. What’s more, in a new build 
you may already be installing a hot water 
cylinder as part of your heating and hot 
water system, so the real extra cost for solar 
thermal is lower, as you would need the 
cylinder anyway, and the scaffolding and 
plumbers may already be on site, which 
again lowers the installation costs. You could 
of course also get the VAT back. The picture 
is not so sunny for most renovators though.

Now that there is once again a level 
playing field for renewables (in the absence 
of the FiT) we will definitely see more 
solar thermal solutions becoming available. 
They take up less space on the roof and 
also have virtually no running costs. It is 
only really the amount of hot water that 
you use and the heat source you would use 
otherwise that will determine the return on 
an investment in solar thermal panels, but 
they should definitely be on the radar when 
considering alternative technologies.

USEFUL CONTACTS
Grant UK www.grantuk.com
Kingspan www.kingspan.com
Vaillant www.vaillant.co.uk
Viessmann www.viessman.co.uk
Worcester Bosch www.worcester-bosch.co.uk

Now that 
there is 
once again a 
level playing 
field for 
renewables, 
we will 
definitely 
see more 
solar thermal 
solutions 
becoming 
available
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The transformation of Archie and Tricia’s   
seafront home in Musselburgh from a dark, 
one-bedroom 1980s conversion of an old 

stable outbuilding into a sea-facing three-bedroom 
family home, was perhaps not the straightforward 
process they had in mind when they inherited the 
property in 2013. But the end result has more than 
justified the twists, turns and turmoil associated with 
the 17-month build project.

The story began 60 years ago, when Tricia’s 
father bought the site in 1959. “A house was built 
on the site, but it was too big for my parents after 
my sister and I left home, so my father developed 
an outbuilding at the back of the house for himself 
and my mum, which they moved into in the early 
1980s,” says Tricia.

There aren’t many sites that are close to a major 
city, have great coastal views and offer easy beach 
access, so it made sense for the couple to move from 
their Edinburgh flat into the property when Tricia’s 
parents died. However, the home’s shortcomings 
soon became apparent. “It was too small; there was 
only one bedroom and bathroom, and, strangely, 
very little sea view,” she says.

HOMEOWNERS Archie and
Tricia Macdonald
LOCATION Musselburgh, near Edinburgh
PROJECT Self-build 
HOUSE SIZE 156m2

BUILD ROUTE Main contractor
CONSTRUCTION METHOD Timber frame  
self-build with some restoration  
of the sea wall
BUILD TIME 17 months
HOUSE COST Inherited
BUILD COST £348,000
CURRENT VALUE £660,000

PROJECT NOTES



THE KITCHEN
The kitchen – from 
Wren Kitchens – and 
dining space uses a 
pared-back palette, 
so the real star 
of the show is the 
views across the 
seafront. 



SUPPLIERS
ARCHITECT A449 Architects, now 
HAAR Architects:  
www.herewehaar.co.uk
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER 

SDC: james@sdcemail.co.uk 
MAIN CONTRACTOR Gloss: 07887 950188
WINDOWS Rationel:  
www.rationel.co.uk
WINDOW SUPPLIER

ADW Cumbernauld: 
www.adwlimited.co.uk
KITCHEN Wren Kitchens:  
www.wrenkitchens.com

BUILD COSTS
JOINERY £120,000
BUILDER WORKS £72,000
PLUMBING £28,000
ARCHITECTURAL FEES circa £25,000
PRELIMINARIES £24,000
ROOFER WORK £24,000
FINISHES £20,000
EXTERNAL WORKS £10,000
KITCHEN £10,000
ELECTRICAL £9,000
PAINTING £6,000
TOTAL £348,000

INTERIOR DETAILS
The sofa, table 
and Hans Wegner 
Wishbone chairs 
are from Tangram 
Furnishers in 
Edinburgh. 
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Initial plans unravel
The couple’s initial ideas for developing the property 
were modest, envisaging an additional bedroom and 
bathroom and bringing in some of the sea views 
where possible. Local architect Matthew Johnson of 
A449 Architects (now HAAR Architects) designed 
a scheme that involved reconstructing some of the 
original building with a small extension to the east, a 
solution that planning was on board with.  

But then events took a dramatic turn. Not only 
was rot discovered in the rafters, but when the roof 
came off it transpired that the walls weren’t safe. 
“So Matthew suggested that if we knocked down the 
three walls of the original cottage, with just the sea 
wall remaining, then we could approach it as a new 
build and we’d save the VAT,” says Tricia.

The 17-month build project finally went on site 
once the radically revised planning application was 
accepted. What emerged was a traditional-meets-
contemporary seafront house, featuring a new, 
wedge-shaped ‘extension’ occupying the raised 
terrace at the east end of the site. 

“Externally, the wedge-shaped extension footprint 
allowed us to create a distinctive interpretation of 
a traditional gable. From the road to the south and 
east the gable is defined and pronounced, while from 
the beach to the north it blends harmoniously with 
the rest of the elevation,” says Matthew Johnson.

This vaulted space houses the living, dining 
and kitchen area. “It made sense to introduce the 
best views into the most frequently used spaces,” 
Matthew explains. In the original stone steading, 
integrated into the north east-facing sea wall, is a 
23m-long corridor running the full length of the 
existing building which accommodates the en suite 
master bedroom, guest bedroom, bathroom and 
utility area, culminating in a glazed office space.

Balancing quality with affordability
The couple rented a property nearby for the  
duration of the build, using the time to source many 
of the interior finishes. “We were constantly looking 
at the contract to see what was allocated to different 
things and finishes,” says Archie. “The contract 
tended to go for the best possible option while we 
were trying to go for a compromise between this and 
what we could afford. We could have spent an awful 
lot more on some aspects, such as lighting. But the 
main thing is that the fabric of the house and the 
whole build quality is the best. And we’re really 
happy with the overall standard.”

Archie spent every day at the site, watching it all 
come together,“just keeping an eye on things. And 
it worked out well. For example, I was walking the 
dog on the beach and the contractor called to say 
that he’d been laying the hardwood floor and he 
didn’t like the way it looked. So I was able to be at 
the house, there and then. We didn’t like the look of 
it either, so we laid it differently. It was easily fixed as 
the problem was addressed at the outset.”  

BUILD TIMELINE  
COUPLE MOVE INTO THE HOUSE 2013
PROJECT STARTS Summer 2015
PROJECT FINISHES Winter 2016
FINAL COMPLETION/MOVING IN Early 2017

COURTYARD GARDEN
The patio to the land 
side of the house 
features a beech 
hedge which was 
selected because it 
thrives better when 
close to the sea. The 
large sliding doors 
mean when the 
couple are outdoors, 
the sea views can 
still be enjoyed.
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Making the most of the sea views
A simple colour palette and high quality, hard-
wearing materials, such as the engineered oak floors, 
provide a neutral backdrop — allowing the interplay 
of sunlight throughout the day and the various 
views to flood into the interiors. “The sea views are 
key to the living experience,” says Tricia.

The carefully placed glazing also achieves 
considerable solar gain, which combined with high 
levels of insulation and underfloor heating, helps 
the house to be very energy efficient. “For our 
first energy bill we put the gas reading in and our 

supplier said that they couldn’t accept the reading. 
When we phoned up to query it, they said that we 
hadn’t used enough gas for the readings to register! 
So, yes, in terms of energy efficiency it’s performing 
really well,” she explains. “We have a woodburning 
stove but we have to think twice about putting it on, 
as it can get too hot,” adds Tricia. “It’s cosmetic, 
really, as the house is so well insulated.”

“The necessary re-design completely changed 
the whole project for us, time-wise and budget-wise. 
But we’ve ended up with a new build house that will 
stand for longer than our time!”
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SIMPLE STYLE
Although the 
couple had to make 
compromises to stick 
to their budget, the 
large, pale tiles used 
in the bathrooms 
match the engineered 
oak flooring laid 
throughout. 

We love the 
fact that 
this wall, 
essential in 
holding back 
the sea for 
so long, has 
become an 
integral part 
of this new 
building
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BUILDING FOR A SEAFRONT LOCATION
Project architect Matthew Johnson passes on his tips…

Attention to detail. One of the most important 
considerations is how building materials and 
components join together closely to avoid wind 
and water ingress. Using high quality windows and 
building membranes is a waste of time if care is not 
taken with the design and construction of junctions. 
It is crucial to get these interfaces right.
Aspect and orientation. It may seem obvious, but 

when we first took on this project the 
existing building faced away from 

the sea view. In order to make 
the absolute most of 

sea views, choose 
long wide 

windows for the main living area to give a wide 
panorama where, in mid-summer, the sun can be 
tracked rising and setting.
Roof form. A pitched roof in a seaside house 
suggests a beach hut or an upturned hull of a boat, 
either of which creates a sympathetic context. A 
double-height pitched roof form also helps to guide 
coastal wind away from courtyard spaces, providing 
areas of external shelter.
Cladding. Timber has always been used in marine 
environments, but to prevent the finish from quickly 
deteriorating due to sand and salt water blasting, its 
durability was improved with scorch larch cladding, 
which also removes the need for regular repainting.
Early consultation with an architect is key. 
They will liaise with the planning department and 
Environment Agency (SEPA in Scotland) to establish 
any flood risk associated with the site.
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THE BUILD…

The original one bedroom building was introverted, and largely hidden with just one window facing the Forth. Only the sea 
wall was in a suitable condition to be retained. The new structure of the house has been built in timber frame.  

1 Hall
2 Living room
3 Kitchen
4 Hall
5 Bathroom
6 Bedroom
7 Dressing room
8 En suite
9 Study
10 Garage

THE FLOORPLAN

This new home features 
a lounge, kitchen and 
dining area with vaulted 
ceiling, two bedrooms and 
a study-cum-bedroom, 
and two bathrooms. The 
entrance location creates a 
clear distinction between 
the ‘public’ living space 
and the ‘private’ bedroom 
spaces in to the west. 

123 4 5 6 6 7
8

10

9
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 by Natasha Brinsmead

BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO RENOVATION
Part 4: Your essential renovation checklist

You’ve bought the house and had the survey done — now it’s time to get your 
renovation site (and yourself) organised and ready for work to begin. Here are 

five essential steps you should take before picking up the sledgehammer

The Build
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NATASHA 
BRINSMEAD
is Homebuilding 
& Renovating’s 
Associate 
Editor. She’s just 
renovated an 
Edwardian cottage

Before work can begin on your 
renovation project, there are several 
steps that need to be taken if you 

want to get off on the right foot. Ensuring 
you are well-prepared will mean things 
run smoothly and you don’t walk into the 
project feeling chaotic — there is plenty 
of time for that later. Here we give you the 
top five ways to get renovation ready.

1. Get adequate insurance
When you exchange contracts on your new 
home, the responsibility for it becomes 
solely yours — meaning you need the right 
insurance in place.

If you were to assume that an ordinary 
home insurance policy would cover the 
work then you would most likely be wrong. 
Carrying out structural work will usually 
invalidate your existing home and contents 
policy. Contact your insurance provider 
early on — while some policies will allow 
you to carry out minor alterations, you 
need to let your provider know about the 
work you have planned. 

In addition to ensuring you don’t 
end up paying thousands of pounds 
if something goes wrong during the 
course of a project (flood, theft, injury, 
or damage to your own property or 
a neighbour’s, for instance), having 
adequate insurance in place may also be 
needed if you plan on remortgaging in 
order to fund the work, else your lender 
might refuse to release money.

The insurance policy you take out 
should include public and employers’ 
liability, cover for building materials and 
works, plant, tools, temporary buildings, 
the existing structure, personal accident 
cover and legal expenses. 

If you find that your existing supplier is 
unwilling to cover you, look for a provider 
that offers a dedicated home improvement 
policy — renovators planning on taking 
on the role of builder themselves are often 
directed towards this type of cover. These 
cover for all the usual risks, as well as 
public and employers’ liability. (Try Self-
Build Zone or Protek.)

2. Ensure the site 
is safe and secure
Getting your site secure and clearing 
hazards and waste is an essential job 
— particularly if you plan on living on 
site (in a caravan, for instance) or in the 
property itself. Some people choose to 
organise a hazardous waste survey prior 
to commencing work or moving into the 
property — this will flag up the presence of 
asbestos, among other things.

It is a good idea to book a skip early to 
ensure you have a way of getting the site 
cleared quickly, but do bear in mind that 
you will need somewhere to put it, and that 
it can be wasteful to throw everything in 
there. Some items can be reused or sold, 
while others might be welcome at a charity
shop — only throw away the items that 
are damaged beyond repair or completely
useless to anyone.

If you are carrying out any demolition 
work, bear in mind that consent may well
be required (certainly in a listed building 
— more on page 161). You will also need to
have first capped off services such as gas,
water and electricity. 

Once the site is safe, you need to protect
it from thieves and any other unwelcome 
visitors — particularly if the building is 
empty. You should add locks, board up old
windows and doors, and securely fence 
off areas that provide easy access. If you 
plan on storing materials on site, a secure
lockable container is a wise investment, as
are security lights.

3. Arrange accommodation
While you might have given some thought
to where you will live once renovation 
work begins, the reality of some of those 
decisions only really hits once you are 
holding the keys to your new home. You 
have several options, each with their own 
pros and cons. Your decision should be 
based on several factors, including:
l Your budget. This one is key. For the 
majority of people, remaining in their old 
house or renting is just not financially 
possible, meaning they have no choice but 

Book a skip 
early on to 
ensure you 
have a way 
of getting the 
site cleared 
quickly
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For more renovation
advice visit

www.homebuilding.co.uk

to live in the project or stay with friends or
family during the renovation.
l The condition of the property.
Although there are many things renovators
put up with in the name of a characterful
home (cold, mud and unexpected costs
to name a few), unsafe living conditions
should not be one of them. A property
‘in need of modernisation’ can provide a
feasible place to live while work is carried
out, but one that is structurally unstable or
full of hazardous waste will not.
l The time of year. If you are planning
on living in a project with no heating,
limited hot water and roof repairs on the
cards, it perhaps goes without saying that
moving in as winter hits is not a great idea.
l Who you are bringing with you. A fit,
healthy couple camping out in a freezing
cold room, cooking over one ring and using
their local gym to shower is one thing, but
add young children or elderly relatives into
the mix and the situation suddenly looks
drastically different.

After taking all of the above into
consideration, your options will come 
down to renting, remaining in your current
home, staying with friends or relatives, 
living on site in a mobile home or suitable 
outbuilding or, finally, living in the 
property during the works.

If you do plan on remaining on site, be 
that in a mobile home or in the property 
itself, ensuring site safety becomes 
paramount. You will also to need arrange 
for services to be connected and to 
consider how you will stay warm.

Living in the renovation will be hard, 
but carving out spaces that can be shut 
off from the bulk of the work and kept 

relatively warm, comfortable and dirt free
will make the experience bearable.

4. Bring in essential services
Unlike plots of land, which often have no
connection to mains services like water, the
majority of renovation projects are already
set up. However, bear in mind that they
may have been disconnected, and if you
want to move straight in and have access
to water, electricity, or gas, you will need
to think ahead and organise to have them
reconnected.While this will be essential for
those living on site, it will also be necessary
for work to commence — water for
mixing up mortar and the like, electricity
for power tools and lighting. Don’t forget
telephone and internet connections either —
they’re essential these days.

On the subject of services, do consider
hiring toilet facilities for tradespeople.Your
renovation project might not be pristine
internally, but preventing yet more mud
and dirt being trodden into your house
by providing outdoor facilities can help to
keep the mess under control.

5. Arrange access
One important consideration that is often
overlooked is the provision for deliveries 
to be made to renovation sites. Is there 
good access for large delivery vehicles, for
instance? If not, be sure to warn builders’
merchants and suppliers in advance. 

If you don’t have an accessible driveway
or anywhere for delivery drivers to leave 
materials, you need to also provide 
somewhere else for these items to be left.
Large items will need to be unloaded 
somewhere, often off large grabber lorries
or tip trucks. Make provisions for these 
items to be dropped and securely stored.

It might be that you need to clear a front
garden to make space, or widen a side 
access. Is there space on the road in front
of your house you could use or might a 
kindly neighbour help you out?

NEXT MONTH: Renovation work
and the Building Regulations

The Build          RENOVATION ESSENTIALS

QUICK RENOVATION 
CHECKLIST

1. Get site insurance

2. Clear waste

3. Secure site from theft

4. Ensure there is no 
immediate threat from 
structural defects

5. Arrange living quarters

6. Bring services on to site if 
required (water, electricity, 
gas, waste)

7. Provide essential facilities 
(toilets, kettle, shelter) for 
tradespeople (and you)

8. Ensure large deliveries 
can be made to site and then 
kept secure and dry

Although 
there are 
many things 
renovators 
put up with... 
unsafe living 
conditions 
should not be 
one of them
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 by Ian Rock

In recent years the planning rules for 
extensions have been significantly 
relaxed. As a result, many homes 

today are extended under Permitted 
Development rights without the need for a 
formal planning application. One downside 
to this relaxed regime is that neighbours 
may no longer receive notification in 
advance from planners alerting them to 
proposed extensions next door. So the 
first clue to impending demolition or 
construction work within spitting distance 
might only become evident when the 
builders start excavating alongside the 
neighbours’ living room. 

One reason why this is potentially such 
a serious issue is because poorly executed 
structural alterations are a common cause 
of cracking and movement, and have 
even, on occasion, been implicated in the 
collapse of adjoining buildings. 

Enter the Party Wall Act, a piece 
of legislation in England and Wales 
designed to pre-empt construction-related 
disagreements between neighbours with 
a clear legal framework for managing 
disputes should they arise. The Party 
Wall Act is a totally separate matter 
from planning permission and Building 
Regulations, so to comply with the law 
anyone wanting to carry out construction 
activities near their property’s boundaries 
must follow the steps prescribed in the Act 
before work starts on site. 

Extensions and the Party Wall Act 
Legally, a party wall that separates 
adjoining homes is one in which owners 
on either side have a legal interest. Strictly 
speaking, the owner on one side commits a 
trespass if they carry out works to the wall 
without the consent of their neighbour. 
However, this is a surprisingly complex 
area of the law which covers more than 
one type of wall. 

The best known example of a party wall 
is probably the bulwark that physically 
separates adjoining occupiers in terraced 
or semi-detached houses. But for aspiring 
extension builders, the part of the Act 

Extenders may need to follow the party wall rules 
carefully, even if they’re operating under Permitted 
Development rights, says Ian Rock — who explains 
how to navigate this complex area of legislation

How to deal  
with party walls

IAN ROCK  
is a chartered 
surveyor, 
founder of www.
rightsurvey.co.uk 
and the author of 
the Haynes Home 
Extension Manual

The Build                        
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The Build                        PARTY WALLS EXPLAINED

that’s often most relevant is where it 
applies to the excavation of foundations 
close to neighbouring buildings or garden 
boundary walls. In order to trigger this 
legal minefield, excavation normally 
needs to be within a critical distance of 
three metres from the adjoining property 
where your new trench is deeper than 
their existing foundations. Because older 
properties tend to have relatively shallow 
footings in most cases it’s a ‘given’ that the 
extension foundations will be considerably 
deeper. Where there is any doubt, it 
might be worth consulting any records of 
foundation depths or seeking an expert 
opinion, for example from a building 
control surveyor (since the neighbours may 
not relish the prospect of trial holes being 
dug next to their home to confirm actual 
foundation depths). 

Be warned, however, that in some 
cases excavating within six metres of an 
adjoining property can also be covered by 
the Act. But this only applies where the 
new foundations are so deep that drawing 
an imaginary line downwards at a 45° 
angle from the bottom of the next door’s 
foundations would hit them, for example 
on a steeply sloping site or where you’re 
incorporating a basement. 

There are two other situations where 
the Party Wall Act often applies. To 
begin, it’s not unusual for new extensions 
to be designed to maximise floor area 
by building right up to, or ‘astride’ the 
garden boundary between two properties. 
Secondly, your project may involve 
physically cutting or altering a party wall, 
such as where you want to build onto your 
neighbour’s existing wall so it becomes 
your new extension’s party wall.

Happily, minor works like fixing screws
or plastering party walls are not significant
enough to be covered by the Act, but
resting a new beam within the wall, as you
might for a loft conversion, definitely is.

Party Wall Notices explained
The first step you must take before
carrying out any physical construction on

EXTENDING A TERRACE HOME: A CASE STUDY 
Vic Grimshaw and partner Tom Hostler bought this end of terrace Victorian house in Wanstead, 
London, with grand plans to extend and remodel. Working with architect Tom Kaneko, the brief was 
to create an open-plan kitchen. The architect draw up several design ideas and the couple chose a 
curved extension design for the back of the house. The extension met Permitted Development rights 
so didn’t need planning but the work did require a Party Wall Agreement, as well as a Build Over 
Agreement, which gave them permission to build over a sewer. Both approvals came through in a 
matter of weeks, and work started soon after.
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site is to serve the adjoining owner(s) with
a formal written notice.This normally
needs to be actioned a couple of months
before work begins (in some cases one
month is sufficient, but the more notice
you can provide the better).

Although this initial notice can be
submitted on your behalf by appointing a
solicitor or surveyor, it’s often better to retain
control at this preliminary stage.The best
approach is to first talk to the folk next door
about your proposed extension to put their
minds at rest before you or your surveyor
issues the required notice. If you’re on good
terms and the works aren’t too draconian
there’s every chance they will accept what
you’re proposing. If your neighbours are
tenants or leaseholders you will also need to
notify the freeholder or landlord.

Another good reason for making the
initial approach yourself is that lawyers
specialising in this area will generally
advise adjoining owners not to give
consent to a Party Wall notice, so that
even where the neighbour is perfectly
happy with your proposals they may be
persuaded to act in a way that seems
uncooperative. Ostensibly this is because
if the consenting neighbour subsequently
needed to engage a surveyor to protect
their position they’d have to pay the
surveyor’s fee (if they don’t consent, the
person extending has to pay).

Serving a Party Wall Notice
Perhaps surprisingly, it doesn’t have to
be an official legal document, although it
must include certain key information along
with drawings and details of the work.
The precise forms you need to issue will
depend on the type of work you want to
carry out.You can download appropriate
Party Wall Notice forms online (www.
rightsurvey.co.uk/party-wall-notices).

Once the neighbours have been served
with the notice they then have 14 days to
respond on the acknowledgement form
included with the original notice. Should
they disagree, or simply not bother to reply,
the law deems this as non-consent and that

1. FOUNDATIONS 
Will apply if 
excavation is 
within a distance 
of 3m from the 
adjoining property 
where your new 
trench is deeper 
than their existing 
foundations.

2. A LOFT 
CONVERSION 
Will apply if you 
need to rest a  
new structural 
beam within  
the party wall 
when converting 
your loft.

3. A NEW WALL  
OR EXTENSION 
Will apply if you 
build right up to or 
astride the garden 
boundary wall or 
alter a party wall 
when building an 
extension.

5. REMOVING  
A CHIMNEY STACK 
Will apply if your 
chimney stack 
is shared with 
a neighbour as 
masonry you  
cut away will  
form part of the 
party wall.

TYPICAL PARTY WALL PROJECTS

GOOD TO KNOW 
You don’t need to have 
planning approval to 
serve a Party Wall 
Notice. They are 

separate 

4. ADDING A 
BASEMENT 
Will apply if you’re 
digging deep 
foundations, are 
underpinning 
the party wall or 
need to cut into 
the party wall to 
insert beams.
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a ‘dispute’ has arisen. The Act then provides 
a process for the dispute to be resolved. 

It’s important to note that the adjoining 
owners cannot legally prevent the proposed 
building work from taking place because, 
for example, they don’t like the idea of an 
extension next door, since this is a planning 
issue. The only situations where they can 
actually prevent the construction work 
from proceeding is where an extension 
needs ‘special foundations’ such as piles. 
In this example the neighbours could 
refuse outright, potentially scuppering the 
project. They are also allowed to refuse 
construction of what would become a new 
party wall if it’s actually located on their 
garden boundary. 

Employing a party wall surveyor
Where a neighbour’s consent can’t be 
obtained the next step is normally to 
appoint a party wall surveyor. You’re 
allowed to appoint a single ‘agreed 
surveyor’ to act jointly for both property 
owners because legally a party wall 
surveyor has to act as an impartial 
independent expert rather than as the 
agent for the client who appointed them. 
Alternatively, each neighbour may choose 
to appoint their own individual surveyor 
(but the two appointed surveyors must 
then select a third surveyor who is kept in 
reserve in case the first pair can’t agree!).  

The surveyor(s) then draw up a 
document called an ‘Award’ which details 
the planned building work. They will also 
carry out a survey of the neighbour’s 
property to record its condition before 
work begins, so that any subsequent 
claim that related damage has occurred 
can be professionally verified prior to 
any compensation being awarded. The 
surveyors’ fees are normally paid by the 
building owner who wants to construct  
the extension. 

Who to appoint
In recent years some homeowners looking 
to build extensions have found themselves 
targeted by sales-driven claims firms 
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If you’re on 
good terms 
[with your 
neighbours] 
and the 
works 
aren’t too 
draconian, 
there’s every
chance they 
will accept 
what you’re 
proposing

The Build   The Build                        PARTY WALLS EXPLAINED

Is your project covered by the  
Party Wall Act?

YES NO

Have your neighbours agreed to the
Notice within two weeks?

Give Notice to 
neighbours

No Notice needed

YES NO
Notice valid for a year Deemed in dispute

Assign an agreed
party wall surveyor

to prepare Party Wall
Award

OR
Each neighbour can

assign their own

Award drawn up to
cover all parties

offering to act as party wall surveyors. 
These approaches are often generated 
using publicly accessible contact details on 
council planning registers, which building 
contractors use to offer their services. 

However, there are a number of reasons 
why unsolicited party wall advice is best 
avoided. As noted above, the firm may be 
keen to drum up business by advising your 
neighbour not to give consent to the initial 
notice. But the main concern is whether the 
people offering these services are sufficiently 
qualified and experienced. Some may not 
be ‘proper’ RICS Chartered Surveyors 
(anyone can call themselves a ‘surveyor’). 
Furthermore, party wall work is a complex 
specialist field and only a minority of 
chartered surveyors carry out this work. So 
search specifically for party wall surveyors, 
for example on www.rightsurvey.co.uk/
party-wall-surveyors. 

It’s worth noting that experienced 
practitioners specialising in this area are 
often members of the quaintly named 
‘Pyramus and Thisbe Club’ (visit  
www.partywalls.org.uk) — a title derived 
from Shakespeare’s play A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream in which two lovers are 
separated by a wall!  

And if there’s a dispute?
With the best will in the world, plenty of 
homeowners and builders have never heard 
of the Party Wall Act and may genuinely 
be unaware of their legal obligations. So 
what happens if an aggrieved adjoining 
owner doesn’t receive the required advance 
legal notification and then one fine day 
encounters builders excavating alongside 
their boundary? The only remedy, if the 
builder refuses to stop when asked, is for 
the neighbour to apply for an injunction to 
stop work. This can be done very quickly 
by lodging a claim in the County Court. 
The injunction will then be served on the 
owner of the property being extended, 
ordering work on site to stop, with a date in 
court fixed so both sides can put their case. 

Normally the errant building owner will 
acknowledge in court that they’ve failed to 
comply with the Party Wall Act, and must 
give a written undertaking that they will 
henceforth comply, with the retrospective 
appointment of party wall surveyor(s) to 
issue an Award. 

It goes without saying that the resulting 
expense, disruption, and possible 
contractual issues caused by having to 
stop work can be debilitating, hence 
the importance of complying with the 
legislation from the outset. 

Should the owner choose instead to 
breach their undertaking and continue 
building, they will be held in contempt of 
court and subject to fines or imprisonment. 
However, other than getting an injunction to 
halt work on site, aggrieved neighbours have 
no direct sanctions provided in the Act. 
There is a possible sanction for the person 
extending in the event that the neighbour 
commits the offence of denying access to 
adjoining land during working hours where 
it’s necessary for the building work to be 
carried out (maximum fine £1,000). This 
is balanced by the recognition that where 
neighbours suffer disturbance hindering the 
enjoyment of their property (typically noise 
or nuisance from building activities) there 
is a provision in the Act for payment of 
reasonable compensation.
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From aluminium to composite 
doors — you can create a bespoke 
design to your exact tastes

NEW DECADE, 
NEW DOOR

When embarking on a new project, it can be 
difficult to find a trusted manufacturer who 
can supply the materials you require.

With over 85 years of combined British heritage 
and expertise, Hallmark Panels & Laminated 
Supplies are industry leading manufacturers and 
suppliers of aluminium doors, composite doors, 
aluminium panels and architectural aluminium 
construction supplies.

You can be sure you are acquiring an exquisite 
and quality product. With quality comes peace 
of mind. As a BSI 9001 registered company, 
products are guaranteed with both material and 
manufacturing warranties. 

Aluminium doors
Aluminium doors perform well against the rigours 
of Great British weather, reducing draughts and 
providing excellent weatherproofing. This enables 
the doors to maintain their high performance  and 
stunning appearance no matter the location.

Thermally efficient composite doors
Tests prove a Hallmark GRP Composite Door is:

 19% more thermally efficient than a 
48mm solid timber core composite door

17% more thermally efficient than 
a 44mm traditional timber.

Bespoke design options
The extensive composite (top) and aluminium 
(below) range can be specified to meet the 
demands of the new build, domestic and 
commercial markets. Secure, thermally efficient 
and available in thousands of colours, glazing 
options and hardware finishes to ensure that 
your project stands out from the crowd.

Design your own door
The Hallmark Now composite door designer enables 
you to experiment with glazing options, door colours, 
door handles, furniture finishes and see the door 
design instantly. You can then save your design and 
Hallmark can find an installer local to you. Browse 
the full range today, visit www.hallmarkpanels.com 
and www.laminatedsupplies.co.uk.

Advertising feature

Aluminium doors to match existing windows 
Quality bespoke products Manufacture 

aluminium facias, soffits, panels, walling etc.  
1,500+ colour options 200+ door designs  
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The Build                         JARGON BUSTER

Overwhelmed 
or confused by 
construction or 
architectural vocab? 
Don’t fear — we’re 
here to help decode 
the building jargon

Jargon
buster

PILED FOUNDATIONS
In areas where load-bearing support can only
be found at deeper levels (such as shrinkable
clay, unmade ground, etc) or when building in
close proximity to trees, piled foundations may
be used instead of ‘traditional’ foundations. Piled
foundations consist of long, narrow columns, usually
constructed in concrete or steel (or both), which
can anchor the building securely to bedrock.They
are usually created by excavation or are wound into
the ground. Piles are typically added every 2.5m or
so, under the main walls and corners, to support the
building, before horizontal reinforced concrete ring
beam is fixed on top.

This method has become much more common
in housebuilding since the advent of cheaper short-
bored systems installed using hired mini-piling 
rigs. This is in no small measure due to planning 
requirements encouraging retention of trees and the 
development of brownfield land.

ELEVATION
A term frequently used in the context of
house design, an elevation refers to the ‘face’
of a building or room. Elevations are also
two-dimensional drawings (showing the
design details of an elevation), prepared by a
designer or architect.

FLASHINGS
Flashings sit atop seams or joints 
between materials, helping to 
prevent water ingress. Usually 
made of lead, aluminum, copper 
or similar, flashings can be used 
on chimneys, roofs, walls and 
windows.

PIVOT DOOR
A contemporary design element wherein a door is not hinged traditionally from the 
side, but from the bottom and top of a door. (This door is from Urban Front.)

MODULAR HOMES
Modular homes are built using repeated sections which can be 
customised and configured in a variety of ways. Constructed in a 
factory, the various components can be assembled on site to form a 
customisable home. 

Frequently boasting eco credentials, such as a highly insulated 
timber frame, part of the advantage is that modular homes can usually 
be erected on site in a matter of weeks. 

Watch our ‘Jargon Buster’ 
videos on YouTube — 
search Homebuilding

& Renovating
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Building a quality home is the goal of
every self-builder. Building badly not
only risks the looks of your finished

property, it will also put a considerable
dent in your budget and delay progress.
Quality isn’t just something to sort once on
site — it starts well before building work
begins by making sure everything’s in place
to allow the house to be built properly.
This article looks at the issues that affect
quality and explains how to get your build
off on the right footing to ensure the build
progresses smoothly.

What is quality?
A lot of people seem to think that quality
is just about aesthetics.The trouble with
this is that we all have different views
about what looks good and what doesn’t.
Subjective tastes lead to differences of
opinion and disappointment if your
expectations aren’t met. Quality is much
more than just looks though — it’s also
about what products do, whether they
function correctly, how they can be
integrated into a building, and whether
they can withstand the test of time.

It’s best to think about quality as your
route on a journey that ends in a finished
home.The journey begins at the pre-start
stage, when the project is being planned.
The key pre-start activities that influence
the quality of a project are outlined below.

Do your research
Before doing anything else, it’s best to
figure out what quality means to you. Start
by researching what can be achieved and at
what cost. Unless you know what you want
and how to get it, you’re unlikely to have
a strong enough vision to achieve your
objectives.Your research should focus on
what products do and how they perform
as part of a building. Functionality and
performance are critical in making sure
your home is safe, energy efficient and able
to endure the test of time.

A great place to start researching is
at a show such as the Homebuilding
& Renovating Show. Here you’ll find
professional advice, suppliers, package
companies, manufacturers and contractors
who’ll be happy to offer guidance about
what’s possible and what’s not.

Planning
a quality
build
Mark Stevenson 
continues his series on 
planning your build. 
This month, the focus is 
on quality — what it is, 
and how you should go 
about getting it

 by Mark StevensonThe Build                         BEFORE YOU START ON SITE...

MARK STEVENSON 
has worked in 
construction 
for more than 
30 years and 
is Potton’s 
managing 
director

If a builder 
is charging 
more because 
their trades 
are being 
stretched, it 
could actually 
indicate that 
the quality 
of their 
workmanship 
is in danger





https://avxlive.icu/


https://avxlive.icu/
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Check your budget stacks up
Like it or not, money makes the wheels 
of self-building turn and directly affects 
the quality of a finished project. It’s vital 
that your vision matches your budget; 
ask for too much and corners will get 
cut, compromising the building process. 
Not every aspect of quality is directly 
affected by money, but the reality is that 
if you haven’t got enough to pay for a 
proper job, standards will slip.

It’s a good idea to research what 
others have achieved for similar budgets 
— reading the case studies in this 
magazine is a great way to do this. There 
are more completed projects available 
online at www.homebuilding.co.uk, 
too. They don’t just offer inspiration: 
they often contain golden nuggets of 
knowledge about how a particular look 
was achieved and at what cost.

Understand what you 
should get for your money
Busy builders with full order books 
are in a privileged position and might 
increase their prices, as they’ll only want 
lucrative new orders. It’s easy to assume 
that paying more will get you a better 
result, but paying an inflated price in 
such circumstances won’t improve 
quality. If a builder is charging more 
because their trades are being stretched, 
it could actually indicate that the quality 
of their workmanship is in danger of 
being compromised.

Making decisions about how you 
want to build and how your finished 
home will look based solely on price 
is risky, and will not necessarily give 
you the best results. When making 
appointments, always take a balanced 
view before making any decisions. 

Look beyond costs to consider 
experience, reputation and availability. 
It’s also a good idea to compare prices 
against alternatives to make sure you 
understand what you’re getting and that 
you’re not paying over the odds.

Buy a self-build warranty
For first-time self-builders who aren’t 
experienced with the building process, 
it’s difficult to understand quality in 
terms of the standards and tolerances 
that need to be achieved. To help 
overcome this problem and be able to 
set acceptable and deliverable quality 
standards, buy a self-build warranty 
and choose a provider that cares about 
quality just as much as you. 

Warranty providers want to reduce 
claims by making sure construction 
defects are avoided. To do this they 
publish guidance that must be followed 
and will carry out inspections at key 
stages of your build. While you shouldn’t 
rely on these inspections as your only 
check on quality, the standards they 
publish are invaluable to self-builders, as 
they define good building practice and 
can be used to establish what’s expected 
when building begins. 

Communicate what you want
Once you have a grasp of how you want 
your home to look and what features are 
key to achieving your vision, share your 
expectations with your professional 

building team. There is absolutely no 
point keeping your vision a secret and 
unless you’re clear about what you 
want, those working on the build won’t 
know what’s expected and will therefore 
be unable to achieve it. 

It’s important not to be naïve or 
too trusting when it comes to quality. 
Telling your appointed builder or main 
contractor your needs is a good start 
towards having them met, but the work 
will be done by the trades on site so 
remember to talk to them as well before 
they start work, just in case the message 
doesn’t get passed on!

Design before building 
It’s far easier, cheaper and quicker to 
think things through by designing your 
project on paper (so to speak), well 
before starting to build. Rushing to start 
on site without a coherent plan risks 
problems that are avoidable, provided 
the design is completed first. Design 
should never be compromised. Time 
should always be put aside during 
the pre-start phase for a competent 
professional to complete it to their 
satisfaction. Remember your designer 

TOP TIP
If you want to self-build,  
but don’t know where to 

begin, seminars at events 
like the Homebuilding & 
Renovating Show are an 
accessible way to get a  
feel for what’s involved  

in the process
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will need support from you for this. They’ll 
need a thorough brief, along with a clear 
understanding of your preferences and key 
appointments such as structural system 
manufacturer or foundation engineer to 
incorporate their design information into 
the overall building design.

Use tried and trusted methods
Your home might be unique, but the 
methods and technologies used to build it 
ideally shouldn’t be. Choosing products 
and systems with successful track records 
provides reassurance that they’re reliable, 
and offers invaluable information about 
how to build with them and achieve an 
acceptable level of quality. 

New products and cutting-edge 
technologies might sound fantastic, but 
unless they’ve been subject to a meticulous 
development process and independently 
certified, they could offer significant risk 
of disappointment — or potentially more 
dramatic unintended consequences. Be 
cautious with sensational claims and don’t 
get sucked into marketing rhetoric. Always 
ask for evidence about how the product 
will perform and satisfy yourself that it 
offers what you want and will meet the 
Building Regulations. 

It’s often the case that issues with 
quality manifest themselves as defects in 
the interfaces between building elements. 
Therefore, before making any final 
specification decisions, take time to make 
sure you understand how things are 
going to fit together and that you have 
experienced, competent installers available 
to avoid coordination difficulties.

Don’t overcomplicate things
For many, building a home is a once in a 
lifetime event. The feeling that you’ll never 
get the chance to build again can sometimes 
lead to flawed decision making. Wanting 
to make the most of the opportunity can 
tempt you to reinvent the wheel, which 
often leads to problems. As before, stick 
with established build methods that are 
well understood and supported by the 

industry and warranty providers. Adopting 
recognisable building methods improves 
quality control because standards will 
be clear and there will likely be a reliable 
supply of competent contractors with a 
record of getting things right first time.

Don’t start too soon
Given the importance of finalising 
decisions, allow enough time during the 
pre-start phase for design and lining up 
materials, trades and builders; building 
shouldn’t begin until everything’s in place 
and ready to go. Quality is achieved by 
resisting the urge to rush, and building 
is best done by following the correct 
sequence. Everything needs to be 
sufficiently sorted to allow the build to 
flow. Starting too soon will undoubtedly 
lead to problems and compromise quality 
further down the line.

Reflect your quality expectations 
in everything you do
Buildings are built by people, not robots. 
As such, it’s not realistic to simply say 
what you want once and expect it to be 
achieved. Your quality message must be 
consistent and resonate with those who 
will build on your behalf. 

If you’re going to ask for a quality job, 
then you must make sure your site is safe 
and well organised. The design must be 
complete, and the work area must always 
be ready for work to begin. For a builder, 
there’s nothing worse than being invited 
onto a disorganised site by a client who is 
constantly changing their mind. In such 
circumstances, even the most professional 
workers will want to run for the hills 
and will therefore look to get the work 
finished quickly. This can have knock-on 
consequences that affect following trades 
and the quality of the build overall. 

The pre-start phase is where a 
professionally managed project begins. 
Starting your build too early will paint an 
unprofessional picture for the people who 
ultimately provide quality: those who will 
undertake the work.

Next month…
This series sets out what 
you need to do and know 
before starting work 
on your build. So far 
we’ve looked at what 
needs to be done once 
you secure planning 
approval, setting up your 
project team, managing 
the project timeline, 
financing the build 
and managing money, 
exploring legal matters 
and site investigations, 
completing the 
design and finalising 
specifications, Building 
Regs and warranties, and 
at health and safety and 
compliance with CDM. 
Together, these topics 
provide an understanding 
of what’s involved in 
successfully starting 
your self-build project. 
(If you’re a subscriber 
and have missed any 
of these instalments, 
get in contact at 
homebuilding@
futurenet.com.)   

Next month, I’ll be 
explaining how to choose 
the right subcontractors 
and suppliers. And in 
the final instalment, I 
will look at setting up the 
building site. 





Having built the first oak frame Passivhaus in
the UK, Oakwrights recognises that there are
a growing number of self-builders seeking

to improve the performance of their build. As the
fastest growing energy performance standard in the
world, Passivhaus is an approach which delivers
exceptional standards of insulation and airtightness.
The construction methods used achieve much
lower U values in comparison to a house that meets
standard Building Regulations.The doors and
windows are also specified with a limiting U value to
balance both heat loss and useful solar gain, and are
carefully installed without gaps and draughts that
reduce performance.

There are many benefits to designing and
building a Passivhaus; primarily, the house can
use up to 90% less energy compared with one that
meets standard Building Regulations, significantly

cutting your energy bills. Houses that meet the
standards also have a constant supply of filtered,
fresh air to maintain a stable temperature all year
round. Although realistically in the UK, some sort of
heating source will be advisable, very little heat that
is generated will escape through the walls, floors and
roofs due to the quality of the construction, meaning
that the heating input required will be minimal.

When designing to the Passivhaus standard, the
building’s form factor needs to be considered.The
more corners you have in a property, the higher the
ratio of internal volume to external wall becomes.
The standard is therefore easier to achieve with
simpler house shapes, but you shouldn’t let that stop
you. If you would like a more complex design, it is
achievable but you have to consider compensating in
areas such as installing better performing windows
and increased levels of insulation.

The cost of building a Passivhaus is likely to be
slightly more than your average self-build; however, in
the long term you will save money through reduced
energy bills.When starting the process of designing
a Passivhaus, Oakwrights’ in-house architectural
team can advise and help you evolve your ideas to
suit your requirements.The team can also work
with external architects and third party construction
experts to develop your house with the added beauty
of an oak frame.Their encapsulation (wall insulation)
systems surpass the Passivhaus standard in terms of
performance.They can also adapt the encapsulation
to meet your individual requirements and ensure
your property meets the Passivhaus criteria while still
achieving your design brief.

To discuss your oak frame Passivhaus
requirements call 01432 353353 or email
enquiries@oakwrights.co.uk. For more information
go to www.oakwrights.co.uk.

A UK FIRST
Oakwrights provided
the oak frame and
encapsulation system
for the UK’s first oak
frame Passivhaus,
shown above.

Advertising feature

DESIGNING FOR  
ENERGY PERFORMANCE
Oak-frame experts Oakwrights offers a  
comprehensive Passivhaus design package
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by Natasha Brinsmead

Part of the charm of old houses lies in their 
imperfections. However, uneven floors can be 
problematic when it comes to modern life. 
We look at the best ways to overcome the issue

How to level 
old solid floors

Sloping, bumpy floors can be tricky to 
know what to do with when it comes 
to laying new flooring in an old house.

If you want new tiles to go down without 
the risk of them cracking, or new timber 
boards that don’t bounce and squeak, you 
will need to ensure the floor beneath is nice
and level. In some older properties, it is not
uncommon to find that concrete has been 
poured over the original floors and simply 
covered with carpet or rugs. Alternatively, 
you might find yourself among the many 
renovators shocked to discover tiles or 
timber that have been laid on nothing more
than compacted earth or ash.
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Whatever renovating ‘surprise’ you 
have been lucky enough to discover, you 
are probably wondering how to proceed. 
In some cases owners of old homes are 
happy to live with things the way they were
always intended to be, leaving the original
floor coverings intact — after all, original
flagstones, timber or quarry tiles are all
things of beauty. Also, interfering with 
the breathability of solid earth floors by 
introducing modern materials can result in 
new issues, such as damp (see overleaf).

More often than not, though, it will be 
necessary to find a solution that not only 
respects the original house, but makes life 
in the property comfortable and practical 
on a day-to-day basis.

For the purposes of this article, we will 
discuss how to get a solid concrete floor 
level in order to lay a new flooring, be that 
tile, carpet or timber, on top. 

The best way to do this is through the 
use of a self-levelling screed. There are 
many suppliers out there offering products 
for this very application but your main 
decision will be whether this is something 
you feel confident tackling on a DIY  
basis, or a job you might want to leave to 
the professionals. 

Self-levelling screeds
Many people choose to level their floors 
themselves using a self-levelling compound 
(also known as a self-levelling screed), a 
product that can be picked up from most 
DIY warehouses or builders’ merchants. 
They can be used over concrete, timber, 
plywood, ceramic floors and more.

These compounds are designed to be
poured over the areas of floor you require
levelling — they can also be used across 
entire rooms.They come in two main
types.The first is a powder that comes with
a separate latex liquid: you will need to mix
the two together.The second is a powder
that already contains the latex — adding 
water completes the mix. The latex ensures 
that the floor has a degree of flexibility, 
avoiding cracks due to movement. 

The ceramic tiled floor 
of this newly 
refurbished kitchen 
was levelled by a 
professional, using a 
self-levelling 
compound. It took just 
a day to complete.





How uneven is your floor?
In order to check the level of your floor, 
use a long spirit level (2m is ideal). Lay it 
over your floor and lift the low end until 
the bubble is central. Measure the gap 
between the floor and the raised end to 
check how far out the floor is. 

Using chalk or a pencil, mark low and 
high points and check again for any ridges
or depressions you might have missed.

The success of using a self-levelling
compound depends largely on how uneven
the floor is in the first place. Almost all
compounds will state their coverage on
the packet to make things easy — they
will instruct at what thickness they can
be spread and what area they will cover
when spread at this level.There majority
of these screeds state they can only level
differences of less than 5mm, although
there are products out there that state they
can handle up to 10mm successfully.

They will also clearly state what floor
types they are suitable for — ensure you
check that the screed you buy suits your
subfloor (timber, ceramic, concrete etc.).
(Try Screed Giant for products.)

Floor preparation
Before you begin levelling your floor there
are a few preparation steps you will need
to take:
l Remove all furniture and, preferably,
skirting boards too
l Clean the floor by sweeping
and vacuuming
l Fill any large cracks using a filler
and sealer
l It is a good idea to apply a primer to help
the screed adhere to the floor. Use a soft
broom to apply it to the entire surface and
leave for specified time — until tacky.

Using self-levelling screed
In order to thoroughly mix the screed
you should use either a power mixer or
an electric drill fitted with a mixer paddle
— and don’t forget your dust mask!

Aim to completely mix the powder and
water together but do not unnecessarily

over-mix as this can trap air bubbles.
Although the setting time of screed varies,
don’t mix too much up at once as it will start
to thicken and become hard to pour and
spread if left to sit for too long. It is a good
idea to get a helper on board at this stage if
you can to expediate things.

Pour the mixture onto the floor, ideally
concentrating initially on those areas you
have marked as low. Use a float to gently
spread the mix, pushing it around the floor
as it finds a level. Most screeds can be
walked on after just four hours or so, and
should be fully dry within 24.

If you are wishing to level the floor of
a larger space, you will need to do it in
sections, ‘shuttering’ off those spaces you
don’t want the screed to reach.

In large areas, it may well be best to call
in the professionals. Floor screeding is a job
that many plasterers and floor fitters will
carry out. Rates will vary but tend to sit at
around £120–£170 per day. Remember to
factor in the cost of materials.

How long a floor will take to screed will
depend on its size and condition but an
average size room should certainly not take
more than a day.

NEXT MONTH:
Levelling suspended timber floors
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BARE EARTH FLOORS
Quarry tiles, flagstones and even parquet were
often laid directly onto earth, ash or sand and
rarely was any insulation included — resulting 
in floors that are extremely cold.

While modern-day homeowners might 
recoil in horror at the thought of nothing more
than soil beneath our feet, these floors were
designed to be breathable — in other words,
to be capable of absorbing and evaporating
moisture from the whole surface area.

Problems begin when they are covered
up with non-breathable materials (such as
concrete), or when unsuitable insulation
materials are used in conjunction with them
— this is when damp can become an issue. For
more information on how to deal with this, visit
www.homebuilding.co.uk/renovating-old-floors.

The success 
of using a 
self-levelling 
compound 
depends 
largely on 
how uneven 
the floor  
is in the  
first place
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 by Tim Pullen

In the first of a new series, eco building 
expert Tim Pullen looks at what we mean 
by sustainable — and why it’s important

How to  
create a  

sustainable home

This is the first of a series of articles 
that will look at the issues around 
sustainability and how to plan and build

a more sustainable home. It will help you to
decide just how sustainable you want your 
self-build or renovation project to be, and 
how to go about it.

It is difficult to define sustainability. Is 
it ‘green’ or ‘eco’? Is it about insulation, 
materials, renewable energy… or is it all 
these things and more? There is no single, 
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clear definition. We used to have the Code 
for Sustainable Homes, a government 
initiative to encourage sustainable 
development. The Code covered 
everything from sourcing materials to 
encouraging the homeowner to ride a bike 
to work. Perhaps unsurprisingly, this broad 
remit became a problem and as a result 
the Code is no longer with us. 

One widely accepted definition of 
sustainability is ‘meeting the needs of the 
present generation without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet 
their needs’. Possibly this definition raises 
as many questions as it answers. There are 
buildings across the world that are 100, 
200, even 400 years old that still provide 
good accommodation. It might be said 
that these are the epitome of sustainable — 
they certainly meet the definition. 

However, history, as they say, is a 
foreign land; they did things differently 
there. It would be difficult, and expensive, 
to build as they did when materials were 
local by default and labour was cheap. And 
we want a lot more from a house than they 
did 100 years ago. (For instance, we now 
devote considerable resources to heating.) 

This series…
Aims to help self-builders make good decisions 
about how sustainable they want to go — and how 
to get there.We’ll be covering the following topics 
in our beginner’s guide: choosing the right plot; 
design; materials and construction; insulation and 
airtightness; glazing and orientation; renewable 
energy; and the great outdoors.
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ore 
ome 
to cost 

The Hen House is a warm, 
light-filled new-build 
from Paul Testa Architects 
that exemplifies a lot of 
what we’ll be looking at 
in this series. Designed to 
be extremely warm and 
comfortable to live in while 
using very little energy 
compared to a typical new-
build, it uses the Passivhaus 
planning package, limiting 
its energy consumption to 
an enviable 39kWh/m2a.

Careful window 
placement allows the house 
to make the most of passive 
solar heating opportunities 
while maintaining the 
home’s privacy and making 
the best of the site’s views. 
Its beautiful interiors 
are partially open-plan, 
thanks to the decision to 
build without internal 
walls, which also helped 
to reduce building costs 
and embodied carbon. 
The construction cost was 
£1,975/m2.

Ultimately it will be up to the self-builder 
or renovator to set out what sustainability 
means for them. In recent years the 
expression ‘low impact development’ has 
gained some traction. It is rather a gloomy 
idea, but nonetheless true: no building 
development can be entirely eco-friendly. 
The best we can do is to reduce the level 
of ‘unfriendliness’. As such, low impact 
development focuses on locally sourced 
and sustainable materials and, of course, 
energy efficiency, with the goal of bringing 
the impact of the build as close to zero as is 
reasonably possible. By accepting that we 
can’t perhaps get things like electric cables, 
underfloor heating systems and fridges 
from local and sustainable sources, the low 
impact ideal avoids taking a hard line and 
allows more latitude while still encouraging 
a step in the right direction.

Here, in brief, are some of the (often in-
terrelated) factors to consider when defining 
what a sustainable home means to you.

The design and construction
All construction projects start with a design, 
and design parameters. The self-builder or 
renovator needs to tell the designer from the 
outset that they want a sustainable home 
and, more importantly, what they mean 
by that. It may be that you simply want 
your new home to achieve a little above 
thermal performance standards set out in 
the Building Regs and perhaps include solar 
panels. If you want more than that you need 
to think through your key requirements, 
what can be done within your budget, and 
what can and can’t be compromised on to 
achieve this. As with most things, budget 
concerns are likely to prove decisive on 
certain points. It is usual, although not 
inevitable, that building a sustainable home 
will cost more than the alternative.

One important decision will be the 
construction method. This has enormous 
implications for every aspect of the build, 
of course, but it also sends a signal about 
intent. A straw-bale house with lime render 
and hand-crafted windows certainly signals 
an ‘eco’ home. But there are other routes 
to achieving a sustainable home, too. The 
decisions around the construction method 
and the materials should be used to feed 
back into design work and everything that 
comes after.

Energy efficiency
Energy efficiency is at the heart of 
sustainability. The less energy a house uses, 
the less it costs to run and less carbon 
it produces (if heating, hot water and 
electricity are provided by fossil fuels). 
Insulation and airtightness are both key to 
achieving good energy efficiency. Investing 
in these will go on repaying you for the 
lifetime of a house. It is critical to ensure 
that these factors are planned to work in 
line with the house’s overall design and 
construction method, rather than added as 
an afterthought.

The location of the house on the site, its 
glazing and its orientation will all have an 
impact on its energy efficiency. A sheltered 
location will reduce heat loss, while glazing 
on the north elevation will increase heat 
loss. But it might be that there is no 
sheltered spot on the site and all the views 
are to the north. These are common issues, 
none of which need to be deal breakers, 
but they do need to be considered. 

Renewable energy
It almost goes without saying that any 
building looking to establish its sustainable 
credentials may incorporate renewable 
energy in some form. The decisions around 

Low impact development focuses on locally sourced and sustainable 
materials and, of course, energy efficiency, with the goal of bringing 
the impact of the build as close to zero as is reasonably possible
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Every decision you make 
about your self-build has 
financial implications. At the 
start of their journey, self-
builders are often prone to 
treat homebuilding rather like 
buying a car, a process that may 
be familiar to you. You start 
online, and after finding the 
model you want, you tick every 
option available. You dream 
about the impressive vehicle 
you’re building… then look at 
the price. With a wry smile, you 
go back and select a smaller 
model, with less kit, and look 
at the price. Then you sigh, and 
head to a used car website.

When we are building a 
house, a similar process 
occurs; we tend to over-spec 
our house, and then trim our 
spec back until we arrive at a 
price we are able to afford.

As we strive to embed 
sustainability into our design, 
cost rears its ugly head. New 
technology and building 
techniques usually cost more 
up front, but they can pay off 
in the long run. The cost of 
building should be thought 
of as something that is paid 
over the project’s whole life 
cycle, not just purchase and 
installation — have you ever 
bought a cheap domestic 
appliance, only to wonder why 
it costs so much to run and 
breaks a day after its warranty 

expires? I am not advocating 
expensive and fashionable kit 
for its own sake, but we need 
to consider running costs, 
obsolescence and replacements 
alongside the more obvious 
costs of installation and 
procurement — and this long-
term view complements the 
desire to construct sustainably.

If we are to truly embrace the 
notion of sustainability, dare I 
suggest we should be calling it 
‘good practice’, and treating it 
as a fundamental component of 
the build, just like compliance 
with Building Regs and 
planning permission. That is, 
we should take it off our list of 
specifications that are ‘nice to 
have’, and add it to our list of 
boxes that absolutely have to  
be ticked. 

Sustainability needs to be 
catered for both in physical 
terms and in costings, prior 
to adding in any bells and 
whistles. It’s hard to retrofit, 
whereas a fabulous kitchen 
or contemporary sound 
system can always be added 
in later. These days I think of 
sustainability as a ‘fabric first’ 
principle — get the building 
basics (insulation, airtightness, 
the windows and doors, etc) 
right, and the costs are more 
manageable than they would 
be if we started pursuing 
sustainability goals later on. 

BUILDING A MORE SUSTAINABLE  
HOME ON A BUDGET
Veteran project manager Bob 
Branscombe puts the spotlight on money 
matters in relation to sustainability

this need to go back to the design of the 
house — what it needs in energy terms, 
the natural resources available, and 
budget. Renewable energy systems are 
still big ticket items, so it is important 
that investments in them are well made. 

This issue can lead to a circular 
design process. An ordinary, linear 
design process can end up with an 
unconsidered energy demand. By 
contrast, the sustainable self-builder will 
want to reduce energy demand before 
turning their attention to renewable 
technologies. When the first iteration 
of the design is completed, an energy 
consumption calculation might send 
them back to the drawing board to try  
to reduce the property’s energy demand 
even further. 

The great outdoors
A sustainable self-builder with low-
impact aspirations will look to what 
goes on outside their house, as well as 
at the house itself. Hard surface and 
mono-species lawns tend to be a bit of a 
no-no, while wild flowers and ponds can 
do a lot to help lessen the impact of the 
building on the local ecology. 

Water and waste disposal will also 
be on the sustainable builder’s agenda. 
Rainwater harvesting, grey water 
recycling, septic tanks and bio-digesters 
all need thinking about, as well as issues 
related to surface water run-off. 

Arguably, this whole process 
starts with selecting the best possible 
site, ideally one that can shelter the 
house, that has good access to energy 
resources, and that has views in the right 
direction. But that is not always possible. 
We have to deal with the site we have, 
or the building we are renovating. No 
site is perfect, so compromises will have 
to be made. The key is knowing what to 
comprise on, and how to mitigate the 
impact of that compromise.

NEXT MONTH: 
Picking a plot with an eco eye
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LISTED HOMES
5 things to know 
before buying…
The charm of a listed home is second to 
none, but watch out for the ‘small print’

1What is a listed building?
Buildings considered of special architectural or 

historic interest are typically listed. The category (Grades 
I, II and II* in England) assigned is based on the 
property’s significance. Most buildings built before 1700 
are listed, as are many more constructed between this 
time and 1850. Buildings constructed after 1945 tend 
to be specially selected for the designation. (Visit www.
historicengland.org.uk to find out more.)

5Making interior alterations to listed home
Fixed items that contribute to the historic interest tend 

to be covered by listed status — this may even include light 
fittings or fitted bookcases and cupboards. Consent will 
also be needed where paint and other materials might be 
removed to expose the building’s frame, but painting or 
hanging wallpaper is possible where existing decorative
finishes are clearly modern.

“With kitchens and bathrooms most conservation officers 
accept that residential buildings need to have adequate 
cooking and washing facilities,” says Lydia Robinson. “What 
is key is how these are integrated into the existing building 
as installing modern services such as ventilation, electrical, 
heating and soil pipes into listed buildings can result in a 
high level of intervention and cause potential damage to the 
historic building fabric. It is important to fully consider the 
implications of your proposals on the building and explore all 
options. An architect that is experienced in working with listed 
buildings should be able to advise on the potential options.”

Bear in mind too that, as of 2012, works carried out to 
listed properties are, unfortunately, subject to the standard 
rate of 20% VAT. Before this certain types of work on listed 
buildings benefitted from zero-rated VAT, but now only 
select projects benefit from VAT relief (such as converting a 
listed barn into a dwelling).

2 It may cover outbuildings and boundaries, too
A listed property doesn’t always just mean the house 

itself — both the interior and exterior are protected, 
but outbuildings, attached structures and objects within 
the curtilage of the building may also come under the 
designation. While not fixed to the building, boundary 
walls and gates that existed before 1 July 1948 are good 
examples of elements that can catch you out. 
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4Extending a listed home
“In terms of the style of extension that might be supported, 

this depends on the style and proportions of the existing house,” 
says architect Lydia Robinson. “Some buildings lend themselves 
to contemporary extensions [the example above was designed by 
Design Storey] as they can be clearly read as a new element and 
this approach is often supported by conservation officers. 

“Traditional extensions can also be suitable on vernacular 
buildings however it is essential to avoid pastiche, i.e. copying 
or replicating a historical style, rather than paying homage to 
traditional elements and reinventing them for the 21st century.”

3 Do you need listed building consent?
As a reader of this magazine, you may be wanting 

to make a change or two to your listed home. Many 
alterations to a listed building do need listed building 
consent (LBC) — and it is a criminal offence to make 
certain changes without it. (LBC applies in addition to 
planning permission, which you may also require if, for 
example, you hope to extend.) There are no hard and fast 
rules as to what will equate to a successful application. 
“Demonstrating the evolution of the building and 
illustrating its different phases of development, rather than 
historical reconstruction, is key,” says Lydia Robinson, 
creative director of Design Storey.
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T he term ‘plasterer’ encompasses several 
very different disciplines that, in recent 
times, have evolved into separate, 

very individual, trades. It’s well worth 
understanding the roles of these sub trades.

Traditional hard plastering
The traditional plasterer dealt with the 
application of a smooth or textured finish 
to internal and external walls, turning 
rough brickwork and stonework into the 
walls of a habitable dwelling. To some 
extent this is still what they do, but these 
days the use of what is known as ‘hard 
plastering’ on the interior of the building is 
slipping out of favour.

Internal hard plaster involves coating the 
wall with sometimes one, but usually two, 
coats of either sand and cement render or 
proprietary base plaster and then topping 
this with the application of a thin coat of 
smooth finishing plaster. 

Its proponents like it because it gives a 
solid feel and density to the walls. Plus, it 
arguably offers superior airtightness — 
increasingly important when building new 
homes. It is a very skilled job and particular 
care has to be taken if it’s all to go right. 
The plasterer has to judge exactly the right 
time to apply each coat. Too soon, and the 
finishing plaster will craze as the substrate 
dries out behind it. Too late and the finish 
will not find the right key and will separate 
from the substrate.

External plastering, known as rendering, 
basically follows the two-coat principle, 
usually employing sand and cement. If you 
are planning to use a proprietary product, 
this task will usually be carried out by a 
specialist company.

A plastering ‘gang’ usually comprises 
one or two plasterers with a labourer to 
mix the render and the plaster and keep 
them supplied. Internally, a board or trestle 
scaffold may be required and externally, a 
full scaffold.

Drylining and tacking
Hard plaster cannot really be used with a 
timber framed structure and, from this, the 

DAVID SNELL 
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Building Your Own 
Home, David is a 
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How to find the 
right plasterer

Experienced self-builder 
David Snell shares his 
tips on tracking down  
the right plasterer for 
your project
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related trade of drylining evolved, whereby 
sheets of plasterboard are affixed to the 
walling studs and then skim coated with 
finishing plaster or simply taped at the joints.
These are then smoothed off with plaster 
or jointing compound.

One factor lending to the popularity of 
drylining is the opportunity for additional 
materials to be attached or contained within

the battened void — often insulation, which 
can help improve thermal efficiency.

Several factors served to recommend this 
form of finishing to the interior walls of 
masonry construction, not least of which 
was the fact that, in the winter months, 
it negated the need for a wait of up to 
four weeks for plaster to dry out before 
decorating could begin. Additionally 
the incidence of cracking or crazing was 
virtually eliminated.

Drylining a masonry construction is 
slightly different, as there are no studs 
to nail the boards on. When it was first 
employed, many builders used a battening 
system to carry the boards but this was 
laborious and necessitated the use of an 
additional carpentry trade. It wasn’t long, 
therefore, before the current system of 
fixing the boards by means of an adhesive, 
known as ‘dot and dab’ came into being.

Dryliners and tackers can work as 
single operatives or as a duo. On masonry 
walls they will mix up a batch of adhesive 
and then cut and ‘slap’ up the boards. 
On studwork walls they will cut and fix 
the boards to the upright timber studs. 
Before drylining became almost universal, 
‘tacking’ was a term used for fixing 
plasterboards to ceilings, internal studwork 
walling and ceiling joists.

A tacker would not normally be 
responsible for finishing the boards and 
that was left to the plasterer. Dryliners, on 
the other hand, may well take responsibility 
for the taping and finishing of the boards, 
once they are fixed.

These days the tradesperson doesn’t 
use nails or clouts and the boards are fixed 
using drywall screws that maintain the 
integrity of the boards and help prevent 
‘popping’ at a later stage. 

Screeding
Traditionally the screeding of a floor, using 
a sand and cement mixture, fell into the 
ambit of the plasterer.

Sometimes the screed would be mixed 
on site by the plasterer’s labourer but, 
most times, it would be delivered as a 

What to look out for
l With walling, look out for trowel
marks or rough patches. A good
decorator will, almost certainly,
have done their best to iron out
any blemishes but if you look along
the wall in a good light, you will
see undulations.
l Watch out for undulations in
drylining, which can be particularly
apparent where the boards have not
been skimmed and, instead, they
have simply had the joints taped
and filled.
l Look out for excessive cracking
or crazing.
l At the junction of the walling and
the ceiling, cracking may indicate
that they have not properly taped

the joints. Paper-based tapes are not 
good for this situation and a mesh 
scrim tape is advisable.
l Pay particular attention the day 
before skimming commences, when 
the labourers may have been sent 
in previously in order to tape up all 
the joints and corners. Watch out for 
tape/scrim that has detached from 
the boards. It’s all too easy for a 
plasterer in a rush to simply pull it 
away and discard it.
l If you’re examining fresh 
undecorated plaster, always rub the 
back of your hand over the surface 
to feel how smooth it is. Don’t use 
the palm of your hand as you might 
deposit grease, and this may show 
up after decoration.
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‘ready-mix’. It was then either pumped 
or barrowed into the building where the 
plasterer, on hands and knees, would level 
it out and trowel it smooth.

The advent of ‘liquid flow screeds’, using 
proprietary mixtures has, to an extent,  
removed screeding from the plasterer’s 
remit as this is usually undertaken by  
specialist companies.

Finding these trades
Plasterers have never been that easy to 
find. There are larger companies, and you 
will see their vans with their logos on the 
side, but they are not always willing to 
undertake single dwellings and, even if they 
did, their prices, due to their overheads, 
would probably not be economical.

The best way of finding a good plasterer 
is to ask other tradespeople that you have 
already employed on your project. Happily, 
the plasterer is one of the trades that is 
required later in the process and there is, 
therefore, plenty of time to carry out your 
investigations. Various websites can also 
give you the names of trades working in 
your area. Asking for recommendations 
from other self-builders or renovators can 
also be a good bet and this will give you an 
opportunity to see their previous work and 
judge how good they are.

What do you need to provide? 
Plasterers or renderers may have their own 
mixer for sand and cement but in most 
cases they will expect to be able to use the 
one that is on site.

Most plasterers and dryliners will have 
their own trugs or buckets for mixing 
their materials, using a hand-held power 
drill with a mixer attachment. Scaffolding 
may well be necessary, both internally and 
externally, and a plasterer will always need 
a trestle of some sort, to put their own spot 
boards on.

As well as any bagged plastering 
materials, they will require drywall screws, 
scrim and paper tape, plasterboard and 
any beading or stops for both internal and 
external use.

The price
Plasterers are always scarce and they can, 
therefore, charge a premium for their 
services. Plasterers, in many regions, 
expect to earn between £150 and £200 
per man per day. They often work with a 
labourer, who will cost an additional £100 
to £120 per day.

From start to finish, on an average 
new build, it will take one gang two to 
three weeks to complete their various 
tasks. As with other trades, the mark of a 
good plasterer is their confidence in their 
abilities, so they will be able to charge for
the time they need in a lump sum price. 

Plasterers are 
always scarce 
and they can, 
therefore, 
charge a 
premium
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Garage conversion

Yvonne and Angus Fraser saw the potential in the derelict 
garage at the bottom of the garden of their listed Georgian 
house and transformed it into a contemporary property

Rolling
River

 WORDS NATASHA BRINSMEAD PHOTOGRAPHY ANGUS FRASER

on the
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ROOM WITH A VIEW
The main living area, 
located above the 
garage at street 
level, features a 
sitting and dining 
space, along with 
the kitchen. The 
panoramic windows 
look out over the 
River Tamar. The 
mezzanine sleeping 
pod sits above  
this space and is 
accessed by the 
plywood staircase.

BEST CONVERSION

SPONSORED BY

WINNER
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We moved to Plymouth in 2016, drawn to 
the house by its views of the River Tamar,” 
begins Yvonne Fraser. The house Yvonne 

and husband Angus bought was a listed Georgian 
house, located in a conservation area in a street of 
Georgian terraces, originally built for naval captains. 

“At the end of the garden stood a garage building, 
once used as a coach house for the main house,” 
explains Yvonne. “The space above the garage had 
been converted into a workshop by the previous 
owners, but the roof was really low and the windows 
were tiny. Originally, we just planned on improving 
the views from the workshop space, but then we 
came up with the idea of converting it.”

Yvonne and Angus knew that any design they 
came up with for the conversion project would need 
to be sensitive, given its location and proximity 
to the listed buildings that it stood behind. The 
building is also attached, so it was crucial that the 
design should respect the surrounding buildings if 
permission was to be granted. 

“The planners advised us that the new design 
couldn’t be higher than the attached house and 
we were aware that the materials we used for the 
conversion should reflect those used elsewhere in  
the area and on our house.”

Designing for a conservation area
Yvonne and Angus heard about architect Dan 
Stewart of ADG Architects through friends and 
gave him a brief that they hoped would not only 
satisfy the planning requirements of the project, but 
also maximize the views out to the river and create a 
usable living space within that didn’t feel cramped.

“In relation to the external materials, and working 
closely with the planning officer, we focused on the 
use of natural vertically hung slate to reflect and 
relate to that used on local historic buildings, as well 
as reusing the existing historic stonework,” explains 
Dan Stewart.

As well as reflecting the slate hanging, the 
conversion has also made use of the local stone, 
which has been used to form the new gable end of 
the upper storey.

Views have been taken care of by incorporating 
huge windows to the main living space, located in 
such a way that privacy is maintained. “On our first 
visit to the old garage, Yvonne and Angus pointed 
out a glimpse of what could be a fantastic view up 
the river,” explains Dan. 

“Working with Angus and Yvonne, we came up 
with the idea of incorporating a fixed, large format 
panoramic window which would be used to frame 
the view of the Tamar, and allow them to spot 
passing Navy ships.”

The house, which the couple now use as a holiday 
let (www.cremyllcottage.co.uk), has been set over 
a series of staggered levels in order to get the most 
space from the footprint, while still working within 
the roof height restrictions. 

“Working with the local planning team we 
established the maximum volume and form of 
the proposals, taking a cue from the neighbouring 
property,” explains Dan. “This resulted in an internal 

volume that wasn’t quite tall enough to create two 
storeys of accommodation, so we proposed to create 
a hanging ‘pod’ that provides a sleeping space within 
the fantastic double-height living space.”

The house is accessed at street level through a 
door to one side of the garage. A covered walkway 
takes you through to the entrance door, located at 
the rear of the house through an intimate courtyard 
space, separated from Yvonne and Angus’ own 
home by a contemporary slatted fence.

From here the entrance door takes guests into a hall 
with a bedroom to one side and a bathroom to the 
other. Steps from here lead up to the upper ground 
floor level, where the stunning open kitchen, dining 
and living spaces are all located. A stairwell leads up 
to the ‘first floor’ sleeping pod, with all the elements 
for this clever space constructed from birch ply.  

Mezzanine option
Raising the roof by around four feet allowed for 
the mezzanine sleeping pod to be built into the 
roof space, meaning there is clear standing space in 
the mezzanine from which to enjoy the views out 
through the new Velux windows. 

“We really liked the idea of staggering the levels 
within the house,” says Yvonne. 

“The pod is so private — you can’t see the 
sleeping space from the living area, yet from the 
mezzanine you have these lovely views over the 
space beneath and out over the water.”

“The pod has a steel framed structure, clad in 
birch faced plywood, and hangs from a concealed 
steel ridge beam in the roof via two 20mm diameter 
steel rods,” explains Dan. “We explored other cost 
effective routes, but Yvonne and Angus wanted to 
keep the design as close to the original ‘floating’ 
concept as possible, with minimal visible structure.”

Keen to incorporate as much storage space as 
possible into the new building, and aware that loft 
space was absent, Dan designed in lots of ingenious 
spaces for storing items, such as wardrobes snuck 
into half-landings.

CLEVER SPACES
In order to maximise 
the footprint of the 
garage conversion, 
the layout is 
arranged over 
split levels. The 
slate-hung façade 
(above) mirrors the 
materials used on 
the main Georgian 
house. Rooflights 
in the main living 
space (right) not 
only bring in natural 
light, but also give 
views out to the 
sleeping pod above. 
A recessed panel 
in the underside of 
the mezzanine is lit 
by concealed LED 
lighting, as is the 
junction between 
the wall and sloping 
ceiling in the space. 

“
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THOMEOWNERS

Angus and Yvonne Fraser
PROJECT Garage/workshop 
conversion
LOCATION Plymouth
BUILD TIME 
Jun 2018 – Jan 2019
SIZE 65m2

PLOT COST £75,000 
BUILD COST £125,000
VALUE £275,000 if sold individually

PROJECT NOTES
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PRIVATE SPACES
Despite overlooking 
the living space 
beneath, the 
suspended bedroom 
pod remains private 
for those sleeping 
there. Plenty of 
storage has been 
built in wherever 
possible, such as 
into the half-landing 
(above). 

Low-maintenance finishes
Other priorities for Yvonne and Angus were energy 
efficiency and low maintenance finishes, both of 
which have been successfully achieved. “From the 
engineered oak floors and the ply, everything is 
hands off,” says Yvonne. “The finishes also fit in 
with our wish for a very simple, clean palette.”

Despite the fairly limited footprint of the house 
and the staggered levels, other measures have been 
taken to define the open spaces and ensure they 
remain bright and airy. “Integral lighting to the 
underside of the pod helps to delineate the kitchen 
area while also creating a lofty feeling under the 
pod,” explains Dan. “The birch faced plywood that 
forms the pod has also been treated with special 
coatings to ensure it is fire retardant.”

The new grey windows are Warmcore windows, 
comprising a thermal core and an aluminium outer 
coating, while as much insulation as possible within 
the budget was used in the renovation work.

“There were a few stressful moments,” admits 
Yvonne. “But we enjoyed it and had a great team — 
Dan really understood what we wanted to achieve 
and our contractors were great. Living in the house 
at the top of the garden meant we could be on site 
every day, which helped too. 

“We’ve been renting the cottage out since January 
2019. We get to meet people from all over and point 
them in the direction of all the things to do around 
here, from the beautiful coastline to Plymouth’s 
waterfront, with its many museums and exhibitions.
It has been a learning curve but really good fun.”
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GROUND FLOOR

MEZZANINE

The house is arranged over 
subtle levels. The garage 
is located at street level, 
where a door leads through 
an external corridor, up 
a few steps and round to 
the rear of the property, 
where the new entrance to 
the ground floor is located. 
A bedroom and bathroom 
are situated to the rear of 
the house, while steps take 
you into the main living 
space, above the garage at 
the front. A further flight 
of stairs leads up to the 
mezzanine sleeping area.

THE FLOORPLAN

MEZZANINE 

1 Sleeping pod

GROUND FLOOR 

1 Living
2 Kitchen
3 Dining
4 Bathroom
5 Study area
6 Bedroom

1

2
6

4

5

3

1

SUPPLIERS
ARCHITECT Dan Stewart  
at Architects Design Group:  
www.architects-adg.co.uk
BUILDING CONTRACTOR 
Crees Bond at Ravem Group 
Ltd: www.ravemgroup.co.uk
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER 
Maurice Parker Structural 
Engineers: www.djparker.co.uk
QUANTITY SURVEYOR 
King Welsh Partnership: 
www.kingwelsh.co.uk
WINDOW SUPPLIER First Choice 
Windows, Paignton:  
www.firstchoicewindowsdevon.
co.uk; Velux: www.velux.co.uk
KITCHEN SUPPLIER 
Ikea: www.ikea.com
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Create a standout project with Eternit fibre cement slates 
NATURAL FINISHES 

Designing a project from top to bottom is no
easy task and the exterior of a home provides
the perfect opportunity to make a lasting first

impression. One way of achieving this is by using
Eternit fibre cement roofing slates.

Available in four slate options – Thrutone,
Rivendale, Birkdale and Garsdale – Eternit fibre
cement slates have been designed to provide a range
of options in terms of colour, texture and visual
appearance.They offer the opportunity to produce
innovative and imaginative designs with roof
pitches as low as 20°. Eternit’s fibre cement slates
also achieve a ‘very good’ rating under BES 6001
Responsible Sourcing providing extra credits under
BREEAM Schemes.

Eternit Thrutone: design flexibility
Thrutone slates feature a smooth surface and
square cut edges for a sleek, aesthetically pleasing
finish.With its low wastage and ease of installation,
Thrutone slates are the ideal choice for new build
and refurbishment projects.This range is available
in six distinct colours and three shapes providing
design flexibility.

Eternit Rivendale: the natural look
Available in two natural colours, the Rivendale slates

Advertising feature

(pictured above) feature a finely detailed surface 
and dressed edge, combining the benefit of modern 
technology with the look of natural slate. Ideal for 
use on projects where a natural look is sought, 
Rivendale fibre cement slates are perfect for projects 
where sustainability is key.

Eternit Birkdale: traditional aesthetic
Birkdale fibre cement slates can be used for 
pitch designs down to 20º, offering the designer 
and contractor increasingly flexible design and 
installation options. Featuring a smooth surface  
and dressed edges, the Birkdale range offers a 
traditional aesthetic creating the perfect solution  
for any project.

Eternit Garsdale: traditional refresh
Finally, the Garsdale range features a detailed 
textured surface and crisp square edge. Versatile and 
easy to install the Garsdale range is a favourite with 
both architects and contractors alike. Available in a 
solid blue/black colour, Garsdale is ideal for those
looking to refresh a traditional project.

Eternit fibre cement slates offer specifiers and 
designers the ideal solution for completing projects 
with ease. For further details about Eternit slates 
please visit www.eternit.co.uk.





 by Ian Rock

Cohabiting with incessant building work over
a long period of time can eventually take its 
toll. So a couple of weeks ago, when Mrs Rock 

unexpectedly announced that she’d decided to 
spend six weeks helping out at a Rhino Sanctuary in 
South Africa, I sensed this wasn’t wholly related to 
her passion for animal welfare. 

But there was a silver lining to this sudden 
imposition of self-sufficiency — it was the perfect 
opportunity to get the really messy and noisy 
landscaping work done without causing undue 
disturbance to innocent bystanders. And with the 
kids safely packed off to uni I’d be free to demolish 
and excavate to my heart’s content and nothing could
stand in my way. Cue Wagner’s Ride of the Valkyries.

Budgeting for the garden
Back at the design stage, landscaping work is rarely 
a budget priority and hence tends to get relegated in
favour of things like snazzy kitchens and to-die-for 
lighting. So by the end of a project when the funding
well is parched, there’s a temptation to kick it into 
the future as an optional extra. But the importance 
of framing your freshly completed masterpiece with
fragrant surroundings shouldn’t be underestimated. 

Fortunately, this is one part of the build where 
clients can often save money by doing things 
themselves. That said, laying hardcore and patio 
slabs is hard graft, and not everyone is a natural-
born digger driver. 

In our case, the landscaping work primarily 
involved building a large patio ‘terrace’ to the rear, 
along with creating an attractive shingled parking 
area to the side. I’d also budgeted to get the side 
driveway that we’d been using for deliveries of 
building materials tarmacked to comply with  
council Highways standards. 

Taking advantage of an 
empty house, Ian gets to work 
outside — creating a garden to 
complement his new extension
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Don’t overlook the landscaping!

IAN ROCK 
is a chartered 
surveyor and 
director of www.
rightsurvey.co.uk. 
He is currently 
extending his 
family home 
by 100m2

How to make the job easier…
With bifold doors to achieve the much vaunted 
‘outside-in’ illusion, it helps to pick patio tiles that 
complement your flooring indoors. To achieve this 
I’d opted for 600mm square slabs of pale Indian 
sandstone neatly framed by wooden sleepers. 

Building a patio is similar to constructing a solid 
ground floor, and as luck would have it, a fellow 
surveyor I know is the proud owner of a wacker plate 
and kindly offered to lend it to me for the duration. 

When it comes to getting rid of excavated spoil 
a useful money-saving tip is to spread it thinly and 
evenly across the garden using the wide digger 
bucket, safe in the knowledge that, over time, the 
grass should completely reclaim it. 

To save a lot of hard barrowing, get your supplies 
of sand, gravel and sub-base delivered on a tipper 
truck and dropped loose next to where you actually 
need them, rather than in cumbersome 850kg ‘bulk 
bags’. Unfortunately the huge crates of heavy patio 
slabs could only be delivered ‘kerbside’, taking me 
several backbreaking hours to manually cart into 
place. This, combined with seriously hard graft 
shovelling five tonnes of white Cotswold chippings 
to form the new parking area, had an unexpected 
upside — helping achieve the formerly elusory goal 
of 1.5st weight loss. A couple of weeks later my wife
Ewa returned to be greeted by a decidedly trimmer
husband astride a gleaming new split-level patio.

HARD GRAFT
Ian’s patio to the 
rear elevation is a 
split level, partially 
sunken design, 
so required a 
“fair amount” of 
excavations. 
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 by Katie Thomasson

With the kitchen and utility ordered and due
to arrive within a fortnight, it was time for
the plumber and electrician to return and

start on the second fix work. But before the plumber
could return, I had to make sure that both the en
suite and the family bathroom were tiled, ready for
the towel warmers to be fitted.

Having had more experience with tiling, thanks
to my work laying the travertine tiles in the utility, I
was a little quicker and slightly more confident in my
ability when it came to tiling the bathrooms. (I still
prefer floor tiling over wall tiling — it’s just so much
quicker and creates less mess!)

With a lot of the decisions having already been
made at the first fix stage – such as the position
of sockets and light switches – there weren’t that
many things to consider during second fix, but it
was a chance for certain aspects to be tweaked, in
order to get everything perfect.We also had to think
about things such as choosing the panelling for the
downstairs toilet, which would be much easier to fit
and paint before the sink and toilet were installed.

Making small tweaks and changes
One thing we did decide to change before it was too
late was to move the position of the radiator on the 
landing. We had initially positioned the pipes for it 
to sit centrally along the largest wall of the landing. 
However, we realised that this was actually a waste 
of good space. If we placed it under the landing 
window instead, the largest wall would become free 

Katie explains how second fix 
plumbing and electrics went, as 
part of her cottage renovation 
and extension project

What I’ve 
learned about 
second fix
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KATIE 
THOMASSON 
has renovated 
four period 
properties, 
taking on much 
of the work on 
a DIY basis

to use as we wished, possibly providing space for a 
linen cupboard or side table as extra storage.

Annoyingly, there were also inevitably a few 
small issues that arose due to my own mistakes. For 
example, as I had purchased every single item for 
the plumber to fit (taps, sinks, showers, valves, etc), 
I made the error of ordering regular shower valves 
instead of thermostatic. This was made a little more 
frustrating due to the fact that I made the order 
online and I would need to arrange for a collection 
and exchange and wait several days for the 
thermostatic valves to be posted out to me, meaning
I’d have to reschedule the plumber to return again.

Our best decision
The best decision we made when it came to our  
heating was not only to install underfloor heating 
across the whole ground floor, but to have the areas 
zoned with independent room thermostats. 

The electrician fitted four in total — one in the 
kitchen/diner, another in the snug, a third in the 
utility and a fourth on the first-floor landing. This 
should help keep heating costs down (giving us the 
flexibility to turn down the thermostat in rooms 
we’re not using), and given that we’re running off 
oil, we could do with it being as efficient as possible.

Within a week, almost all of the second fix 
plumbing had been installed.There’s now just a few
things left to come back and finish, once the kitchen
and utilities are in place.   
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GETTING STUCK IN
Katie and her 
husband Andy  
have taken on a 
number of DIY 
tasks, including the 
tiling, painting and 
prep work before 
trades arrive.





by Paul Testa

W e settled very early on birch plywood as the
main material for our interior joinery: the
other main internal materials – the concrete

floor and theVenetian plaster walls – will benefit
from the warmth of the timber. Birch plywood is also
dense, strong and dimensionally stable, making it very
useful for all sorts of interior work.

As well as using birch ply for the skirtings,
architraves and cill boards, we also chose to use
it more extensively for our stair balustrade, the
ceiling above the stairs, to create the kitchen, and
for the built-in furniture. It was an exciting time:
for a couple of months the house became a joinery
workshop with lots of tools, sawdust and plywood
being glued, clamped, cut, sanded and finished.

Bringing warmth to the interiors
The staircase balustrades were made by gluing and
clamping three layers of plywood together to create
long, strong strips that could run from the ground
floor up to the balustrade at first-floor level.These
strips were then sanded and finished in Osmo wax oil;
the latter provides a robust and smooth finish for day-
to-day living. Creating the balustrade involved days
of work, which was inevitably expensive, but the end
result is a wonderful centre point to the house.

The sloping ceilings above the staircase were also
lined with plywood rather than plaster to create a
warm and attractive ‘hood’ over the stairs (pictured
above).The natural light flooding in from the
rooflights, combined with the warmth of the timber,
has made this overlooked bit of circulation space
amazingly beautiful.

The kitchen is also constructed from plywood.
The carcasses were all made on site and carefully
sanded and then finished in Osmo oil.We’ve
balanced this with two different colours – grey
and blue – of Valchromat high-density MDF for

the doors and drawer fronts.The units have been
topped with a white laminate-faced sheet of birch
ply to form the very cost-effective worktop.This is
the first kitchen that our friend Duncan has built
and we’re so glad we entrusted him with the project.

Other elements of the house formed with ply
include the fitted furniture in the bathroom and the
playroom, and the wall and ceiling of the entrance.
It’s a beautiful material and adds warmth and depth
to the spaces.

One thing I learned is the true cost of working
with materials like this.We often regard birch
plywood as a cost-effective material and on the one
hand it is.The cost of the material is pretty good and
if used for walls and ceilings, there aren’t the wet
follow-on trades (i.e. plasterers) that plasterboard
might need. On the other, the time you need to
finish it to an excellent level can be very costly.We
had a baseline of two joiners for a good number of
weeks undertaking birch plywood work, and my wife
and I spent many evenings and days off sanding and
applying Osmo.We don’t regret it, though, as it has
brought the internal spaces to life.

Paul Testa explains the pros, cons and costs  
of using birch plywood, as he specifies the  
material for his remodel and extension project

We’ve used birch 
plywood for our joinery
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PAUL TESTA 
is the director 
of Paul Testa 
Architecture 
and has a 
special interest 
in sustainable 
design
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MODERN FINISH
Valchromat high-
density MDF door 
and drawer fronts 
in two colours, a 
grey and a blue, 
were chosen by 
Paul to balance 
the contemporary 
layered plywood  
that outlines the  
kitchen carcasses 
(above). 
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There are many benefits to building
your own home. Arguably, one of the
biggest attractions is the opportunity

it provides to create an individual home
tailored around your lifestyle. Self-build
can also be a route to creating a home that
will adapt with relative ease as your needs
change and, for many, offers scope to build
a low-maintenance and energy efficient
property to boot.

What’s more, self-builders often achieve
a larger home and garden compared to

buying a new home on the open market —
the average self-build project is 247m2*,
more than double the size of the average
new-build developer home. And, as an
added bonus, self-builders typically enjoy a
profit of 25% on their investment*.

Once you’ve decided to build your own
home, there are some key questions you
need to begin answering: what do you
hope to build, who will build it and how
will it be built, for instance. Here’s how to
start this incredible journey…

Beginner’s guide
to self-build
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RURAL PLOT
Stan Bolt Architect 
designed this 
contemporary 
house in response 
to its countryside 
location. The simple 
agricultural shapes 
are complemented 
by modern 
materials and large 
amounts of glazing 
throughout. 
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Finding a
self-build
plot

You may be fortunate enough to have a
plot already at your disposal — a large
side garden, for instance, which could

accommodate a new home. However, for
many would-be self-builders, the process
begins with finding a suitable building plot.

It’s important to approach plotfinding
with an open mind. Rarely does a flat plot
of land, adjacent to open countryside in
a picture-postcode village, present itself
(without a high price tag to suit, of course).
Self-build plots come in all shapes and
sizes.Typical plot ‘types’ include:

l Garden plots. As the name suggests,
this may be a large side or front garden
where the owner has sought planning
permission to build a new house.
l Greenfield plots are previously
undeveloped land. A greenfield site is often
a parcel of land in an urban area or village
that occupies a ‘gap’ in the streetscape.
l Brownfield land.This term applies to
land which has had a previous planning
use that may have ceased. It could be a
redundant warehouse or an old garage,
for instance. Challenges could include
contamination, which can be costly, and
those costs should be reflected in the price.
l Serviced plots. Increasingly, local
authorities and private companies are
bringing plots to the market with services
such as roads and sewers already in.These
are serviced plots and in many cases,

service supplies will be connected into the
plots.The developer of the land may then
offer the plots for custom build homes with 
varying levels of design involvement from 
the prospective homeowner. This can 
be a great way to get a bespoke home, 
particularly if you hope to be relatively 
hands-off, but the rub is that there is 
generally a more restricted design process. 
l Replacement builds. When looking for 
a plot on which to build your dream home, 
don’t limit your search to looking for land. 
In high-value areas in particular, such 
as the South East – where this approach 
can perhaps make more financial sense – 
widen your search to include dated houses 
and bungalows, which could be prime 
candidates for replacement. The key is 
to treat every home as just a temporary 
occupant of a building plot — once you 
get into this mindset, opportunities begin 
to present themselves.

What makes land a building plot? 
A piece of land is not a building plot until 
planning permission is granted. Access is 
another key requirement for unlocking the 
land’s potential (more on which later).

If you do identify land with the 
hallmarks of a potential building plot 
(for instance, it doesn’t fall outside the 
settlement boundary or contravene other 
national and local planning policies), 
there is nothing to stop you applying for 

It’s the starting point 
to any self-build dream. 
Here’s what to consider 
when plot hunting
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DESIGNING FOR A TIGHT PLOT
De Rosee Sa Architects designed
this single-storey self-build on
the site of a former garage in
West London. The narrow and
deep site inspired a long and thin
house utilising multiple internal
courtyards and Crittall-style
windows to let in as much natural
light as possible.

Five ways to find a plot

planning permission, even if you do not 
own the land. If you do opt for this route, 
ensure you have a contract in place with 
the owner to ensure you can purchase 
the plot for an agreed sum if you do 
successfully obtain planning permission.

More commonly, you will have 
purchased a plot with outline or full 
planning permission already in place. 
The good news is, you can re-apply for 
planning permission for a design which 
more closely resembles your dream home. 
That said, the existing design and planning 
history of the plot should give you a 
good clue about the likely success of, say, 
increasing the approval from a bungalow 
to a two-storey home.

What to pay
The price of your plot will reflect the 
local housing market. Ideally, the real 
value of a plot should equal the end value 
of house minus the total build cost (visit 
www.homebuilding.co.uk/calculator). You 
should also try to factor in any ‘additional’ 
costs (see page 187) and put aside 10-30% 
of your build cost to cover any unexpected 
expenses. Typically, self-builders pay 
between £100,000 and £275,000 for a plot. 
However, this varies across the country, 
with many affordable plots on offer in 
Scotland, while the South East and counties 
such as Cheshire are home to some of the 
UK’s most expensive building plots.

What to look out for 
when assessing plots
l Ensure planning permission has 
not expired and is not about to expire 
when you purchase your plot. There is no 
guarantee that reapplications will succeed. 
l Check access: When searching for a 
plot, keep an eye out for access. “Access 
arrangements to building plots should be 
clear and the land required to gain access 
should extend directly up to the adopted 
highway. If this isn’t possible, the land 
concerned should at least have a legal right 
to cross third party land to access the plot 
in perpetuity,” explains self-build expert 
Mark Stevenson. “The lack of a legal right 
of access could prevent its development 
or prove costly in agreeing a settlement to 
cross what’s known as a ‘ransom strip’.” 
This should be reflected in the plot’s cost, 
or negotiated prior to purchase.
l Check for covenants: These may be 
restrictions, which limit the use of the land 
or the ways that it might be developed, 
or overages — obligations that ensure 
a previous owner benefits from future 
development. The latter may involve 
payment to the previous owner.
l Are services on site already? In most 
cases it will only take a quick look to ensure 
services are in place, but if services are not 
available, then it pays to do some research 
into your options and the costs. In the 
pre-purchase and assessment stage, if there 
are no service connections, it’s a good idea 
to begin establishing the likely costs of 
bringing services to site. If there’s no time 
to get quotations, you can assess where 
and whether utilities are close by looking 
for manholes, overhead lines or access and 
inspection chambers. Off-mains options 
for heating and hot water, and drainage, 
are readily available.
l Ensure the title deeds are ‘absolute’ 
rather than ‘possessory’, or negotiate on 
the plot price accordingly.
l Finally, read our in-depth guide  
to assessing plots online:  
www.homebuilding.co.uk/building-plot-
how-to-assess-its-potential.

l Study the local area
Think like a developer and 
search out opportunities 
others overlook. Get out and 
about in your chosen area 
or use Google Maps to look 
for homes on large plots 
that have either a large side 
garden, or infill land.  
l Sign up to Plotfinder.net
Register with specialist plot 
services like Plotfinder.net, 
which collects information 
from those selling land 
(including estate agents 
and individuals not selling 
elsewhere) and makes it 
available via subscription. 
l Contact experts
Some package companies, 
such as Potton and Border 
Oak, hold lists of available 
plots online.
l Visit local auctions
Many opportunities are 
sold via auction, so establish 
who the key agents are 
in your area and get on 
their lists for catalogues. 
If you haven’t been to an 
auction previously, go and 
experience one first hand in 
order to familiarise yourself 
with the process.
l Check the local 
authority’s website
Check recent planning 
applications on your local 
authority’s website. In most 
cases, the details of the owner 
or agent are included on the 
application. There is nothing 
to stop you contacting them 
directly. They may want to 
build themselves. If they 
don’t, buying directly can 
save them estate agent fees.

TOP TIP: GET INSURANCE LINED UP 
Self-build projects require specialist 

insurance to ensure that you are protected 
in the event of public liability issues (should 

anyone trespass on your building site, for 
instance), as well as issues such as fire 
and storm damage. It’s a good idea to 

buy insurance as soon as you exchange 
contracts on your plot
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Financing
your build

In addition to the plot and total build 
cost, there are other costs associated 
with building a home that need to be 
accounted for. The costs associated 
with purchasing the plot (legal fees 
and stamp duty), a topographical 
survey, any surveys you may need for 
planning purposes (e.g. ecological 
surveys), design fees, planning fees and 
the cost to create plans for Building 
Regulations’ purposes should all be 
factored in. You’ll also need to purchase 
self-build insurance as soon as you 
buy your plot, and it’s a good idea 
to purchase a warranty, too. Another 
common ‘hidden’ cost is the cost of 
bringing services like electricity, water 
and mains gas to site. All these extras 
can add up fast, so stay on top of them.

Remember to factor in the 
following costs...

There are two significant costs when 
building your own home: the building 
plot and the build itself. There are 

also the additional costs (see below) which 
you’ll need to factor in.

Funding your build
You’ll need access to money to buy a 
building plot, to pay for professional 
services such as architectural designers’ 
fees and any site surveys required, and to 
fund the build itself. How you find this 
money will, of course, depend on your 
financial situation. It may come from 
savings, equity in your existing home or 
perhaps through a self-build mortgage, or  
a combination of all three.

Surprisingly few high street banks 
provide formal facilities for self-build 
finance, so you’ll likely need to approach 
a specialist self-build mortgage service 
provider. A self-build mortgage is tailored 
towards the way you pay for a self-build 
project — with money released in several 
stages, rather than all at once (as is the 
case when buying a house). Finance will 
be released at key stages as the build 
progresses (which may or may not be at 
pre-agreed stages, i.e. following or prior 
to the foundations being laid or when the 
building is made weathertight).

There are two main types of stage 
release mortgage. An arrears stage payment 
mortgage see funds released in arrears of 
work being completed. The second is an 
advance stage payment mortgage that sees 
payments made before these stages begin. 
The obvious advantage here is that this 
type of product assists cash flow and is 
generally better suited to those who do not
have large pots of savings to fund the build
as it progresses.

Some self-build lenders will lend on 
the plot purchase too, but not all do. 
Rates of interest for self-build mortgages
are typically higher than those that 
are currently available for a standard 
house purchase or remortgage, and the 
arrangement fees also vary from lender 
to lender. Once the property is habitable,

some lenders permit the borrower to 
switch to a lower rate of interest. 

The amount you can borrow will 
likely depend on factors similar to those 
determining how much you can borrow 
on a standard house mortgage; in most 
cases these will include an affordability 
assessment, income multipliers and 
LTV (loan to value ratio — a measure 
of lending risk). These policies change 
regularly but lenders may, for example, 
offer to provide funding for up to 85% of 
the value of the building project. In order 
to progress your application you’ll likely 
need to provide plans and a breakdown of 
the potential build cost.

‘‘
A self-build mortgage  
is tailored towards the 
way you pay for a self-
build project

Funding your project 
may require a specialist 
self-build mortgage…

Beginner’s guide
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Pre-build 
essentials

Once you have purchased your plot 
there are a good number of steps you 
need to take before you can begin 

building your dream home…

Designing your new home
While some self-builders do design their 
own homes, you’ll more than likely need a 
designer on board to help you formulate 
plans for your dream home. This might 
be an architect, architectural technologist, 
an architectural designer or an in-house 
designer at a package company. 

Finding a suitable designer and 
completing the design process is likely to 
take at least a couple of months but may 
well take longer. You’ll then need to apply 
for planning permission…

Applying for planning permission
The cost of submitting a planning 
application varies across the UK, but is 
currently £462 in England. However, the 
real cost of obtaining planning permission 
arguably comes from preparing the 
plans and documents (the design fees) 
in readiness for submission and any 
accompanying surveys (such as ecological 
surveys) that may be required.

You should find out whether your local 
planning authority has approved your 
scheme after eight weeks — although more 
complex schemes can take longer. 

News of approval doesn’t necessarily 
mean you can start work. Make sure you 
look at the planning conditions attached to 
your planning consent — for instance, you 
may need to seek approval for your chosen 
roofing or cladding materials. 

“Planning conditions are the small print 
that allows a consent to be issued while 
leaving the finer detail to be resolved 
later. Some may even require resolution 
before any work can commence. It’s vitally 
important to make sure the planning 
conditions are capable of being satisfied, as 
failure to do so will prevent the build from 
starting, may even invalidate the consent 
and render the plot worthless,” says self-
build expert Mark Stevenson.

Building Regulations
All new homes need to adhere to the 
Building Regulations, and for this reason a 
building control inspector will visit at key 
stages of the build to inspect the work and 
ensure it complies. These stages include: 
excavation for the foundations, pouring 
concrete for the foundations, building the 
oversite, building the damp proof-course, 
drainage, a visit prior to completion and 
a final visit on completion. A completion 
certificate will then be issued following the 
final inspection.

However, before beginning work on site, 
there are a couple of key decisions you’ll 
need to make. The first relates to the route 
you take: whether to opt for a full plans 
application (which is certainly advisable 
when building your own home) or submit 
a building notice. The second relates to 
the question of who will carry out your 
inspections: your local authority building 
control department or an Approved 
Inspector from a private company. 

Lining up your project team
You can establish contact with and line 
up a builder, main contractor, package 
company and/or subcontractors during the 
design and planning processes, but you 
won’t get an accurate quote for the work 
until your Building Regulations drawings 
have been finalised. 

One of the best ways of finding a good 
builder and subcontractors is through 
word of mouth — ask your designer, 
friends, family or neighbours who’ve 
undertaken projects, and anyone else you 
know locally who’s built their own home, 
for recommendations. Much like finding a 
designer, choosing a builder requires plenty 
of research. It’s best to meet with them to 
discuss your project and to ask them to 
quote (your designer can help you prepare 
tender documents for this purpose). It’s 
also a good idea to visit a project they’ve 
completed and to talk to previous clients.

The best builders and subcontractors 
will be booked up months in advance 
and therefore you may have to wait until 

Here are some of the 
key things you need to 
consider before ‘going 
on-site’ with your build

Beginner’s guide
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house. The good news is, subject to criteria 
(i.e. this must be your principal residence 
for three years or more), self-builders are 
now exempt from paying CIL. 

However, the four-stage exemption 
process must be followed to the letter. 
“Claiming CIL exemption is perhaps  
one of the best bits of bureaucracy you 
will ever encounter as a self-builder, but 
all the paperwork must be completed, and 
your claim agreed before you start work 
on site, otherwise you lose your right to 
exemption,” says self-build expert  
Mark Stevenson. 

Reclaiming VAT 
One of the major benefits of building your 
own home is that you can reclaim VAT on 
most building materials. VAT-registered 
builders and subbies should also zero-rate 
their invoices, while, of course, if they’re 
not VAT-registered, they shouldn’t be 
adding it to bills in the first instance! 

In general, you can reclaim for all 
materials that are fixed into the house, 
although the interpretation of this can 
be quite complex. For instance, you can 
reclaim VAT on timber flooring, but not 
carpet. You cannot reclaim VAT for design 
fees or services. 

they’re available to start your project — so 
starting your search as early as possible can 
help here. Again, if you’re dealing with a 
package company then your start date will 
likely depend on how busy their order book 
is (you’ll likely wait three months or so). 

Bringing services to site
Getting services to your site (if necessary) 
can cost between £500 and £10,000+, 
depending on the location, what services 
you need (perhaps most services are 
present except mains gas, for instance) and 
whether the connection needs to be made 
across private land (where you’ll need to 
secure a wayleave to grant access) or public 
highways (which may involve road digs by 
approved contractors).

If the cost of bringing mains gas and 
drainage is prohibitive, it may be time to 
investigate the off-mains alternatives, such 
as oil, LPG or a renewable heating and hot 
water system, and a sewerage treatment 
plant for drainage. 

It’s important to note that, while 
electricity is not essential during the build, 
a water supply is often needed early on.

Where will you live?
This is one of the biggest decisions you’ll 
need to make prior to the build (or perhaps 
even while buying your plot). Some self-
builders are in a position to remain in their 
existing homes while building. However, 
many need to consider an alternative, such as:
l Staying with family or friends; the 
average self-build project takes around 
a year on site, so if you are planning on 
staying with them, make sure that you are 
realistic about the timescale of the project.
l Renting temporary accommodation; this 
is an option, but an expensive one.
l Living on site in a caravan, a static or 
perhaps in an outbuilding built first.

CIL exemption
The Community Infrastructure Levy 
(CIL) imposes a fee on the creation of new 
homes, which is determined by the local 
authority and is based on the size of the 

BUILDING ON A BUDGET
On a tight budget of just £80k, Phil Coe 
converted an agricultural building into a 
two-bedroomed house in Yorkshire, taking 
on much of the work himself to keep costs 
down. Since completing the build, Phil and 
his partner Flo have set up their own design 
and build company, FloCoe.

CIL EXEMPTION
Read more about the 

exemption process and 
download the forms you need 
at: www.planningportal.co.uk/

info/200136/policy_and_
legislation/70/community_

infrastructure_levy/5
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interior fit-out after (first and second fix 
work, decoration, etc). 

Choosing the right self-build route 
for your project is a decision only you 
can reach, but there are undoubtedly 
factors that will influence this choice: your 
finances, how much time you can devote 
to the project and how capable you are at 
carrying out jobs yourself, for starters. 

Those looking for significant cost savings 
need to understand that the more work and 
time they put in, the more they will save. 
The Homebuilding & Renovating Self & 
Custom Build Market Report 2017 found 
that those building their own home through 
DIY saved 25% on their build costs against 
those managing their own projects, while 
self-builders taking on the role of project 
manager saved 17%, compared to those 
who used main contractors. 

That said, some of the biggest hurdles 
encountered on a self-build project are 
the result of choosing a build route which 
does not fit with your circumstances — for 
instance, by underestimating how time-
consuming managing a building site can 
be. This is a decision that needs careful 
consideration.

Choosing a construction system
There are a number of different build 
systems to choose from when building your 
own home (see right) — no longer is the 
choice simply between timber frame and 
masonry. In most instances, your chosen 
construction system will have little impact 

Choosing 
a build 
route

Self-build is a broad church and 
there are many routes to getting an 
individual home built. Most self-

builders choose one of the following routes: 
l Project managing the build themselves 
(which involves hiring and coordinating 
subcontractors — such as plumbers, 
electricians, etc — to complete the build, 
and buying most of the building materials).
l Choosing a main contractor or builder  
to manage and coordinate the build on 
their behalf. The builder/main contractor 
will often buy all or the majority of the 
building materials. 
l Choosing a professional project manager 
to coordinate their build. 
l Building their own home by hand — the 
ultimate DIY route.
l Outsourcing the project to a package 
company, who may coordinate everything 
from design concept through to 
completion. Some package companies also 
offer the self-builder the opportunity to 
decide on the level of service they require.

Only 16% of self-build projects are 
undertaken on a DIY basis, with the 
majority (57%) of self-builders choosing 
to instead project manage subcontractors 
to build their house for them*. The 
reality is that most self-builders use a 
combination of the approaches outlined. 
For instance, one popular route to building 
a home involves commissioning a package 
company to build the weathertight shell 
or ‘superstructure’, with the self-builder 
managing the groundworks before and 

Self-build is a broad 
church — you needn’t 
lay a single brick if
you don’t want to!
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on how the exterior of your home will 
look, as most cladding materials (timber 
cladding, render, brick, stone, etc) can be 
used with all the main construction systems. 

Construction systems can be broadly 
divided into ‘on site’ (such as masonry and 
ICF, when the majority of the structure is 
built on your building site) and ‘off-site’ 
methods (whereby the main structure is 
constructed elsewhere and delivered to site 
to be erected). The latter tends to result in 
a faster build on site.

There are essentially three things to 
consider when deciding: price, quality 
and speed. If you are less concerned with 
how your house looks ‘under the bonnet’ 
or feel unable to make this decision, then 
it might be best to hire a professional to 
do this for you. Your chosen architect, 
structural engineer or builder may have 
their preferred methods of working, for 
instance, and in such cases you would be 
well advised to work with your appointed 
specialist on the systems they know and like. 
Alternatively, they may offer advice on the 
most cost-effective or suitable construction 
system for the home you hope to build. 

Conversely, if you have your heart set on
a particular construction method — oak 
frame for its character; or timber frame, 
as you hope to project manage once the 
superstructure is built — then it’s a good 
idea to approach a designer or package 
company well versed in that construction 
system from the outset. Each construction 
system has its own set of parameters and 
design challenges, and designing a home 
with said construction system in mind is a 
cost-effective route. 

Using the build system of structural 
insulated panels (SIPs) as an example, 
architect and self-build expert Allan 
Corfield explains: “Most construction 
products come in standardised sizes, so it 
makes sense to set out your design based 
around these. As the most common SIPs 
panels come as 1.2m x 2.7m sheets, it also 
makes sense to utilise a 1.2m floorplan grid. 
That way you can lay out your walls along a 
grid, which will minimise the amount of cut 
panels (and consequently minimise cost). A 
SIPs designer will be able to design to the 
capabilities of the product, making sure you 
get the most for your money.”

The main choices include… 
l Masonry Modern masonry homes 
consist of an inner loadbearing skin, a 
cavity (which is fully or partially filled 
with insulation), and an outer skin, 
which often protects the structure 
from the elements. Materials are 
readily available and most builders 
are used to working with blockwork.
l Timber frame Timber frame 
walls consist of timber studwork 
panels, typically fixed in place with 
OSB or plywood. The panels can be 
built on site by a carpenter (‘stick 
build’) or prefabricated off-site — 
delivered as open panels, with the 
insulation and joinery then installed 
on the building site, or as a closed 
panel system with insulation and 
often joinery factory-fitted.

l SIPs Structural insulated panels 
are manufactured off-site, and 
once delivered can be erected and 
made watertight in a matter of days 
or weeks. The loadbearing panels 
typically consist of a rigid insulating 
core, sandwiched between two pieces 
of oriented strand board. SIPs can 
be ideal for those wanting to build an 
airtight, highly insulated home. 
l ICF Insulating concrete formwork  
offers an on-site approach. Ready-mix 
concrete is poured into formwork, 
typically made of expanded or 
extruded polystyrene. The formwork 
acts as both the ‘mould’ for the 
concrete and is left in-situ to provide 
a continuous layer of insulation. 
Another benefit is that ICF can be 
suitable for building basements. 

l Oak frame Ideal for those 
who want a characterful home 
with vaulted ceilings, exposed oak 
beams and double-height spaces, 
the oak frame structure is typically 
manufactured off-site and erected 
on site. The frame is ordinarily 
encapsulated within a SIPs or timber 
panel system to create an energy-
efficient and airtight build. 
l Steel frame
Most new homes and many extension 
and renovation projects feature steel 
in some form — usually steel beams 
to provide support above openings. 
This construction system can be well 
suited to homes where large spans 
and large areas of glass are used. But 
again, it’s a hybrid method of sorts as 
it will need to be encapsulated. 

SPOTLIGHT ON... OAK FRAME 
With their hearts set on an oak-framed 
home, homeowners Diane and Pete Smith 
contacted Welsh Oak Frame to design 
and build a home for them on their plot in 
Shropshire. As the Smiths were keen for the 
house to be futureproofed, the new home 
boasts eco credentials and flexible ground 
floor living spaces, including a study that 
can be converted into a bedroom and an 
adjacent wheelchair-accessible wetroom.



















MEDIA PARTNERS

are pleased to announce the launch of

COMING SOON

INTERESTED IN EXHIBITING?  
To secure your stand at the event, contact us today on ian.france@futurenet.com or 07971 180411

Showcasing the latest smart home solutions to 
thousands of people who are eager to be at the 

forefront of technological innovation. 

The Future Home Show is co-located at Excel with 
The London Homebuilding & Renovating Show on 
the 25 - 27 September 2020, where you will see 

all the products and services to build, renovate and 
improve your home.

If you’re interesting in coming along to this event 
and learning more about technology in the home, 
and would like to be notified when tickets go on 

sale, then ‘register your interest’ by visiting

futurehomeshow.com
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DON’T MISS  
AN ISSUE 

Subscribe to 
Homebuilding & 

Renovating magazine 
for half price — turn 

to page 54 to find  
out more.

NEXT MONTH:
Top tips for 

managing your build

Renovating? Here’s what 
you need to know about 

the Building Regs

Big ideas for 
small extensions  

Buyer’s guide  
to roof slates

Plus: the latest extension, 
self-build, conversion 
and renovation projects 
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What we’ve seen,
recommend and
love this month

Signing
off…

PET PEEVE SOLUTION
Oh how I wish I had read Rebecca 
Foster’s ‘Buyer’s guide to carpets’ on 
page 98 before choosing our carpet. 
The advice for those with pets on 
buying a cut pile carpet as opposed 
to a loop pile would have saved 
me having to follow the cat around 
every time she sets foot (or paw) 
into the living room. This is one 
piece of advice I will be taking with 
me to our next house project!
Natasha Brinsmead, Associate Editor

THE CUSTOM-BUILD WAY IN ESSEX
I’m always on the look out for projects striving to improve the 
UK’s housing crisis, so I was excited to report on a modest 
custom-build scheme in Essex that will enable architects and 
homebuyers to work together. Buyers will be able to select a 
range of options for their homes on build completion, such 
as the number of bathrooms and bedrooms, and while just 12 
new homes will be delivered by the scheme, its potential for 
creating new homes could be influential. 
Jack Woodfield, News Editor

IT’S NOT EASY BEING GREEN
Building and environmental concerns are not always 
comfortable bedfellows, but just because something’s 
difficult doesn’t mean you shouldn’t try your best. 
I’m proud that this month we’re kicking off a new 
series about how best to walk the tightrope between 
sustainability, practicality and cost when building or 
renovating, written by the down-to-earth Tim Pullen. 
In the first in the series, over on page 155, he gives us 
a broad overview of the topic. Expect a deep dive into 
the real nitty-gritty in future issues.
Jacob Barlow, Production Editor

Final Word

ESCAPE TO THE COUNTRY
This month I loved reading all about self-builders and renovators who have escaped to 
the countryside to create new homes — and, in some cases, new lives (page 44). From 
derelict barns and unloved farmhouses to purposeless patches of disused agricultural 
land (with accompanying chicken sheds), these self-builders and renovators have created 
efficient, modern homes — perhaps something we should all consider in this day and age.
Amy Reeves, Editorial Assistant




